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Genome instability: causes and consequences

Maintenance of a stable genome is required for normal cellular function and faith-
ful transmission of DNA to daughter cells and their offspring. However, cells are 
exposed to many DNA lesions every day (1). These lesions can be caused by both 
endogenous and exogenous sources. Endogenous factors include reactive oxygen 
species and incorporation of incorrect nucleotides or ribonucleotides during DNA 
replication. Exogenous sources include harmful chemicals and different types of 
radiation. If DNA lesions are not repaired properly, the resulting mutations and loss 
of genome stability can lead to premature ageing, cancer and other disorders (2). 
Many factors, including sporadic errors during DNA replication and/or repair, envi-
ronmental factors, and inherited mutations in DNA maintenance genes can cause 
several distinct forms of mutations, including: (a) point mutations, short insertions 
and/or deletions (indels), contraction or expansion of DNA repeats and microsat-
ellites, (b) structural rearrangements, including inversions, translocations, copy 
number variations (CNVs), unequal sister chromatid exchange, and loss of hetero-
zygosity (LOH), and (c) chromosomal copy number variations or aneuploidy, often 
referred to as chromosomal instability (1).
In this chapter, I will review several causes and consequences of genome instability 
and discuss how genome instability can be detected using Strand-seq, a single-cell 
DNA template strand sequencing technique recently developed in our laboratory 
(3).

Replication-associated genome instability
During each cell division, the entire genome must be faithfully duplicated for 
transmission to daughter cells. As such, precise DNA replication is of critical im-
portance for maintaining genome stability in successive generations of cells. In 
order to ensure proper DNA replication, this process is tightly controlled from be-
ginning to end. However, problems and errors can still occur (4). Incorporation of 
incorrect nucleotides or ribonucleotides during DNA synthesis occurs several times 
during each cell cycle, although these errors are typically recognized and repaired 
before cells enter mitosis (5). More serious problems occur when DNA replication 
is paused because of stalled replication forks (6). Persistent replication fork stall-
ing can block mitosis, forcing cells into senescence or apoptosis, or can lead to 
chromosomal rearrangements that are passed on to daughter cells during mitosis.

Replication fork stalling and collapse
Cells start priming for DNA replication during G1-phase of the cell cycle, when an 
inactive form of the MCM2-7 helicase complex is assembled onto the DNA at ori-
gins of replication (7). Once a cell enters S-phase, the MCM2-7 complex becomes 
activated at a subset of these origins and other replication factors, including other 
helicases and polymerases, are assembled to form a functional complex of proteins 
collectively called the replisome. Once DNA replication commences, the MCM2-7 
complex moves along the chromosome to unwind the double-stranded DNA into 
two single strands. Both of the single stranded-DNA molecules are then used as 
a template for synthesis of a complementary, nascent strand by the replisome 
(4). Because the DNA polymerases which are part of the replisome can only syn-
thesize DNA in a 5’ to 3’ direction, only one DNA strand (the leading strand) can 
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be replicated in one continuous stretch. The second strand (the lagging strand) is 
synthesized in discrete Okazaki fragments, which are processed and ligated into a 
continuous DNA strand after synthesis (4).
When the replicative helicases encounter barriers in the DNA template that cannot 
be overcome, such as single-strand nicks, bulky adducts, inter-strand crosslinks, 
or secondary DNA structures, the replication fork will pause until the barrier is re-
moved and DNA replication can continue. In most cases, the replisome remains on 
the DNA during replication pausing and there are no major consequences. Howev-
er, when the barrier cannot be resolved properly, persistent fork stalling can occur 
(8). Persistent fork stalling can lead to fork regression, where the replication fork 
is pushed back along the chromosome, leading to a structure known as a chick-foot 
structure (see Figure 1). At this point, nascent DNA strands can be extended by 
means of ssDNA annealing or template switching, after which the replication fork 
can be reversed in order to bypass the barrier and continue replication (9). When 
replication fork restart is not possible the fork will collapse, leading to the forma-
tion of a single-ended double strand break (DSB) on one of the sister chromatids. 
The break is subsequently repaired via the homologous recombination (HR) path-
way, possibly leading to a reciprocal exchange of DNA between the newly formed 
sister chromatids known as a sister chromatid exchange (SCE) (9). Both replication 
fork restart and collapse are major potential contributors to genome instability.

Replication stress and fragile sites
Replication stress is the general term used to refer to a state where cells display 
decreased speed of replication fork progression and DNA synthesis. No clear defi-
nition of the term replication stress exists and replication stress can be induced 
in a number of ways, including disruption of nucleotide pools, inhibition of DNA 
polymerases, and oncogenic transformation (8). Replication stress is also charac-
terized by a high frequency of replication fork stalling and collapse, leading to 
double strand breaks (DSBs) and other chromosomal aberrations (4). Quite strik-
ingly, these breaks and aberrations often occur at specific sites in the genome 
called fragile sites (10).
Fragile sites are well-defined regions of the genome prone to breakage in cells 
undergoing replication stress (10). Common fragile sites (CFSs) are identical in 
all human genomes, while rare fragile sites only occur in a subset of individuals. 
Fragile sites can be visualized in vitro by treating cells with a low dose of the DNA 
polymerase inhibitor aphidicolin, which will lead to a high frequency of chromo-
somal aberrations, including breaks and quadriradial chromosomes, at these sites 
(11). In general, breakage at fragile sites is thought to occur in cells undergoing 
replication stress, for example the oncogenic stress observed in immortalized cell 
lines and tumour cells (10).
Fragile sites are associated with high frequencies of SCEs, translocations, dele-
tions, and insertions of exogenous DNA and they can represent up to 80% of chro-
mosomal breakpoints in (pre-)cancerous cells (10,12). Common fragile sites occur 
often in large, transcriptionally active genes containing AT-rich repeats (13). CFSs 
are often devoid of origins of replication, and they are replicated late during S-
phase or even during early M-phase (14). As such, fragile sites have been associated 
with ultrafine anaphase bridges, which form when DNA replication at fragile sites 
is not completed before chromosome segregation occurs during mitosis (14,15).
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Figure 1 - Replication fork management. Stalled replication forks can be processed using three differ-
ent pathways: Single-strand annealing (A), Template switching (B) and HR-mediated repair (C). Leading 
and lagging template strands are displayed in dark blue and dark red, respectively. Newly formed na-
scent strands are depicted in light blue and light red. Proteins involved in different steps are indicated 
in green.
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Incomplete DNA replication and ultrafine bridges
Ultrafine bridges (UFBs) are formed by chromosome fibres that stretch between 
two sister chromatids and are often the result of incomplete DNA replication per-
sisting into M-phase (16). UFBs do not contain histones and cannot be stained using 
DNA dyes such as 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). However, they are coated 
by several proteins, including PICH, RIF1, and BLM, and can be visualized by stain-
ing for these proteins (17,18). Although their appearance is similar, three types 
of UFBs have been identified based on their positions on chromosomes: telomeric 
UFBs (T-UFBs), centromeric UFBs (C-UFBs), and fragile site UFBs (FS-UFBs) (19,20).
T-UFBs are believed to be caused by DNA catenates involving the telomeres of 
sister chromatids which persist into anaphase. This type of UFB can be readily 
detected in all anaphase cells and are normally resolved before mitosis by BLM 
and PICH (20). C-UFBs are also detected in unstressed cells and result from late 
replication of difficult-to-replicate centromeric DNA (17). In contrast to T-UFBs and 
C-UFBs, FS-UFBs are only found in cells undergoing replication stress and form at 
the location of fragile sites (21).
Although the three types of UFBs form at distinctive locations and under differ-
ent circumstances, they are believed to form similar structures once they arise. 
Because these structures form physical links between the sister chromatids while 
these are being pulled apart, UFBs contain stretched DNA which might adopt a dif-
ferent conformation than the typical B-DNA helix structure (17). These abnormal 
DNA structures would explain why no histones are present in the DNA and why UFBs 
cannot be stained with the usual DNA dyes. It is also believed that the torsional 
stress from both sister chromatids is the signal for PICH to be recruited to UFBs 
(17). PICH in turn recruits the RIF1 and BLM helicases, which resolve UFBs in con-
junction with topoisomerases and allow for proper chromosome segregation (18).
When UFBs are not resolved before chromosome segregation and cell division oc-
cur, the bridge will most likely break and both daughter cells will inherit incom-
pletely replicated chromosomes, leading to loss of genetic material (20). Alterna-
tively, persisting UFBs can lead to lagging chromosomes that either co-segregate 
with their sister chromatid into one daughter cell, leading to aneuploidy, or are 
segregated into micronuclei (20).

Telomeres
As described above, UFBs often form at telomeres, even in unstressed cells, due to 
the highly repetitive DNA sequence of telomeres and the abundance of telomere-
associated proteins that interfere with telomere replication. However, telomeres 
can also contribute to genome instability in other ways.
Telomeres are formed by long stretches of repetitive DNA (TTAGGG in mammals) 
at the end of linear chromosomes, coated by a complex of proteins called the 
shelterin proteins (22). Telomeres end in a 3’ overhang that loops back into the 
telomere and invades a double-stranded region to form a so-called T-loop (23) 
(Figure 2). This structure is then stabilized by the presence of shelterin proteins 
(22). Whether the very end is hidden by a T-loop structure or telomere protection 
results from exclusion of DNA damage proteins by shelterin mediated chromatin 
condensation (24) is currently under investigation. T-loops do need to be resolved 
during S-phase in order to replicate telomeres (25). Persistence of T-loops leads to 
breaks at the telomeres and increased speed of telomere shortening (26).
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Telomeres also serve a role in the end-replication problem. Because the ends of 
chromosomes cannot be fully replicated, some DNA sequence is lost during each 
cell division. Telomeres protect against the loss of unique DNA at the ends of 
chromosomes. Critically short telomeres are a signal for a cell to enter senes-
cence or apoptosis in order to prevent further loss of chromosomal DNA. When the 
cell keeps dividing, telomeres are lost completely and unique DNA is lost during 
cell division. Furthermore, the ends of chromosomes are recognized as DSBs and 
‘repaired’, often leading to end-to-end chromosome fusions. These fused chro-
mosomes are believed to break during the subsequent cell division (27), although 
it has also been shown that the fused chromosomes form anaphase bridges during 
mitosis, leading to chromotrypsis and kataegis (28). Either event will cause accu-
mulation of mutations, thus contributing to cancer formation.

Transcription-coupled genome instability
Transcriptional activity has also been linked to genome instability; a correlation 
has been shown between levels of gene transcription and accumulation of mu-
tations and chromosomal rearrangements occurring within that gene. Obviously, 
mutations occurring within genes can have serious consequences affecting either 
transcript levels and/or functional activity of the RNA/protein. As such, transcrip-
tion-coupled genome instability is a major contributor to the disruption of normal 
cellular processes and functions (29).

Collisions between transcription and replication
Simultaneous transcription and replication of the same regions of the DNA can lead 
to collisions between the transcription and replication machineries, often result-
ing in DSBs (30). Transcription-replication collisions can occur in two ways: head-
on collisions, and co-directional collisions (30). Head-on collisions occur when the 
leading strand for DNA replication is the transcribed strand of a gene and the 
replication and transcription machineries will move in opposite directions (31). Co-
directional collisions occur because the replisome moves along the chromosome at 
speeds which are ~12 times higher than the transcription machinery, often leading 
to the replisome catching up to and colliding with transcription machinery. These 
collisions will often lead to dissociation of the transcription machinery without 
pausing of the replication fork (30).

Figure 2 – Structure of a mammalian telomere. Telomeres consist of tandem TTAGGG (G-rich strand, 
red line) and complementary AATCCC (C-rich strand, blue line) repeats coated by shelterin proteins.
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Although co-directional collisions can lead to genome instability by disrupting 
transcription, head-on collisions are thought to occur more often and be more 
deleterious for the genome (30). A head-on collision will often lead to dissociation 
of the transcription machinery from the DNA, but also to replication fork stalling 
and collapse (31,32). As previously discussed, collapsed replication forks need to 
be repaired via HR and are a major source of genome instability.

Co-transcriptional R-loops
Transcription-induced genome instability can also occur as a result of co-transcrip-
tional R-loops, which are stable RNA:DNA hybrids that occur when a synthesized 
RNA molecule anneals to the complementary DNA strand it was transcribed from 
(33). Because transcription requires unwinding of the DNA helix to allow an RNA 
molecule to the synthesized, persistent binding of the RNA to the template DNA 
does not allow the displaced DNA strand to re-anneal, resulting in a three-way 
structure called an R-loop (33). R-loops can achieve lengths over 1Kb in highly 
transcribed genes, creating long stretches of ssDNA, which are highly sensitive to 
DNA damaging agents (34).
Besides damage to the displaced DNA strand, persistent R-loops can also pose a bar-
rier to the replisome, often leading to stalled and collapsed replication forks and 
further DNA damage and genome instability (35). This effect of R-loops is enhanced 
when the displaced DNA strand is capable of adopting a secondary structure, such 
as a G-quadruplex. G-quadruplexes occurring opposite R-loops have been dubbed 
G-loops and are capable of blocking both transcription and replication and lead to 
elevated levels of recombination (36).

Genome instability due to transformation and reprogramming
Genome instability can also be caused by changes to the DNA induced by exog-
enous agents. For example, viruses are capable of transforming cells into a cancer-
like state, often accompanied by immortalization (37,38). It is also possible to use 
viruses to induce expression of certain transcription factors in cells, allowing them 
to be reprogrammed into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) (39). 

Viral infection
Viruses can cause cancer in humans, with several types of cancer linked mainly 
to virus infection. For example, nearly all cases of cervical cancer are associated 
with infection with the human papillomavirus (40). Virus infection can also lead to 
increased cell proliferation, which is often associated with replication stress and 
high levels of DNA damage (41).Combined with (over)expression of telomerase, 
this can allow cells to proliferate indefinitely (42,43). As discussed, replication 
stress causes a high occurrence of DNA damage at fragile sites and fragile site 
breakage has been observed in up to 80% of cancer cells (10).
Viruses are also used often to immortalize cells in vitro for research purposes. 
For example, B lymphocytes can be immortalized by infection with the Eppstein 
Barr virus (EBV) (37) and fibroblasts using the simian virus 40 (38). High levels of 
genome instability have been detected in both cell types after immortalization 
(44,45), most likely reflecting the transformation into an oncogenic state that also 
occurs in vivo after infection with certain viruses.
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Nuclear reprogramming
Nuclear reprogramming is the process by which (somatic) cells are transformed 
into another cell type, often into a stem cell-like state (46). Nuclear reprogram-
ming can be achieved in different ways, the most common method relying on the 
use of a cocktail of transcription factors to reprogram cells into induced pluripo-
tent stem cells. These cells resemble embryonic stem cells (ESCs) in morphology, 
gene expression profiles, and function (46).
Nuclear reprogramming into iPSCs is commonly achieved using the transcription 
factors Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc (OSKM) (39). Oct4 and Sox2 are transcriptional 
master regulators in ESCs, and are thought to be responsible for inducing expres-
sion of ESC-specific genes, including other pluripotency factors, during reprogram-
ming (39). Reprogramming also relies on a genome-wide DNA demethylation and 
(transient) euchromatization affected by Klf4 and c-Myc (47). However, both Klf4 
and Myc are known oncogenes and their overexpression has been linked to sev-
eral types of cancer (48-50). Indeed, chimeric mice generated using iPSCs display 
increased frequencies of cancer (51), likely reflecting elevated levels of genome 
instability induced by overexpression of the transgenes.

Double strand break repair and maintenance of genome stability
Although genome instability can be caused by a wide range of processes, many of 
these events lead to the same form of DNA damage, namely DSBs (52). DSBs are 
considered the most deleterious form of DNA damage and a single unrepaired DSB 
is sufficient to induce checkpoint arrest in a cell.
Two major repair pathways exist for DSBs: non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) and 
homologous recombination (HR) (53). In mammalian cells, NHEJ is active through-
out the cell cycle, but is often associated with mutations. By contrast, HR is only 
active during S- and G2-phase and is generally considered to be an error-free 
repair pathway (54). DSB repair pathway choice is governed mainly by supressing 
expression and activity of HR proteins during G1. For example, the BRCA1-PALB2 
interaction, which is required for HR, is abrogated during G1 via ubiquitylation  of 
PALB2 and restored during S/G2 (55). HR is further supressed during G1 via the 
activity of 53BP1, which inhibits end-resection and promotes NHEJ (56,57).

Non-homologous end-joining
The first step in NHEJ is recognition of the DSB by the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer (58), 
which then recruits DNA-PKCs (59), and the MRE11-RAD50-NSB1 (MRN) complex 
(60). Together, these proteins process the DNA ends to form a 3’ overhang, after 
which the ends of the broken chromosome are brought together for synapsis based 
on microhomology (61). The XRCC4/DNA Ligase IV complex is then recruited to li-
gate the ends together and fill in any gaps, effectively repairing the break (Figure 
3A). The repair proteins dissociate from the DNA once repair is completed (62).
Because repair by NHEJ is based on microhomology, DSBs are repaired faithfully 
only when the breaks results in complementary overhangs on either end of the 
break, allowing these ends to be ligated together properly. When a break results 
in blunt ends, or when one or more nucleotides are lost at the site of the break, 
the DNA ends will still be ligated together, but this will result in loss or gain of 
nucleotides and (small) insertions/deletions (indels) (61). When multiple DSBs are 
repaired at the same time, the ends of different DSBs can be ligated together, 
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leading to chromosomal rearrangements such as translocations (63). As such, NHEJ 
is considered to be an error-prone repair mechanism, while repair via HR is gener-
ally error-free (64).

Homologous recombination
DNA repair via HR relies on the presence of a homologous sequence that is used 
as a template for repair. During S-phase, this homologous sequence is synthesized 
in the form of identical sister chromatids. Using the sister chromatids as a repair 
template, any nucleotides lost during processing of the DSB can be replaced while 
the break is repaired (Figure 3B).
One of the first signals originating from a DSB is the presence of the histone variant 
γ-H2Ax (65). Once a DSB is recognized, repair by HR can be initiated by resect-
ing the 5’ ends of the break by EXO1 and DNA2 to create 3’ overhangs on either 
end of the break (66). This end-resection promotes repair via HR and inhibits end 
joining during S/G2 phase (67). The single stranded 3’ overhangs are recognized 
and coated by RPA (68), which in turns recruits BRCA2 and RAD51 (69). A RAD51 
filament is formed along the single-stranded overhang and this will be used to find 
and invade a homologous sequence, typically the identical location on the sister 
chromatid (70). One overhang will invade this homologous sequence, displacing 
one of the DNA strands, and the complementary strand is used as a template to 
extend the broken strand. This leads to the formation of a D-loop, which can be 
dissolved, allowing the invading strand to be used to fill in the other broken strand 
via a mechanism called synthesis-dependant strand annealing (SDSA) (71). This 
process ensures that both sister chromatids remain intact and does not result in 
any cross-over events (72). Alternatively, repair can continue via the double-strand 
break repair (DSBR) pathway (72). The second broken strand can be captured by 
the displaced strand from the sister chromatid and extended using this displaced 
strand as a template. This will lead to the formation of a double Holliday junction 
(dHJ) (72). This dHJ can subsequently be dissolved by the BLM-TOPOIIIα-RMI1-RMI2 
(BTRR) complex (73-76), leading to separation of the sister chromatids without 
crossing over. If the dHJ cannot be dissolved (for instance because BLM is absent), 
it is cleaved by the endonuclease complex MUS81/EME1 (77) or by GEN1 (78) in 
a process called dHJ resolution. This dHJ resolution will result in 50% crossovers 
(SCEs) and 50% non-crossovers.
Although HR can result in SCE formation, the exchange is typically between identi-
cal sister chromatids and will therefore not result in any mutations (64). However, 
in some cases the homologous sequence used for repair is not the same locus on 
the sister chromatid. For example, DSBs in highly repetitive DNA can cause homol-
ogy search to identify and invade a different region on the sister chromatid. If an 
exchange occurs during repair, this unequal SCE can result in loss or gain of genetic 
information (79). Alternatively, the homologous chromosome can be used for re-
pair instead of the sister chromatid. This will result in copying of material from one 
homologous chromosome onto the other, leading to loss of heterozygosity (LOH) 
(80). When an exchange event occurs, it can lead to whole chromosome arms be-
ing exchanged between homologs. When one of these homologs is inherited by a 
daughter cell along with the intact second homolog, this interhomolog exchange 
results in LOH across large chromosomal regions.
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Figure 3 - Double strand break repair. Schematic representation of DSB repair by non-homologous 
end-joining or homologous recombination. Proteins involved in different steps are indicated in green.  
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Genome instability syndromes
It is clear now that maintenance of genome stability is a process that requires a 
wide range of mechanisms and proteins to function properly. The fragility of the 
system is exemplified by genome instability syndromes, often caused by mutations 
in a single gene required for maintaining genome stability (see Table 1). These 
syndromes often result in a strong cancer predisposition, although the types of 
cancer and other symptoms associated with these diseases vary. Genome instabil-
ity syndromes have been identified as the result of mutations in genes involved in 
DNA replication, telomere maintenance, and several DNA repair pathways. In this 
thesis, special attention is given to Bloom Syndrome and the genome instability 
associated with this disease.

Table 1 – Genome instability syndromes. Selection of genetic diseases associated with mutations in 
proteins involved in maintenance of genome stability. Nearly all genome instability syndromes are as-
sociated with cancer predisposition.
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Detection of genome instability using Strand-seq
Levels of genome instability can be assessed in a number of ways. For example, 
γ-H2Ax staining is used to detect levels of replication stress and the number of 
DSBs occurring in cells (93). Metaphase spreads can be used to count chromosome 
aberrations, such as breaks in the DNA, or to identify and count SCEs, which are 
considered sensitive indicators of genome instability (94). Detection of transloca-
tions and aneuploidy is also possible by means of a fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion (FISH) technique called spectral karyotyping or chromosome painting (95). 
However, each of these techniques is specific for one aspect of genome instability 
and typically cannot be performed in tandem.
We have recently developed a technique for single-cell DNA template strand se-
quencing (or Strand-seq), which can be used to detect several types of chromo-
somal rearrangements, including SCEs, inversions, and translocations, as well as 
local or whole-chromosome copy number variations, at the single-cell level (3). 
Because Strand-seq is a sequencing-based technique, these rearrangements can 
then be mapped at high resolution.

SCE detection methods
As previously discussed, SCEs are a possible outcome of DNA double strand break 
repair that involves a physical exchange of genetic material between replicated 
sister chromatids (96). Although an SCE typically represents error-free repair be-
cause no genetic material is gained, lost, or altered, studying SCE rates in the con-
text of genomic (in)stability, disease, and cancer is interesting for several reasons. 
Firstly, the number of SCEs occurring within a cell is considered an indicator for 
the number of DSBs that occurred during and after DNA replication and as such is 
used as a marker for genome instability (1). Secondly, although sister chromatid 
exchanges are typically error-free, a small percentage will result in gain or loss of 
genetic material through unequal SCE (97) or can lead to LOH when a cross-over 
occurs between homologs instead of sister chromatids (80). Finally, studying SCE 
rates in the context of treating cells with DNA damaging agents can yield insights 
into possible defects in DNA repair machinery in these cells. Because of this, SCE 
rates have been extensively studied in both normal and DNA repair deficient cells. 
Several different methods for SCE detection have been developed. These methods 
and their (dis)advantages are discussed in this section.

Autoradiography
SCEs were first detected and described in 1958 in plant cells grown in the presence 
radioactive tritium (3H) labelled thymidine, which was incorporated into the newly 
formed (nascent) DNA strands during replication (98). Cells harvested after two 
rounds of DNA replication will contain one sister chromatid with two 3H-labelled 
strands and one sister chromatid containing one labelled and one unlabelled strand 
(the original template strand) (Figure 4A). The levels of radioactivity from each 
sister chromatid can be detected using autoradiography, resulting in different ra-
dioactive intensities for both sister chromatids (Figure 4B). Taylor described that 
not all chromosomes would display this dichotic pattern, but instead some chro-
matids displayed a switch from light to dark staining, while their sister chromatid 
would show the inverse pattern (98). He concluded that these switches in staining 
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must be the result of physical exchanges of DNA between the sister chromatids 
that occurred during cell division, and termed these sister chromatid exchanges.
SCEs were later also shown to occur in eukaryotes (99). However, several stud-
ies reported a dose-dependent relationship between the amount of 3H-thymidine 
used and the number of SCEs detected in cells, suggesting induction of SCEs by 
treatment with 3H (100,101). Other studies reported no effect of 3H on SCE rates 
(102,103). Based on these studies it was unclear if all SCEs were induced by 3H or 
if a (low) spontaneous SCE rate would also occur. In order to solve this issue, a 
new method was developed that did not rely on the use of radioactively labelled 
thymidine.

Differential cytogenetic staining of sister chromatids
Several years after SCE detection by autoradiography was first described, a new 
method was developed that would bypass the requirement for radioactive labelling 
of chromosomes. Instead of using 3H-labelled thymidine, the use of the thymidine 
analogue bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) was proposed (104-106). BrdU is also incorpo-
rated into newly synthesized DNA and this yields similar chromosome labelling, which 
can then be detected using dyes like Hoechst (94) and Giemsa (105) (Figure 4B).
However, similar concerns as with the autoradiography were raised when it was 
shown that increasing the concentration of BrdU also resulted in increasing SCE 
rates (107-109). It was hypothesized that BrdU could also induce SCEs, either by 
its incorporation into the DNA or by its presence in DNA strands used as a template 
for replication during the second cell cycle. Several studies performed on the 
relationship between BrdU and SCE rates indicated that there was a baseline SCE 
rate, which was believed to represent spontaneously occurring SCEs (107,109).
One major drawback of SCE detection by autoradiography or cytogenetic stain-
ing is the poor resolution at which SCEs can be localized within a chromo-
some. For both of these techniques SCEs could be localized to a region span-
ning several megabases (1), which made it impossible to properly asses their 
locations and extract new insights from this information. This means that the 
exact localization and potential clustering of SCEs could not be detected until 
the development of a more sensitive, single-cell sequencing based technique.

High resolution SCE mapping using Strand-seq
Single-cell DNA template strand sequencing technique (Strand-seq) can be used for 
high resolution mapping of structural genome rearrangements, including SCEs (3). 
Like cytogenetic SCE identification, Strand-seq relies on incorporation of BrdU into 
newly formed DNA strands, but only requires one round of DNA replication and cell 
division (Figure 4A). Single-cell sequencing libraries are made from these cells, 
and all BrdU labelled DNA is removed during the library construction. This results 
in sequencing libraries which contain only the original template DNA strands for 
each chromosome (one strand for each homolog). Because the library fragments 
maintain directionality, each fragment can be mapped to the Watson (negative, 
anti-sense) or the Crick (positive, sense) strands. As such, SCEs are detected as a 
switch in DNA template strand orientation within a chromosome (Figure 4C).
Because Strand-seq relies on a single round of DNA replication in the presence of 
BrdU, any potential effect of presence of BrdU within template DNA strands is re-
moved. However, the major advantage of Strand-seq lies in the fact that SCEs can 
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Figure 4 – SCE detection methods. Representation of different SCE detection methods: autoradiography, 
cytogenetics and Strand-seq. (A) DNA replication and cell division with BrdU. Original Watson and Crick 
template strands are shown as solid orange and green lines, respectively. BrdU labelled strands are indi-
cated by dashed lines. SCEs are indicated by red (first cell cycle) and purple (second cell cycle) stars. (B) SCE 
detection using autoradiography or cytogenetics requires two rounds of DNA replication with BrdU. SCEs are 
seen as reciprocal changes of lightly and darkly stained sister chromatids. (C) SCE detection using Strand-
seq relies on one cell division with BrdU,  SCEs are detected as changes in template strand directionality.
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be mapped at a kilobase resolution (3), several orders of magnitude more precise 
than what is possible using cytogenetics (1). Strand-seq can also be used to iden-
tify and map stable rearrangements, such as translocations and inversions, at the 
same high resolutions (3). 
Other applications for Strand-seq, such as identifying haplotypes and refining ge-
nome assemblies are currently being investigated. Furthermore, by modifying the 
technique by using cells which were not labelled with BrdU and removing the 
Hoechst/UV step from the protocol, it is possible to construct high quality single-
cell sequencing libraries without upfront amplification. This allows for high resolu-
tion detection and mapping of (small) copy number variations and whole chromo-
some aneuploidies (110,111).

Outline of this thesis
In chapter 2, I will discuss a rare genetic disorder called Bloom Syndrome, which 
is associated with high levels of genome instability. This disease is caused by muta-
tions in the BLM helicase gene and the different functions BLM has in maintaining 
genome stability are discussed.
For chapter 3, we used Strand-seq to show that the use of BrdU has no influence 
on SCE rates in either normal or Bloom syndrome cells, confirming that elevated 
SCE rates in Bloom syndrome cells occur spontaneously and are likely to contribute 
to the cancer predisposition associated with the disease.
Continued studies of SCEs in both normal and Bloom Syndrome cells are described 
in chapter 4.  We show that Strand-seq can be used to identify and map SCEs at 
high resolution, allowing us to perform subsequent analysis of SCE locations for 
the first time. We show that SCEs in Bloom syndrome cells frequently occur at sites 
of G-quadruplex motifs, especially those occurring in template strands of actively 
transcribed genes. We propose that this phenotype is indicative of elevated muta-
tion rates within (active) genes, which likely contributes to development of cancer.
For chapter 5, a new approach for direct haplotyping of individual genomes us-
ing Strand-seq was developed. Different uses for this direct haplotyping approach 
were investigated, including the mapping of meiotic recombination events and the 
detection and mapping of loss of heterozygosity at the single-cell level.
In chapter 6 we describe our studies of genome instability and chromosome con-
tent in reprogrammed cells. We show that reprogramming cells into induced plu-
ripotent stem cells can lead to elevated frequency of chromosome 8 and argue 
that this is associated with reduced capacity of these cells to contribute to embryo 
formation and dvelopment.
Finally, in chapter 7 I will summarize and discuss the results obtained from the 
different studies described in this thesis, placing them in a larger context, and 
discussing potential future directions for this research.

For a short video explaining 
the principles of Strand-seq, 
scan this QR code.
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Bloom Syndrome
Bloom Syndrome (BS) is a rare autosomal recessive disorder characterized by short 
stature, immunodeficiency, high incidence of type II diabetes, reduced fertility, UV 
sensitivity, and a strong cancer predisposition (1). The disease was first described 
in 1954 (2) and is studied extensively as a model disease for genome instability and 
cancer development.
BS is caused by mutations in the BLM gene, which encodes for the BLM helicase 
(1). The disease occurs most frequently in individuals of Ashkenazi Jewish decent, 
due to one particular mutated BLM allele (BLMASH) found in this population (3). 
BLMASH carrier frequency within the Ashkenazi population has been determined at 
1/107 and 1/46,000 individuals of Ashkenazi decent have Bloom Syndrome (4). The 
frequency of mutant BLM alleles in the general population is too low to estimate 
and it is believed most cases are the result of de novo mutations (5). Since 1954, 
more than 300 cases of BS have been reported. Most of these patients are admitted 
into the BS registry, where patient information, including symptoms and disease 
progression are stored (6). As of the beginning on 2016, 265 cases of BS have been 
admitted into the registry (6).
BS is characterized by a wide range of symptoms. The first diagnostic marker is 
a below average height and weight: the mean birth weight is 1.8 kilograms for 
both males and females. Proportional short stature remains throughout life, with a 
mean adult height of 149 cm and 138 cm for males and females, respectively (6). 
The exact reason for this short stature is not known, but there are two possible ex-
planations that both involve deficiencies in cell division. BS cells display a reduced 
speed of proliferation in vitro (7), as well as increased levels of apoptosis as a re-
sult of stalled replication forks (8). During embryonic and foetal development cells 
divide rapidly and the reduced number of cells in individuals with BS could be due 
to either the reduced output of cells because of the slow cell division, increased 
levels of apoptosis, or a combination of both.
Patients start developing respiratory and auditory tract infections during early 
childhood and blood samples from patients display low levels of plasma globulins, 
which are characteristic of immunodeficiency (1). Chronic lung disease was diag-
nosed in 2.6% of patients (6). It has been hypothesized that immunodeficiency in 
BS patients is due to excessive recombination during immune cell activation (1), 
but several studies reported no abnormalities in Variable, (Diversity), and Joining 
gene segment recombination in BS cells (9-11). Interestingly, BLM does appear to 
play a role in Immunoglobulin (Ig) gene conversion (12). Reduced Ig gene conver-
sion frequency in BS cells could explain the immunodeficiency seen in BS patients. 
It is also possible that immune cells lacking BLM cannot achieve the high levels of 
proliferation associated with a normal immune response due to either problems 
with cell division or increased apoptosis during rapid cell division.
Interestingly, 16% of patients develop diabetes at ages ranging from 4 to 45 years 
old (6). Although the exact reason is not known, reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
could be a potential explanation. Bloom Syndrome cells produce higher levels of 
ROS than normal cells (13,14) and damage caused by ROS has been linked to dia-
betes (15).
Patients also display a strong sensitivity to UV radiation and develop erythema in 
parts of the body exposed to sunlight: mainly face, neck, shoulders, arms, and 
hands (1). This corresponds with a UV sensitivity seen in BS cells, in which UV 
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radiation induces high levels of apoptosis (16) and reflects a DNA repair defect 
caused by the absence of BLM. 
Quite strikingly, individuals with BS show marked subfertility. Successful pregnan-
cies in women are rare but have been reported (17,18), but males are sterile due 
to the absence of functional spermatozoa in their sperm (19). BLM and its homo-
logs in yeast and mouse have been shown to play a role in meiotic recombination 
(20-23), and a deficit in proper meiotic recombination is a likely reason for the 
reduced fertility. Indeed, BLM is required for normal spermatogenesis (22), even 
though females can apparently still produce healthy oocytes. The main difference 
between male and female meiosis is the presence of XY-bodies, which pair the 
non-homologous X- and Y-chromosomes in male cells (24). Meiotic recombination 
between the X- and Y-chromosomes is limited to pseudoautosomal regions and no 
recombination should occur outside of these regions (25). BLM appears to spe-
cifically prevent recombination between non-homologous chromosomes (22) and 
perhaps also between non-homologous regions on the X- and Y-chromosomes. This 
could explain the critical role BLM plays in male, but not female, meisosis.
Arguably the most serious symptom of the disease is a strong predisposition to-
wards a wide range of cancers, which includes leukemia’s, lymphomas, carcino-
mas, and rare tumours (1). Interestingly, leukemia seems to be the predominant 
type of cancer in children, lymphomas are found in both children and adults, while 
carcinomas start to appear during adolescence and become the predominant can-
cer type in adulthood (1). Out of the 265 individuals in the Bloom Syndrome regis-
try, 122 (46%) have so far been diagnosed with cancer (6). Roughly one third of pa-
tients suffering from cancer will develop at least one secondary malignancy at the 
same time or later in life (1). These later tumours can be of the same or a different 
origin than the primary tumour. For example, one patient was diagnosed with basal 
cell carcinoma 4 times within 5 years, while another developed separate instances 
of lymphoma, left breast carcinoma, colon carcinoma, and right breast carcinoma 
over the course of 17 years (1). In general, time between diagnosis of first and 
second cancers has varied between 9 months and 13 years (1). The mean age at 
death of BS patients is 26 years (6).
BS cells are characterized by marked genome instability. The cells display a high 
sister chromatid exchange (SCE) rate (26), an elevated spontaneous mutation rate  
(27,28), a high frequency of micronuclei (29-31), increased DNA breaks during S-
phase (32), high levels of replication intermediates (33), delayed DNA chain growth 
during replication (7), and an increased sensitivity to DNA damaging agents such as 
mitomycin C (34), ethyl methanesulfonate (35), hydroxyurea (36), formaldehyde 
(37), UV radiation (16), X-radiation (38), and gamma radiation (39).

BLM
The BLM gene was identified as the causative gene for Bloom syndrome in 1995 
(40), after it was shown that the BS phenotype can be corrected by the introduc-
tion of normal human chromosome 15 into BS cells (41). The causative mutation 
was subsequently mapped to 15q26.1 (42). The BLM gene encodes for a 1417 amino 
acid protein belonging to the family of RecQ helicases (40). The high SCE rate in 
BS cells could be rescued by somatic intragenic recombination in cells containing 
heterozygous BLM mutations (43) and by transfection of normal BLM cDNA into BS 
cells (44), further proving that mutations in BLM are the cause of BS.
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Figure 1 | RecQ helicases. Representation of the RecQ helicases found in bacteria, yeast, and human. 
All members contain the DEAD/DEAH box (shown in red) and the C-terminal helicase domain (dark 
blue). Also depicted are the RQC (yellow) and the HRDC (green) domains, nuclear localization signals 
(light blue) found in several family members and the exonuclease domain (purple), which is only pres-
ent in the WRN protein. Number of amino acids is displayed on the right.

BLM is a RecQ helicase
The RecQ helicases are highly conserved from bacteria to humans and play impor-
tant roles in the maintenance of genome stability (45).  The E. coli RecQ helicase 
is the founding member of this family of helicases and homologs have been identi-
fied in several strains of yeast (46,46,46,47) and in higher eukaryotes, including 
Drospohila melanogaster (48,49), C. elegans (50), and Mus musculus (51). Bacteria 
and yeast have one RecQ helicase each, while humans have five known mem-
ber RecQ helicases: RECQ1, WRN (also called RECQ2), BLM (also called RECQ3), 
RECQ4, and RECQ5 (Figure 1). The RecQ helicases contain three conversed do-
mains: the helicase/ATPase domain (which consist of the DEAD/DEAH box domain 
and a C-terminal helicase domain), the RecQ carboxy-terminal (RQC) domain, and 
the Helicase and RNAse D C-terminal (HRDC) domain (45) (Figure 1). The RQC do-
main is found solely in the RecQ helicases, although it was most likely lost during 
evolution of RECQ4 and RECQ5, and has been linked to dsDNA binding (52). On the 
other hand, the HRDC domain seems to confer a DNA binding substrate specificity 
(53,54).
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Mutations in several RecQ helicases cause diseases associated with severe genomic 
instability (Table 1): Bloom syndrome (BLM) (1), Werner syndrome (WRN) (55), 
Rothmund-Thompson syndrome (RECQ4) (56), RAPADILINO syndrome (RECQ4) (57), 
and Baller-Gerold syndrome (RECQ4) (58). Whether these latter three diseases are 
truly separate entities or if each lies within the spectrum of one overlapping disor-
der is the subject of ongoing debate (59). Mutations in RECQ1 are associated with 
a predisposing to breast cancer (60,61), but do not appear to result in a genetic 
disorder. It is unknown whether mutations in RECQ5 do not result in a phenotype, 
or if such mutations would confer embryonic lethality. Quite strikingly, each of the 
RecQ syndromes is associated with growth retardation and cancer predisposition, 
although the exact symptoms and types of cancer vary between the diseases (Table 
1). Thus, the cancer predisposition seen in each of the syndromes highlights the 
role RECQ helicases play in the maintenance of genome stability.

BLM helicase action and substrate specificity
BLM is a 3’ to 5’ DNA helicase (62) with a high specificity for certain secondary 
structures in the DNA, such as replication forks (63), D-loops (64), Holliday junc-
tions (65), and guanine-quadruplex (G4) structures (66,67) (Figure 2). D-loops are 
structures where a DNA duplex is invaded by a third (homologous) strand, which 
pairs with one of the duplex strands and displaces the complementary strand (Fig-
ure 2B). D-loops occur mainly during DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair by ho-
mologous recombination (HR) (68) and at the ends of telomeres, where the 3’ 
overhang folds back and invades the DNA helix to form a T-loop (69). The Holliday 
junction (HJ) is a structure that contains four DNA strands annealed together (Fig-

Table 1 | RECQ syndromes. Overview of the different syndromes associated with mutations in RECQ 
helicases. For each syndrome, the mutated helicase, most common symptoms, and types of cancer 
predisposition are shown.
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ure 2C). Holliday junctions are recombination intermediates that occur during DNA 
replication and HR (70). G4s are secondary structures formed by specific G-rich 
motifs (71). The consensus sequence for a G4 motif contains four stretches of at 
least three guanine residues (Figure 2D). These residues can form a stacked planar 
structure which is stabilized by the presence of Hoogsteen bonds between the 
G-residues. G4 structures occur mainly within a single DNA strand, but evidence 
exists for inter-strand G4 structures forming between DNA strands and DNA:RNA 
hybrids as well (71).

Regulation of BLM expression and localization
The BLM protein is expressed ubiquitously and the highest protein levels are found 
in tissues displaying high fractions of proliferative cells, such as lymphoid tissues 
and most tumours (72). BLM expression increases sharply during S-phase of the 
cell cycle and peaks in G2/M-phase, before decreasing in the subsequent G1-phase 
after mitosis (73-75). BLM contains a strong nuclear localization signal and is found 
solely in the nucleus (76), where it co-localizes with the promyelocytic leukemia 
(PML) protein to PML nuclear bodies (29). PML bodies contain several DNA repair 
proteins, including RAD50, RAD51, RAD52, MRE11, NBS1, TOP3α, and p53 (77). It is 
believed that these proteins are sequestered to PML bodies in undamaged cells to 
prevent aberrant DNA metabolism (78). Indeed, PML-/- mouse cells lose BLM local-
ization to PML bodies and display elevated SCE rates (78).
BLM is subjected to different post-translational modifications during the cell cycle 
and in response to DNA damage (77). BLM is constitutively phosphorylated by CHK1 
at residue S502 to prevent its degradation by cullin-3 (79). BLM is also phosphory-
lated during S-phase at residue S338 and this modification is believed to stabilize 
BLM protein levels (80,81), although the exact phosphorylation site and stabilizing 
mechanism are under debate. One study reports that BLM is phosphorylated at 
S338 and that this modification enhances an interaction with TopBP1 to prevent 
BLM degradation (80). Another study however reported that the BLM-TopBP1 inter-
action depends on phosphorylation of S304 and that this interaction is not required 
for the stabilization of BLM (81). In either case, BLM expression increases during 
S-phase, which is consistent with its role in DNA replication and recombination (as 
discussed in later sections).

Figure 2| Substrates for BLM he-
licase action. BLM displays a high 
reactivity for a number of second-
ary structures. It is capable of re-
gressing replication forks (A) and 
unwinding D-loops and R-loops (B; 
invading strand can be DNA (D-
loop) or RNA (R-loop)), Holliday 
junctions (C), and G quadruplexes 
(D).
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BLM is further phosphorylated during mitosis. Phosphorylation of residues S714 and 
T766 is mediated through CDK1 and this is believed to exclude BLM from mitotic 
chromatin and prevent interference with chromosome condensation (82). BLM is 
also phosphorylated at S144 by MPS1 and may subsequently play a role in the mi-
totic spindle checkpoint (83). After mitosis and entry into G1, BLM is ubiquitinated 
by MIB at K38, K39, and K40 and targeted to the 26S proteasome for degradation 
(80), leading to the observed decrease in protein levels.
BLM expression increases after induction of DSBs by X-radiation or etoposide and 
the protein aggregates in distinct foci at the sites of the DSBs (84). Furthermore, 
BLM is phosphorylated at T99 and T122 by ATM and ATR in response to DNA damage, 
resulting in dissociation from PML bodies and localization to the sites of DNA dam-
age (8,35,74). BLM is SUMOylated in response to replication stress, leading to BLM 
localization at the sites of stalled replication forks (85,86), where BLM can aid in 
replication restart (87) (see next section).

BLM prevents replication fork collapse and double-strand break formation
Smooth DNA replication is of critical importance for proper transmission of genetic 
material to daughter cells and to prevent mutations from occurring during cell 
division (88). Faithfull replication depends on multiple processes including proper 
unwinding of the DNA duplex to create single-strand DNA (ssDNA) that can be used 
as a template for replication, and the repair or resolution of any barriers that 
might stall the replication fork. When the replication fork encounters a barrier, 
such as single-stranded nicks, lesions, or secondary structures (like G4s) the fork 
will stall and replication cannot continue until the barrier is overcome (88). The 
cell has multiple pathways to resume DNA replication after a fork stalls and BLM 
plays a crucial role in several of these pathways (89).
The first indication that DNA replication might be impaired in BS cells came in 
1975, when it was reported that the speed of replication fork progression was 
lower in BS cells than in normal cells (7). Although the exact cause of this pheno-
type is not known, it could be due to delayed processing of Okazaki fragments into 
a continuous lagging strand. BLM has been shown to promote Okazaki fragment 
processing by directly interacting with and stimulating the activity of FEN-1, the 
endonuclease required for removing overhangs from Okazaki fragments (90,91). 
BS cells also display impaired activity of DNA ligase I, the major DNA ligase in pro-
liferating human cells (92-94). BS cells have normal amounts but reduced activity 
of DNA ligase I, suggesting that BLM stimulates DNA ligase I activity (94). BS cells 
also display abnormal replication intermediates (33,95) and it was later shown 
that BLM localizes to the sites of stalled replication forks (87,96) where it recruits 
other proteins involved in stalled replication fork signalling and restart, including 
the MRE11/RAD50/NBS1 (MRN) complex (87,97) and p53 (98).
Upon recognition of a stalled fork, it can be restarted using several different path-
ways: single-strand annealing, template switching, and HR-mediated repair (see 
also Chapter 1, Figure 1). The single-strand annealing pathway and the template 
switching pathway are initiated by regression of the replication fork, a process 
which is stimulated by the presence of BLM (63,99,100). The ssDNA generated 
by end-resection can be extended and re-annealed, after which the fork can be 
reversed and replication restarted. Both ssDNA annealing and fork reversal are 
stimulated by BLM (101). Alternatively, a D-loop can be formed where one na-
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scent DNA strand is used as a template for replication of the other nascent strand. 
Template switching results in the formation of a double Holliday junction (dHJ), 
dissolved by BLM (102), allowing replication to continue. If replication fork restart 
by single-strand annealing or template switching is not possible, the fork will col-
lapse and be removed from the DNA. This results in a one-ended DSB, which is then 
repaired via HR. This process does not rely on BLM and results in complete restart 
of replication and leads to SCE formation (89,103). This reliance on HR-mediated 
fork restart in BLM deficient cells can (partially) explain the high SCE rates seen 
in these cells.
Clearly BLM plays an important role in DNA replication, and is specifically required 
to prevent replication fork collapse and the formation of DSBs. It is also possible 
that BLM plays a role in removing barriers for replication ahead of the replication 
fork. For example, G4s would pose a strong barrier for replication and could lead 
to stalled forks if not removed. BLM has been shown to unwind G4 structures in 
vitro (66,67,104) and could potentially also prevent fork stalling by removing rep-
lication barriers (105). Such a mechanism has so far not been confirmed for BLM 
or its homologs in vivo, but was reported for two other helicases that can unwind 
G4s: yeast Pif1 (106) and mammalian FANCJ (107).

BLM prevents cross-overs during DNA repair by homologous recombination
Double strand breaks are the most deleterious form of DNA damage, and one unre-
paired DSB is sufficient to prevent a cell from dividing (70). The two major path-
ways for DBS repair in mammalian cells are non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) 
and HR (108) (see also Chapter 1, Figure 3). NHEJ is the preferred pathway during 
G1 phase and is used to ligate the ends of broken chromosomes back together. 
As such, it is an error prone repair pathway and often leads to small insertions 
or deletions (109). By contrast, HR is active during S/G2 phase and uses an intact 
homologous template to repair DSBs. HR is generally considered to be an error-free 
repair pathway (110), although it can lead to mutations and loss of heterozygosity 
(LOH) (70). The homologous template used for repair is typically a sister chroma-
tid, but the homologous chromosome or even a homologous region on a different 
chromosome can also be used. This occurs mainly for regions containing a high 
number of repeats, such as telomeres (111) and ribosomal DNA (rDNA) loci (112).
One of the first signals originating from a DSB is the presence of γ-H2Ax (113). BLM 
accumulates at the site of DSBs and co-localizes with γ-H2Ax (114,115). Once a DSB 
is recognized, repair by HR can be initiated by resecting the 5’ ends of the break by 
EXO1 and DNA2 to create 3’ overhangs on either end of the break (116). This end-
resection promotes repair via HR and inhibits end-joining during S/G2 phase (117). 
BLM promotes end-resection by EXO1 (118,119) and DNA2 (120), thus promoting 
repair by HR and ensuring proper and faithful strand invasion and repair. The 3’ 
overhangs will be used to find and invade a homologous sequence, typically the 
identical location on the sister chromatid. One overhang will invade this homolo-
gous sequence and displace one of the DNA strands, leading to the formation of a 
D-loop (110). At this point the invading strand can be displaced by BLM and used to 
fill in the other broken strand via a mechanism called synthesis-dependant strand 
annealing (SDSA) (64). This process ensures that both sister chromatids remain 
intact and does not result in any cross-over events (70). Alternatively, repair can 
continue via the double-strand break repair (DSBR) pathway. The second broken 
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Figure 3| Double Holliday junction processing. Double Holliday junctions are four-way structures that 
can form during replication fork restart and homologous recombination. BLM, together with TOPO3a, 
RMI1, and RMI2 is required to properly dissolve these dHJ structures. During dHJ dissolution, BLM and 
TOPO3a stimulate branch migration of invading DNA strands, resulting in a catenate that is resolved 
by TOPO3a, RMI1, and RMI2, resulting in proper re-localization of all DNA strands and dHJ processing 
without cross-overs. In absence of BLM, or if a dHJ cannot be dissolved, dHJ resolution acts as a back-
up mechanism. During dHJ resolution, DNA strands are cleaved by MUS81-EME1 or GEN1 and the broken 
strands are re-ligated on the separate sister chromatids. However, this process can result in either a 
crossover or a non-crossover event.

strand can be captured by the displaced strand from the sister chromatid and ex-
tended using this displaced strand as a template. This will lead to the formation 
of a double Holliday junction (dHJ) (70). This dHJ can subsequently be dissolved 
by the BLM-TOPOIIIα-RMI1-RMI2 (BTRR) complex (65,121-123), leading to separa-
tion of the sister chromatids without crossing over (Figure 3). If the dHJ cannot be 
dissolved (for instance because BLM is absent), it is cleaved by the endonuclease 
complex MUS81/EME1 (124) or by GEN1 (125) in a process called dHJ resolution, 
which is estimated to result in 50% crossovers (SCEs) and 50% non-crossovers (126).
It is clear that BLM plays a critical role in proper repair of DSBs. Stimulation of end-
resection by BLM leads to a longer 3’ overhang, which promotes proper homology 
search and strand invasion. In case of insufficient end-resection DSBs are typically 
repaired via the NHEJ pathway (108). BLM also promotes SDSA by displacing D-
loops before a dHJ is formed (64). When SDSA does not occur and the D-loop forms 
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a dHJ, BLM promotes dHJ dissolution to prevent SCEs. Therefore the absence of 
BLM could lead to a strong increase in crossovers during HR, and this high SCE rate 
is exactly what is seen in cells from Bloom Syndrome patients (26).
Although an SCE normally does not include any mutations in the DNA sequence and 
can be considered error-free, unequal SCEs can occur when the DSB is repaired 
using a region other than the homologous region on the sister chromatid. These 
unequal SCEs can lead to loss or gain of DNA sequences (112). If the homologous 
chromosome is used for repair instead of the sister chromatid a crossover would 
result in an interhomolog exchange and LOH (127). This can result in heterozygous 
mutations (e.g. in tumour suppressors or oncogenes) to become homozygous and is 
a well-known driver of cancer. As would be predicted, loss of BLM has been linked 
to elevated levels of LOH (128,129). Therefore, the main role of BLM in maintain-
ing genome stability appears to be in the prevention of mutations by unequal SCEs 
and interhomolog exchanges.

BLM and telomere maintenance
Telomeres are specialized structures present at the ends of linear chromosomes. 
In vertebrates, a telomere consist of several kilobases of TTAGGG repeats that 
end in a 3’ overhang (130), and the proteins associated with the telomeric repeats 
(collectively called the shelterin proteins) (131). Telomeres become shorter with 
each cell division due to incomplete replication at their ends and when they be-
come critically short, the cell cycle is halted and cells become senescent or go into 
apoptosis (130). If cells escape from this telomere checkpoint, chromosomes with 
uncapped ends emerge, thus triggering genome instability. Telomeres are thought 
to have evolved partially as a tumour suppressor mechanism, by limiting the num-
ber of divisions (somatic) cells can undergo and thus preventing accumulation of 
deleterious mutations (130).
Telomeres also prevents the ends of chromosomes from being recognized as DSBs 
by folding back onto themselves into a structure called a T-loop, where the 3’ 
overhang at the end of the telomere will invade a region of double-stranded telo-
meric DNA, forming a D-loop. This structure is then stabilized by the presence of 
the shelterin proteins, effectively hiding the end of the chromosome from the DNA 
repair machinery (69). Irrespective of whether the very ends of telomeres are hid-
den by the T-loop or by shelterin-mediated chromosome condensation (132), loss 
of telomeres can lead to end-to-end fusions. These fused chromosomes will likely 
break during mitosis, leading to gains or losses of genetic information and genome 
instability (133).
Replication of telomeres could pose a problem due to the presence of the T-loops 
and D-loops and the G-rich nature of telomeric repeats, which form the canoni-
cal G4 motif. Since BLM can unwind both D-loops and G4s, it might play a role in 
telomere replication. Indeed, BLM appears to localize to telomeres (134,135) and 
interacts directly with shelterin proteins TRF1 (136), TRF2 (137), and POT1 (138). 
TRF2 stimulates BLM to unwind short duplexes in vitro (137). BLM is also stimu-
lated by POT1, which binds specifically to telomeric ssDNA and could therefore 
allow BLM to unwind longer stretches of telomere repeats (138). Unwinding DNA 
is critical for DNA replication and BLM deficiency causes a decrease in the speed 
of replication (139). Interestingly, this effect was seen only in the G-rich leading 
strand, which contains the G4 motifs. Indeed, fork progression was slowed further 
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by the presence of the G4 stabilizer PhenDC3 (139). Furthermore, BLM deficiency 
leads to increased numbers of telomere defects, accelerated telomere shortening, 
and activation of the DNA damage response at telomeres (135).
Because telomeres limit the number of times a cell can divide, tumour cells must 
somehow overcome this barrier to achieve unrestricted growth. Most tumours do 
this by upregulating expression of telomerase, the reverse transcriptase used to 
add telomere repeats to the ends of telomeres (140). However, ~10% of tumours 
are telomerase negative and maintain telomere length through a recombination 
based mechanism called alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) (141). BLM 
also localizes to telomeres in ALT cells and BLM overexpression leads to increase 
in telomeric DNA (142). Interestingly, the BLM homolog Sgs1 is required for ALT in 
yeast, while Sgs1-/- yeast expressing BLM are capable of ALT (143). BLM deficient 
mammalian cells can probably still perform ALT (144), possibly due to redundancy 
between the RECQ helicases, and potentially other helicases.
The exact mechanism of ALT is currently unknown, but two models propose that 
telomeres are elongated either through unequal SCEs between telomeres, or via 
break-induced DNA replication (BIR), a recombination-dependent DNA replication 
where a long telomeres serve as a template for replication of shorter telomeres 
(141). Given the importance of BLM in ALT and that one of its main function is to 
prevent SCEs, the unequal SCE model does not appear very likely to be true. On the 
other hand, replication of telomeres using another telomere as a template would 
involve the formation of D-loops, and potentially double Holliday junctions, that 
need to be resolved at some point. Given the fact that BLM can dissolve both of 
these structures, it seems possible that BLM can promote ALT via this recombina-
tion-based replication mechanism.

BLM unwinds ultra-fine anaphase bridges to ensure faithful chromosome seg-
regation
Although the role BLM plays in DNA replication and HR are well known, it was 
recently discovered that it is also required for proper chromosome segregation 
during mitosis and possibly meiosis. BLM localizes to specific classes of anaphase 
bridges between sister chromatids which were dubbed ultra-fine bridges, or UFBs 
(145). These UFBs do not contain histones and cannot be stained using the DNA dye 
4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (145). They are however coated with several 
proteins, including PICH, RIF1, and BLM, and can be visualized by staining for these 
proteins (146). So far three types of UFBs have been identified: the centromeric 
ultra-fine bridge (C-UFB), the fragile site ultra-fine bridge (FS-UFB), and the telo-
meric ultra-fine bridge (T-UFB) (146).
Theoretically, UFBs persisting beyond anaphase could lead to improper chromo-
some segregation and result in aneuploidy and formation of micronuclei containing 
chromosome fragments lagging behind during chromosome segregation. Indeed, 
UFBs appear to persist in BLM deficient cells (145) and these cells have previously 
been shown to contain higher numbers of micronuclei than normal cells (29). Mi-
cronucleation and resulting aneuploidy are known drivers of cancer and increased 
occurrence of aneuploidy could contribute to the cancer predisposition associated 
with Bloom Syndrome.
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BLM can affect gene expression by unwinding G-quadruplexes
G4 structures do not only pose a barrier for replication, but can also play a role in 
transcription (71). G4 motifs occur frequently in promoters and are believed to in-
fluence gene expression, possibly by enhancing or blocking of transcription factor 
binding (71). Like in replication, G4s can also form a barrier for the progression of 
transcription machinery, either when they form in dsDNA in front of transcription 
or in ssDNA formed during transcription. Since BLM can unwind G4s, it seems plau-
sible that it can affect gene expression through this G4 unwinding activity. Indeed, 
BLM deficient cells show a different gene expression profile than normal cells. 
One study reported that genes which are upregulated in BS cells are enriched for 
G4 motifs, both within the gene but also in promoter regions, introns, and down-
stream of transcription termination sites (147). Another study has linked both up- 
and downregulation of genes in BS cells and BLM knockdown cells to the presence 
of G4 motifs in promotors and in the first 250 base pairs of the first exon (148).
Besides the interplay between BLM and G4 motifs, changes in gene expression in 
BS cells were also linked to the physical interaction between BLM and p53 (149). 
Absence of BLM leads to a decrease of p53-mediated expression of several genes 
involved in the cell cycle (149). Reduced expression of these genes could explain 
the delayed cell proliferation observed in BS cells and some of the symptoms as-
sociated with the disease. Interestingly, the TP53 gene, which encodes for p53, 
contains G4 structures that regulate mRNA splicing and affects which isoforms of 
p53 are expressed (150). It is possible that BLM can unwind the G4s in TP53 and 
that absence of BLM leads to expression of different p53 isoforms, which could in 
turn affect expression of genes downstream of p53.
BLM also appears to play a role in preventing transcription-induced DNA damage 
by unwinding of R-loops. R-loops are DNA:RNA hybrid structures that occur mainly 
during transcription (151). They occur when nascent RNA molecules hybridize to 
the complementary DNA strand, displacing the second DNA strand and causing it 
to loop out (151). If not resolved, an R-loop could block further transcription and 
affect mRNA expression levels. Persistent R-loops could also pose a barrier for DNA 
replication and lead to replication fork stalling (151). Interestingly, R-loops closely 
resemble D-loops, with the major difference that the invading strand is an RNA 
molecule instead of a DNA molecule (152). Indeed, there are indications that BLM 
can unwind R-loops (153-155) and it is possible that BLM prevents R-loop induced 
mutations by preventing their persistence.

BLM is an anti-recombinase
The BLM helicase has been found to play a role in many different cellular pro-
cesses, ranging from DNA replication and repair to chromosome segregation and 
transcription (summarized in table 2). When examining the exact roles BLM plays 
within these processes, a picture emerges of BLM as an anti-recombinase that pre-
vents unwanted exchanges of genetic material between chromosomes. These kinds 
of exchanges occur predominantly as a result of DSBs and BLM appears to play an 
important role in preventing the occurrence of such lesions during DNA replication 
and transcription. 
In a normal cell some DSBs will result in a sister chromatid exchange, or even 
an interhomolog exchange. The frequency of DSBs resulting in exchanges is not 
known, but is considered to be rather low (70). It seems plausible that the relative 
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frequency of exchange events is somewhat fixed and that an increase in the num-
ber of DSBs will result in an increased number of SCEs. This is supported by experi-
ments where DSBs were induced by treating cells with mytomycin C, resulting in an 
increase in SCE rates (156). Similar results were obtained by treating cells with low 
levels of aphidicolin, which induces replication stress through polymerase inhibi-
tion and leads to DSBs specifically at fragile sites (157). Breakage at fragile sites 
is accompanied by high levels of SCEs (158). Altogether this suggests BLM mainly 
reduces SCE rates by preventing DSBs from occurring. However, BLM also prevents 
DSBs to be repaired with an SCE outcome. It does so by pushing the repair reaction 
into the HR pathway and preventing cross-overs from occurring by dissolving dHJs. 

Table 2| Summary of BLMs functions in DNA replication, homologous recombination, chromosome 
segregation, and transcription. 
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When these different functions of BLM are considered, a picture emerges of a 
helicase that evolved specifically to prevent the occurrence of chromosomal cross-
overs during the cell cycle. This function of BLM would be especially important 
in preventing recombination between homologs and the resulting LOH. Indeed, 
several studies have reported increased LOH in the absence of BLM (159,160). Dur-
ing meiosis, where recombination between homologs is desired, BLM most likely 
supresses aberrant recombination that would result in unwanted genomic rear-
rangements.
The role that BLM appears to play in chromosome segregation and specifically 
the resolution of late replicating regions seems to be separate from its functions 
in preventing chromosomal crossovers. However, it does seem likely that BLM is 
required to prevent missegregation of chromosomes and the resulting formation of 
micronuclei and aneuploidy. Whether this function of BLM has evolved separately 
from its other functions or if it is a by-product of its role in crossover prevention 
is currently unknown.
Although the BLM helicase and the phenotype of BS cells have been studies ex-
tensively, the exact role of the BLM helicase in maintaining genome stability is  
incompletely understood. In the next two chapters, we present studies into the 
role and function of BLM in maintaining genome stability, which should contribute 
to our understanding of BLM and the genome instability that occurs in its absence.
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Summary
Sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) are considered sensitive indicators of genome 
instability. Detection of SCEs typically requires cells to incorporate bromodeoxy-
uridine (BrdU) during two rounds of DNA synthesis. Previous studies have suggested 
that SCEs are induced by DNA replication over BrdU-substituted DNA and that BrdU 
incorporation alone could be responsible for the high number of SCE events ob-
served in cells from patients with Bloom syndrome, a rare genetic disorder char-
acterized by marked genome instability and high SCE frequency. Here we show 
using Strand-seq, a single cell DNA template strand sequencing technique, that the 
presence of variable BrdU concentrations in the cell culture medium and in DNA 
template strands has no effect on SCE frequency in either normal or Bloom Syn-
drome cells. We conclude that BrdU does not induce SCEs and that SCEs detected 
in either normal or Bloom Syndrome cells reflect DNA repair events that occur 
spontaneously.

Introduction
Sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) are a possible outcome of DNA double-strand 
breaks (DSBs) that were repaired through homologous recombination. As such, 
SCEs are considered sensitive indicators for genome instability in cells (1). This 
is evidenced by increased SCE rates observed in cells treated with mitomycin C 
(2), exposed to X-rays (3) or ionizing radiation (4). SCEs are classically detected 
cytogenetically by means of differential staining of sister chromatids in metaphase 
spreads from cells cultured with BrdU for two cell cycles. Visualization of chro-
mosomes by staining with Hoechst or Giemsa allows for differentiation between 
sister chromatids for which either one or both DNA strands are labelled with BrdU 
(2,5,6). However, it has been widely reported that SCEs are induced by culturing 
cells in the presence of BrdU, raising questions about if and how many SCEs occur 
naturally during the cell cycle (7-11). This holds especially true for cells derived 
from Bloom syndrome patients.
Bloom syndrome (BS) is a rare recessive genetic disorder caused by mutations in 
the BLM gene (12). This gene encodes for the BLM protein, which is a member 
of the RecQ family of helicases, and plays an important role in preventing SCE 
formation during repair of DSBs (13). Cells from BS patients display marked ge-
nome instability, evidenced by the high SCE rates (12), as well as delayed speed of 
DNA replication and cell division (14), elevated mutation rates (15), and disrupted 
nuclear architecture (16). In the case of BS, it has been reported that the charac-
teristic high SCE rates only occur during the second DNA replication, when BrdU 
labelled DNA is used as a template for DNA replication (17,18). Conflicting reports 
state that the high SCE rates in BS cells do occur spontaneously (19,20).
We recently described a new technique for SCE detection, called Strand-seq (21). 
This technique relies on single-cell DNA template strand sequencing to detect chro-
mosomal rearrangements, including SCEs. One of the major strengths of Strand-
seq is that it only requires one round of cell division in the presence of BrdU, thus 
eliminating any effect of DNA replication using BrdU-labelled templates. Further-
more, Strand-seq allows mapping of SCEs at kilobase resolution or higher, which is 
several orders of magnitude better than detection by cytogenetics.
We used Strand-seq to study SCE rates in both normal and BS cells to elucidate the 
effect of BrdU. We show that the concentration of BrdU used during cell culture 
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has no effect on SCE rates and that SCE rates also do not increase when BrdU is 
present in DNA template strands. We also show that Bloom Syndrome cells do dis-
play spontaneously elevated SCE rates that are not affected by the presence BrdU 
in cell culture medium or in DNA template strands. These results substantiate that 
SCEs play a biological role in cells and are not artefacts induced by the method 
used to detect them.

Results

Bloom Syndrome cells display high SCE rates during first division with BrdU
In order to assess any potential effect of BrdU on SCE rates, we first established 
baseline SCE rates in both normal and BS cells. We used primary fibroblasts and 
EBV-transformed lymphoblasts from healthy donors and BS patients for our analy-
sis. Logarithmically growing cells were pulsed with 40 µM for one cell division (18 
hours for fibroblasts, 24 hours for lymphoblasts). Cells were harvested directly af-
ter the BrdU pulse, nuclei suspensions were made and single nuclei were sorted by 
means of flow cytometry. Nuclei from cells in G1 phase (low PI fluorescence) that 
had incorporated BrdU into their DNA (low Hoechst fluorescence) were sorted and 
Strand-seq libraries were made. SCEs were detected by the BAIT analysis software 
(22) and confirmed by visual inspection (see also Figure S1).
Two representative libraries made from a normal fibroblast (Figure 1A) and a BS 
fibroblast (Figure 1B) are depicted, displaying 5 and 40 SCEs, respectively. Aver-
age SCE rates were calculated across 67-80 Strand-seq libraries made from normal 
and BS fibroblasts (Figure 1C) and normal and BS lymphoblasts (Figure 1D). These 
results show that although there are minor differences between the absolute SCE 
rates detected in the fibroblasts and lymphoblasts, both BS cell lines display rough-
ly a tenfold increase in SCE rates compared to their normal counterparts during 
the first cell division with BrdU. These results are in agreement with previously 
published studies, which also showed an approximate tenfold increase in the rate 
of SCE in BS cells. Interestingly, the average SCE rates detected here correspond to 
roughly half the baseline SCE rates found after two cell divisions in similar lympho-
blast (17,18) and fibroblast (20) cells. This suggests that SCE rates are stable over 
two subsequent cell divisions, as previously suggested (19).

BrdU concentration does not affect SCE rates in normal or Bloom Syndrome 
cells
Next, we investigated whether incorporation of BrdU into newly formed DNA 
strands could induce SCEs. Both normal and BS cells were cultured with increasing 
concentrations of BrdU.  First, the effect of BrdU on proliferation was determined 
by culturing cells in increasing concentrations of BrdU and tracking proliferation 
over the course of 7 days. Fibroblasts were seeded at 10% confluency, lympho-
blasts at 200.000 cells/mL. The number of live cells was counted using the trypan 
blue exclusion method every 24 hours or until cultures reached confluency. The 
results (Figure 2A-D) show that BrdU caused a concentration-dependent decrease 
of cell proliferation in all cell lines tested. Quite strikingly, the effect of BrdU is 
much stronger in lymphoblasts than in the fibroblast lines; both lymphoblast lines 
show hardly any proliferation at 200 µM, while both fibroblast lines still continue 
to divide at this dose. Finally, both BS cell lines displayed decreased cell growth 
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Figure 1. Strand-seq confirms high SCE rates in Bloom Syndrome cells. (A) Schematic diagram ex-
plaining the principle of Strand-seq. (I) A single cell with a single chromosome is represented. Homologs 
are shown in blue and pink shading. For each chromosome, the Watson (negative) strand is indicated 
in orange and the Crick (positive) strand in green. Cells are pulsed with BrdU for one cell cycle, label-
ling nascent strands with BrdU (dashed lines). An SCE on one homolog (red arrow) will cause template 
strands to be exhanged between sister chromatids, causing a switch in template strand orientation 
from Watson to Crick. (II) Single cells are sorted and sequencing libraries are constructed. During li-
brary construction, all BrdU-labelled DNA is removed  by treatment with Hoechst + UV radiation. DNA 
template strand fragments are amplified, sequenced, and mapped based on directionality. SCEs are 
detected as switches in strand directionality (red arrow). (B-C) Representative Strand-seq ideograms 
made from a normal (B) and a BS fibroblast (C). Chromosome numbers are indicated under each ideo-
gram. SCEs are indicated by black arrowheads. (D-E) Average SCE rates for normal and Bloom syndrome 
fibroblasts (D) and lymphoblasts (E).  P-values were calculated using t-test.
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compared to normal cells, independent of BrdU. In addition, BS cells do not appear 
to be hypersensitive to the presence of BrdU.
BrdU is thought to affect SCE frequencies when it is present in the DNA, so there-
fore we attempted to confirm that higher doses of BrdU also lead to higher BrdU 
incorporation into the DNA during cell division. Because fluorescence of Hoechst 
bound to DNA decreases when BrdU is present in the DNA (23), we decided to mea-
sure Hoechst fluorescence by means of flow cytometry and use relative Hoechst 
quenching as an indicator of the level of BrdU incorporation into the DNA. Figure 
2E shows an example of Hoechst and PI staining of asynchronous nuclei labelled 
pulsed with BrdU. Relative Hoechst quenching, calculated at the decrease in 
Hoechst fluorescence between BrdU-labelled and unlabelled cells, is a measure for 
the amount of BrdU incorporation into the DNA. In order to determine the effect of 
BrdU concentration, normal and BS lymphoblasts were pulsed with the same range 
of BrdU concentrations as above for 24 hours, after which cells were harvested, 
nuclei were isolated and stained with PI and Hoechst, and fluorescence was mea-
sured by flow cytometry. Hoechst quenching was calculated and the results (Figure 
2F) show that there is a dose-dependent effect of BrdU concentration on Hoechst 
quenching in both normal and BS cells.
In order to determine if BrdU does indeed induce SCEs, all four cell lines were 
pulsed with 10 to 200 µM BrdU for one cell division and Strand-seq was performed 
to assess SCE rates under the different conditions. The results confirmed the high 
SCE rates in BS cells at each BrdU concentration, but we did not detect any sig-
nificant effect of BrdU concentration on SCE rates in any of the cell lines (Figure 
2G-H).

Presence of BrdU in DNA template strands does not induce SCEs in normal or 
BS cells
It has previously been proposed that DNA replication over BrdU-substituted DNA 
induces SCEs (10). Although we show that the presence of BrdU in cell culture 
medium does not affect SCE rates, we cannot exclude any effect of BrdU in DNA 
template strands based on these results. Fortunately, Strand-seq can also be used 
to detect SCEs after two cell divisions in BrdU. However, it is not possible to dis-
tinguish between SCEs that occurred during the first or the second cell cycle. In 
order to properly assess SCE rates during the second cell cycle, fibroblasts and 
lymphoblasts were pulsed with 40 µM BrdU for 36 hours or 48 hours respectively, 
and single nuclei that underwent either 1 or 2 cell divisions were sorted. Strand-
seq was performed on these nuclei after which first and second division libraries 
could be distinguished based on strand inheritance patterns. SCE rates in first divi-
sion libraries were doubled to simulate a second cell division without induction of 
extra SCEs, and these expected SCE rates were compared to observed SCE rates 
in second division libraries (Figure 3A-D). The observed SCE rates matched the 
expected SCE rates in each of the 4 cell lines, supporting the notion that BrdU in 
DNA template does not induce SCEs in either normal or BS cells at concentrations 
typically used for SCE detection.
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Figure 2. BrdU does not affect SCE rates in normal or BS cells. (A-D) Relative growth curves for nor-
mal (A) and BS fibroblasts (B), and normal (C) and BS lymphoblasts (D). Number of live cells for each 
time point was normalized to t0, each panel represents a single replicate experiment. (E) Example of 
Hoechst and PI flow cytometry profile of asynchronously growing BrdU-labelled nuclei. Cell cycle stages 
can be distinguished based on PI staining intensity, BrdU-labelled (G1’, S’, G2’)  and unlabelled nuclei 
(G1, S, G2) based on Hoechst intensity. (F) Relative Hoechst quenching of G1 nuclei from normal and 
BS lymphoblasts pulsed with different concentrations of BrdU. (G) Average SCE rates across Strand-seq 
libraries made from normal and BS fibroblasts pulsed with different concentrations of BrdU (Normal: 
n=15-24, BS: n=16-28). (H) Average SCE rates across Strand-seq libraries made from normal and BS lym-
phoblasts pulsed with different concentrations of BrdU (Normal: n= 10-22, BS: n=18-25).
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Discussion
The role BrdU plays in SCE formation has been debated for several decades, but 
has not been resolved convincingly. Here we use Strand-seq to show that BrdU does 
not induce SCEs in either normal or BS cells and that Strand-seq can be used to 
detect spontaneously occurring SCEs in cultured cells.
SCE detection by means of staining of metaphase spreads requires two rounds of 
DNA replication in the presence of BrdU. Because of this, the number of SCEs that 
occurred during a first cell cycle had to be estimated based on complex staining 
patterns in second or third cell cycle metaphase spreads. Using Strand-seq, it is 
possible, for the first time, to directly detect SCEs after one cell division. Our re-
sults confirm that SCE frequencies are elevated in both BS fibroblasts and lympho-
blasts compared to their normal counterparts. Secondly, the concentration of BrdU 

Figure 3. No increase in SCE rates during second cell division. (A-D) Average SCE rates after one and 
two cell divisions in BrdU as expected and observed for (A) normal fibroblasts, (B) BS fibroblasts, (C) 
normal lymphoblasts, (D) and BS lymphoblasts. P-values were calculated using t-test.
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used during cell culture has no effect on SCE frequencies. Thirdly, SCE frequencies 
do not increase during a second cell cycle in the presence of BrdU in either normal 
or BS cells. Based on these results, we conclude that Bloom Syndrome cells display 
spontaneously elevated SCE rates and that BrdU has no effect on SCE rates in ei-
ther normal or BS cells.
These results disagree with the generally accepted notion that BrdU does induce 
SCEs, either during incorporation into nascent DNA strands or during DNA repli-
cation over BrdU-substituted DNA (7-11). Although cytogenetic SCE detection is 
possible at lower BrdU concentrations than those required for Strand-seq, several 
studies did report an effect of BrdU at similar concentrations to the ones used here 
(8,9,19). What factors could explain these different results? It has been shown that 
the presence of BrdU in DNA increases sensitivity of cells to a wide range of chemi-
cals, including mitomycin C (2), Hoechst (7), and ethylnitrosourea (24), as well as 
UV radiation (25) and DNase I (26). This suggests that BrdU itself does not induce 
SCEs in cells, but is capable of sensitizing cells to agents that do. The power of 
Strand-seq allows us to detect SCE rates after one cell division in BrdU, thus mini-
mizing any outside effect on SCE frequencies. This also highlights the importance 
of minimizing exposure to exogenous sources of DNA damage while culturing cells 
in BrdU.
It has previously been suggested that BS cells only display elevated SCE rates when 
replicating DNA over BrdU-labelled template strands, suggesting that the high SCE 
rates are induced by BrdU and do not occur spontaneously (17,18). In other stud-
ies, no such effect was detected and it was concluded that BS cells do show spon-
taneously elevated SCE rates (19,20). It is unclear exactly why different results 
were obtained in these studies, but they were obtained based on highly com-
plex staining patterns observed in metaphase spreads after two or three rounds of 
DNA replication in BrdU. This method is susceptible to misinterpretation of results 
when SCEs are not properly assigned to the cell cycle during which they occurred 
(27). Misidentification is even more likely to occur in BS cells due to the high SCE 
rates and multiple SCEs occurring in close proximity, leading to metaphase spread 
staining patterns that cannot be reliably analysed.
One major difference between these previously reported studies are the cell types 
used for experiments: Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed B lymphoblastoid cell 
lines (17,18), primary lymphocytes (19), and primary fibroblasts (20). It has been 
suggested that the different results reflect an effect of cell transformation by EBV 
(19,20). However, we used both EBV transformed lymphoblasts and primary fibro-
blasts in this study and we found no differences in relative SCE rates and effect 
of BrdU on SCE rates. The only differences we observed are that both lymphoblast 
cell lines displayed slightly higher SCE rates than the fibroblast cell lines and that 
BrdU had a larger effect on cell proliferation in the lymphoblasts. This phenotype 
was seen in both the normal and BS lymphoblasts, suggesting it was caused by an 
intrinsic difference, possibly reflecting the ongoing oncogenic stress that occurs as 
the result of EBV-transformed nature of the cells.
We conclude that BS cells display spontaneously elevated SCE rates and that this 
reflects high levels of genomic instability in patient cells that likely contributes 
to the wide range of symptoms associated with BS (28). Finally, Strand-seq can be 
used to detect spontaneously occurring SCEs, making it a powerful tool for study-
ing genomic instability at the single cell level.
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Methods
Cell culture. The following cell lines were obtained from the Corriell Cell Reposi-
tory: GM07492 (primary fibroblasts, normal), GM03402 (primary fibroblasts, Bloom 
Syndrome), GM12891 (EBV-transformed lymphoblasts, normal), and GM16375 (EBV-
transformed lymphoblasts, Bloom Syndrome). Fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM 
(Life Technologies) supplemented with 15% v/v FBS (Sigma Aldrich) and 1% v/v 
penicillin-streptomycin (Life Technologies), lymphoblasts in RPMI1640 (Life Tech-
nologies) supplemented with 15% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin. All 
cells were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2. BrdU (Invitrogen) was added to cultures at 
indicated concentrations for indicated periods of time.
Flow cytometry. Cells were harvested after the BrdU pulse, and nuclei were iso-
lated by suspending cells in nuclei isolation buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 150 mM 
NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% NP-40, and 2% BSA). Nuclei were stained 
with Hoechst 33258 (Life Technologies) and propidium iodide (Sigma Aldrich) at 
final concentrations of 10 µg/mL. Nuclei were analysed and sorted based on low PI 
(G1 phase) and low Hoechst (BrdU-induced quenching, see also Figure 2E) fluores-
cence on a MoFlo Astrios cell sorter (Beckman Coulter) or a FACSJazz cell sorter (BD 
Biosciences) directly into 5 µL Pro-Freeze-CDM NAO freeze medium (Lonza) + 7.5% 
DMSO, in 96-well skirted PCR plates (4Titude). Sorted nuclei were stored at -80°C.
Library construction. Library preparation was performed using the protocols pre-
viously described (21) with the following modifications. Enzymatic reactions were 
performed in smaller volumes but with the same enzyme and buffer concentra-
tions.  All clean-ups were performed using AMPure XP magnetic beads (Agencourt 
AMPure, Beckman Coulter). After adapter ligation and PCR, clean-ups with mag-
netic beads were performed twice using a 1.2 volume of beads. All pipetting was 
performed using the Bravo Automated Liquid Handling Platform (Agilent).
Illumina sequencing. Libraries were pooled for sequencing and 250- to 450-bp 
size range fragments were purified using a 2% E-Gel Agarose Gel (Invitrogen). DNA 
quality was assessed and quantified on a High Sensitivity dsDNA kit (Agilent) on the 
Agilent 2100 Bio-Analyzer and on the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies). 
For sequencing, clusters were generated on the CBot (HiSeq2500) and single-end 
50 bp reads were generated were generated using the HiSeq2500 sequencing plat-
form (Illumina).
Bioinformatic analysis. Indexed bam files were aligned using bowtie2 (29) and 
further analysed using the BAIT software package (22). SCEs were detected by BAIT 
and their presence was confirmed manually.

Author contributions
NW and PML designed the study and wrote the manuscript. NW performed experi-
ments, analysed data, and interpreted results.
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Figure S1. SCE detection after one and two cell divisions using Strand-seq.  (A) For Strand-seq, cells 
are typically pulsed with BrdU for one cell division, generating BrdU-labelled strands during DNA repli-
cation. A sister chromatid exchange (red arrow) on one homolog disrupts the template strand, yielding 
two partially substituted DNA strand per sister chromatid, while the unaffected maternal homolog 
(indicated in pink) has one BrdU-labelled and one unlabelled strand per sister chromatid. A second cell 
division with BrdU normally yields chromosomes with either one or two BrdU-labelled DNA strands, 
while SCEs occuring in either the first or second (purple and orange arrows) cell division lead to partially 
BrdU-labelled strands. (B) Strand-seq profiles for both daughter cells and the four graunddaughter cells. 
After one cell division (daughter cells), SCEs are detected as switches in DNA template strand state 
from Watson to Crick (daughter 1) or Crick to Watson (daughter 2). By contrast, SCEs in second division 
libraries (granddaughter cells) can be detected as gain or loss of information from either DNA template 
strand. In this case, first and second division SCEs cannot be distinguished from each other.
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Summary
Bloom syndrome is a rare recessive genetic disorder associated with marked ge-
nome instability and a strong cancer predisposition. The disease is caused by mu-
tations in the gene encoding for the BLM helicase, which plays a critical, but 
incompletely understood role in the maintenance of genome stability. A hallmark 
of Bloom syndrome cells are elevated rates of sister chromatid exchange (SCE) 
events. We recently described a single-cell DNA template strand sequencing tech-
nique that can be used to identify and map SCEs at a kilobase resolution. Here 
we apply this technique to map SCEs in both normal and Bloom syndrome cells 
and perform enrichment analysis to identify significant overlap between SCEs and 
genome features of interest. Whereas SCEs appear to be randomly distributed in 
normal cells, we found a significant enrichment of SCEs in Bloom syndrome cells at 
sites of G-quadruplex motifs, often in genes and gene promoters, and specifically 
on transcribed strands within active genes. We postulate that BLM is required for 
unwinding of G-quadruplexes forming during transcription and DNA replication and 
that in the absence of functional BLM, the genome is prone to break and acquire 
mutations at these sites.

Introduction
Bloom syndrome (BS) is a rare, recessive genetic disorder caused by mutations in 
the BLM gene, which encodes for the BLM helicase protein. BS is associated with 
short stature, immunodeficiency, reduced fertility, UV sensitivity, and a strong 
predisposition towards a wide range of tumours (1). Cells from BS patients dis-
play marked genome instability, including disrupted nuclear architecture (2-4), 
high spontaneous somatic mutation rates (5,6) and an elevated frequency of sister 
chromatid exchanges (SCEs) (7).
SCEs are a potential outcome of collapsed replication forks and DNA double strand 
breaks (DSBs) which are repaired via the homologous recombination (HR) pathway. 
HR makes use of a sister chromatid to repair DSBs without loss of genetic infor-
mation. However, this type of repair requires a physical crossover of DNA strands 
between the sister chromatids and formation of a double Holliday junction (dhJ) 
structure. After repair is completed, the dHJ is preferentially dissolved by BLM, in 
association with TOPOIIIα, RMI1, and RMI2 (8-10). When dHJ dissolution is not pos-
sible (e.g. in the absence of BLM), dHJs are cleaved by MUS81-EME1 (11) or GEN1 
(12), often leading to SCE formation. As such, SCEs can be used as surrogate mark-
ers for genomic locations where replication fork stalling and/or DSB formation 
has occurred. Although most SCEs presumably represent perfectly repaired breaks 
as the identical sister chromatid was used as a template for repair, erroneous 
exchanges between homologous chromosomes can lead to loss of heterozygosity 
(LOH) (13). Indeed, BLM deficient cells were found to display elevated levels of 
LOH (14).
SCEs are typically detected cytogenetically in metaphase spreads, but this tech-
nique does not allow for high resolution SCE mapping (15). Thus, it was previously 
impossible to determine exactly where in the genome SCEs occur. We recently 
described a single-cell sequencing based technique, Strand-seq, which can be used 
to identify and map SCEs at a kilobase resolution (16), allowing for further analysis 
of SCE locations. We used Strand-seq to map SCEs in both normal and BS cells, in 
order to identify regions in the genome where SCEs are likely to occur, and uncover 
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mechanisms through which BLM maintains genome stability. We found that BS cells 
display a high frequency of SCEs at sites containing G-quadruplex motifs. G-qua-
druplexes (G4s) are highly stable secondary DNA structures formed in GC-rich DNA 
(17), and BLM is known to bind and unwind these structures (18-20). We conclude 
that BLM is required to maintain genome stability at G4s, likely by unwinding G4s 
during S-phase and preventing replication fork stalling and collapse at these sites. 
We also show that SCEs in BS cells occur frequently at genes and gene promoters, 
and specifically at G4 motifs on actively transcribed template strands. We propose 
that these sites are likely to also accumulate (deleterious) mutations and that the 
accumulation of mutations in actively transcribed genes in BS cells helps explain 
the strong cancer predisposition associated with Bloom syndrome.

Results
High resolution SCE mapping using Strand-seq
We have previously confirmed that elevated SCE rates in BS cells can be detected 
using Strand-seq and that these SCEs occur spontaneously and are not induced by 
the presence of BrdU in cell culture medium (Chapter 3/ref. 21). For this study we 
expanded on these results by generating Strand-seq libraries from eight different 
cell lines: four cell lines derived from healthy individuals and four from individu-
als with Bloom syndrome. For each, we used two primary fibroblast lines and two 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines. We determined av-
erage SCE rates for each cell line and confirmed that BS cells display ~10x higher 
SCE rates than normal cells (Figure 1A-B).
We generated several hundred single-cell Strand-seq libraries for each of the cell 
lines to identify and map SCEs to their exact locations in the genome (Table S1). 
Median mapping resolutions for the different cell lines were between 7.9 and 16.1 
Kb, while some could be mapped to regions smaller than 10 bp (Figure 1C). For 
each cell line, ~90 % of SCEs could be mapped to regions smaller than 100 Kb and 
>99 % to regions smaller than 1 Mb. These resolutions allowed us to perform further 
analysis on their exact locations.

SCE hotspots occur at fragile sites in EBV-transformed cells
We first investigated if SCEs were distributed randomly over chromosomes and the 
genome. In case of a random distribution over the chromosomes, chromosome size 
should be the only determinant for SCE frequency on any given chromosome. We 
therefore determined the average number of SCEs occurring on each chromosome 
for each cell line and plotted this number of SCEs/chromosome/library against 
chromosome size (Figure 2A-B). All cell lines display strong correlations between 
SCEs frequency and chromosomes size (R2 values ranging 0,92-0,97) and we could 
not detect evidence for any chromosome displaying SCE enrichment or depletion 
across the different cell lines.
Next, we looked for potential SCE hotspots by investigating the distribution of SCEs 
within chromosomes. Specifically, we looked for hotspots where overlapping SCEs 
occurred more frequently than expected by chance (see Methods section). We de-
tected several SCE hotspots on different chromosomes, but only in lymphoblastoid 
cells from both normal and BS cell lines (Figure 2C, Table S2). Further investigation 
of these SCE hotspots revealed that all of them overlapped with known common 
fragile sites (CFSs). CFSs are known to break frequently in cells undergoing replica-
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tion stress (22). We localized SCE hotspots to the fragile sites FRA3B and FRA16D 
in three lymphoblastoid cell lines and two of these cell lines (one normal and one 
BS cell line) also displayed SCE hotspots at other fragile sites. This suggests these 
regions are prone to breakage and SCE formation specifically in a lymphoblastoid 
background, most likely due to replication stress induced by EBV transformation. 
Interestingly, no SCE hotspots were detected in the fourth lymphoblastoid cell line 
(WT4), indicating that not all EBV-transformed cells display similar levels of break-
age at fragile sites.

Bloom syndrome cells display SCE enrichments at G-quadruplex motifs
Next, we investigated the possibility that SCEs occur preferentially at certain 
genomic features. Because the SCE regions identified in each cell line reflect a 
unique dataset based on number of libraries, number of SCEs, and size of each 
SCE region, it is not possible to directly compare the different cell lines. Instead, 
we made use of a permutation model to test if SCEs showed increased or reduced 
overlap with the selected genomic features compared to expected (random) dis-
tributions. Briefly, each test consisted of 1000 permutations where all SCEs were 
shifted along the same, circularized chromosome for a given, random distance. We 

Figure 1 – High resolution SCE mapping using Strand-seq. (A-B) Average SCE rates for fibroblast (A) 
and lymphoblast (B) cell lines pulsed with 40µM BrdU.  Boxes indicate the median values with upper 
and lower quartiles, whiskers indiciate minimum to maximum values. P-values were calculated using 
Student’s t-test. (C) SCE mapping resolutions across all Strand-seq libraries. Each point indicates what 
percentage of total SCEs could be mapped below indicated resolution for each of the cell lines.
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argued that in this way the relative position of SCEs and features of interest would 
be preserved. For each permutation, we determined how many of the permutated 
SCEs overlapped with a feature of interest and compared this to the number of 
actual SCEs overlapping with this feature. P-values were calculated based on the 
number of times permutated SCEs overlapped with a feature of interest more or 
less frequently than the original SCE location (see Methods section). We then com-
pared these results between the WT and BS cell lines and drew conclusions based 
enrichment or depletion trends across the different cell lines and how many of 
these results were significant (P<0.05)
BLM is known to unwind G4 structures (18-20) and G4s are known barriers for DNA 
replication (23,24). G4s are believed to occur mainly at specific G-rich motifs, with 
the canonical G4 motif consisting of four stretches of 3 or more G4 separated by 
variable length spacers consisting of any nucleotide: G3+NxG3+NxG3+NxG3+. We inves-
tigated how frequently SCEs occur at G4 motifs in WT and BS cells by performing 
permutation analyses for two different canonical G4 motifs: G3+N1-7 (n=376.683) 
and G3+N1-12 (n=763.217) (Figure 3A-B). We found that all four BS cell lines displayed 
significant enrichments for SCEs overlapping with these G4 motifs, while no clear 
trend was detectable between the WT cell lines, suggesting a casual relationship 
between G4 motifs and SCE formation in BS cells. In order to exclude that these 
results were caused by high GC content of SCE regions or by nucleotide slippage, 
we performed enrichment analysis for SCE GC content (Figure 3C) and for the ‘A4 
motif’ A3+N1-7 (Figure 3D). In both cases we saw clear depletions for all eight cell 
lines tested here, indicating that GC content of the SCE regions is actually low and 

Figure 2 – Absence of SCE hotspots in BS cells. (A-B) Correlations between chromosome size and aver-
age number of SCEs/chromosome/library for normal (A) and Bloom syndrome (B) cells. (C) Example of 
an SCE hotspot at FRA3B/FHIT gene in lymphoblastoid cell lines. Files containing SCE locations for each 
cell line were uploaded to the UCSC genome browser. Each black box represents an SCE mapping to the 
indicated region of the genome. SCE hotspot region are highlighted in shaded boxes.
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Figure 3 – SCE enrichment at G4 motifs. SCE enrichment patterns for the canonical G4 motifs G3+N1-7 
(A) and G3+N1-12 (B), GC content of SCEs (C) and A4 motif A3+N1-7 (D) for each cell line. Normal cell lines 
are indicated in light grey, BS cell lines in dark grey. Violin plots represent the expected range for ran-
dom overlap. Red dots represent overlap of SCE with feature of interest.
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that SCEs do not occur at regions prone to nucleotide slippage. As such, we con-
cluded that SCEs frequently occur at sites of G4 motifs in BS cells.
We subsequently repeated the enrichment analysis for other types of G4 motifs 
containing differently sized spacers between the G-stretches. While no clear 
trends were detected for the G3+N1-3 motifs (n=122.755) (Figure S1A), we did de-
tect SCE enrichments in BS cell lines for G3+N3-7 (n=217.240) and G3+N7-12 (n=180.148) 
motifs (Figure S1B-C), indicating SCEs occur specifically at larger G4 structures. 
We also analysed SCEs overlapping sites of previously observed quadruplex form-
ing regions (n=716.310), which reportedly represent a more comprehensive set of 
regions in the genome capable of forming G-quadruplexes (25). We found a general 
enrichment of SCEs overlapping these regions in all cell lines, although these en-
richments were stronger in the BS cell lines than in the WT cell lines (Figure S1D). 
These results indicate that G-quadruplexes might be a general cause replication 
fork stalling and SCE formation, but that this effect is stronger in the absence of 
BLM.
Since every cell line has its own unique number of SCEs, it is possible that the 
different enrichment patterns are caused by the analysis of different numbers 
of SCEs. Indeed, the violin plots for permutated data show more narrow distribu-
tions in the BS cell lines because of the higher numbers of SCEs included in these 
analyses. In order to exclude that the G4 enrichments in BS cell lines are caused 
by these differences, we repeated the analysis of G3+N1-7 (Figure S2A) motifs and 
observed quadruplex regions (Figure S2B) for the same number of SCEs for all cell 
lines. A fixed number of SCEs was randomly sampled for each permutation of the 
enrichment analysis, as well as for the actual overlap between SCEs and feature 
of interest. Although the permutated ranges did change, the enrichment patterns 
across the different cell lines look remarkably similar to those for all SCEs. Based 
on this, we conclude that the higher number of SCEs analysed for the BS cell lines 
does not affect the results of the enrichment analysis.
 
Bloom syndrome SCEs frequently occur in active genes
Collisions between transcription and replication are a known cause of replication 
fork stalling and collapse and are a potential source of SCEs (26). We therefore in-
vestigated if we could detect any enrichment of SCEs in genes and promoters in our 
cell lines. Strikingly, we detected SCE enrichments for both gene bodies and gene 
promoters in all BS cell lines but no such trends in WT cell lines (Figure 4A-B). We 
also repeated the subsampling analysis for the gene bodies and saw highly similar 
enrichment patterns as in the original data (Figure S2C).
Because genes and promoters are rich in G4 motifs (27,28) and the enrichment 
patterns in the BS cell lines look similar to the G4 motifs enrichments in the same 
lines, we divided the genes and promoters into two categories: those containing 
one or more G4 motifs, and those not containing any G4 motifs. We detected SCE 
enrichments in BS cells for all both categories of genes and promoters (Figure S3), 
indicating that the presence of G4 motifs is not the major cause for the observed 
enrichment patterns. However, the BS cell lines did display slightly stronger SCE 
enrichments for gene with G4 motifs than for those without G4 motifs. This sug-
gests that although the high SCE rates within genes are not caused solely by the 
presence of G4 structures, they might still play a role in the observed phenotype.
In order to investigate any effect of transcriptional activity on SCE locations, we 
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Figure 4 – SCE enrichment in genes and gene promoters. Violin plots of SCE enrichment and depletion 
patterns for gene bodies (A), gene promoters (B), active genes (C), and silent genes (D). Normal cell 
lines are indicated in light grey, BS cell lines in dark grey. Violin plots represent the expected range 
for random overlap, red dots represent overlap between original SCE regions and feature of interest.
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generated RNA-seq data from our cell lines, classified all genes as either actively 
expressed (FKPM>1) or silent (FKPM<1), and performed enrichment analyses for 
the active and silent genes separately. Strikingly, we found nearly identical enrich-
ment patterns between the active genes and silent genes (Figure 4C-D).
At this point we decided to look for any potential synergistic effects of transcrip-
tional activity and the presence or absence of G4 motifs. To do this, we divided 
all genes into four categories: active genes containing G4 motif(s), active genes 
without G4 motifs, silent genes containing G4 motif(s), and silent genes without 
G4 motifs. Upon running the enrichment analysis for each category of genes sepa-
rately, we detected clear SCE enrichment patterns in BS cells for the first three 
categories, but not for silent genes that do not contain G4 motifs (Figure S4). Quite 
strikingly, the detected enrichments in the BS cell lines were stronger for active 
genes containing one or more G4 motifs than for both active genes without G4 mo-
tifs and silent genes with G4 motifs. These results indicate that the presence of G4 
structures and transcriptional activity are two separate causes for SCE formation, 
but that their effects on SCE formation is synergistic.

SCE enrichments in BS cells are strongest for G4 motifs on actively transcribed 
DNA strands
The results described above point towards a synergistic effect of transcription and 
presence of G4 structures in SCE formation, and presumably replication fork stall-
ing. However, intergenic G4 motifs can occur on either the transcribed template 
strand, or on the non-transcribed coding strand. We decided to investigate if the 
G4 ‘strandedness’ has any effect on SCE formation by separating the G4 motifs that 
occur on either template or coding strands and performing SCE enrichments analy-
ses for both. We found minor SCE enrichments at G4 motifs in template strands 
in all BS cell lines, but not for coding strand G4 motifs (Figure 5A-B). The WT 
cell lines displayed varying levels of SCE depletion for G4 motifs on either strand 
and the enrichment patterns appear nearly identical in both cases. We then once 
again divided the genes into active and silent genes and reran the enrichment 
analysis. We saw a minor effect of transcriptional activity on SCE enrichments for 
coding strand G4 motifs in BS cells, while enrichments increased much more for 
the template strand G4 motifs (Figure 5 C-D). In this case we found no consistent 
enrichment patterns in WT cells, although the patterns again looked highly similar 
between coding and template strand G4s motifs. For silent genes, we detected an 
SCE depletion for G4 motifs on coding strands in all eight cell lines, and in 7/8 cell 
lines for silent template strands (4 WT cell lines, 3 BS cell lines) (Figure 5 E-F). 
Once again, enrichment patterns looked remarkably similar for active and silent 
coding strands G4 motifs in WT cells. Finally, no clear SCE enrichment patterns 
were found for intergenic G4 motifs on in either WT or BS cells (Figure 5G).
Taken together, these results indicate that the SCE enrichments for G4 motifs in 
BS cells are mainly caused by persistent G4 structures occurring on actively tran-
scribed template strands, and to a lesser degree on G4 structures on the coding 
strands of active genes. Although we do see different enrichment patterns between 
active genes and silent genes in WT cells, the similar enrichment patterns between 
coding and template strand G4 motifs suggests that G4 strandedness has no effect 
on SCE formation in these cells. This further suggestes that BLM is required to 
unwind G4 structures and prevent fork stalling and DSB formation at these sites.
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Figure continued on next page
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Evidence for SCE depletions in repetitive DNA
Finally, we also performed SCE enrichment analyses for several types of repetitive 
DNA in order to assess the frequency of SCEs. Quite strikingly, we found significant 
SCE depletions for simple repeats (dust elements), long interspersed nuclear ele-
ments (LINEs), and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) in both normal and 
BS cell lines (Figure 6A-C), suggesting that either DSBs occur infrequently in these 
regions or that the DSBs that do occur there are preferentially repaired via a dif-
ferent repair pathway than HR.
We did detect SCE enrichments at LTR retrotransposons across all the cell lines, in-
dicating that SCEs are more likely to occur at LTRs than expected based on random 

Figure 5 – SCE enrichments for G4 motifs on coding and template DNA strands. SCE enrichment 
analyses for G4 motifs occurring on coding strands for all genes (A), active genes (B), and silent genes 
(C), as well as template strands for all genes (D), active genes (E), and silent genes (F), and G4 motifs 
in intergenic regions (G). Violin plots represent the expected range for random overlap (1000 permuta-
tions each), red dots represent overlap between original SCE regions and feature of interest.
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distributions. Next, we investigated this further by dividing LTRs into different 
subclasses and running the enrichment analysis for each separately. Strikingly, we 
did not detect any clear enrichment patterns in any of these LTR subclasses. It is 
unclear if the enrichment across all LTR elements are due to a cumulative effect 
of all classes, or if it is caused by another factor not detected in our subsequent 
analyses. 
 
Discussion
Elevated SCE rates are the hallmark feature of Bloom syndrome cells, but the 
exact mechanism behind this phenotype is not fully understood. BLM appears to 
play a dual role in suppressing SCE formation by preventing replication fork stalling 
and DSB formation (29) and by pushing repair of these events by HR into a non-
crossover outcome (8). A major obstacle to unravelling the cause of BS SCEs is that 
SCEs cannot be accurately mapped using standard cytogenetic detection methods 
(15). In this study we used Strand-seq for SCE detection, as this technique does 
allow for high-resolution mapping (16). We show here that SCEs in both normal and 
BS cells could be mapped at median resolutions in the range of several kilobases. 
This high-resolution mapping approach allowed us to perform robust analysis on 
SCE locations in order to investigate potential causes of these SCEs.
Using our own enrichment analysis pipeline, we show that SCEs in BS cells fre-
quently overlap with both canonical G4 motifs and previously reported quadru-
plex-forming regions. These results are consistent with BLM being able to bind and 
unwind G4 structures in vitro (18-20). Since SCEs in all cell lines display low GC 
content, we conclude that the enrichments are indeed caused by G4 motifs and 
not by SCEs occurring in GC-rich DNA in general. It should be noted that while both 
canonical G4 motifs and the observed quadruplex sites can form G4 structures in 
vitro, it is believed that only a subset of these motifs will actually form a G4 struc-
ture in vivo (17). Because our enrichment analysis is based on all G4 motifs identi-
fied throughout the genome, the results are likely an underestimation of the actual 
enrichments occurring at those sites which actually form the G4 structure in vivo.
We also found strong SCE enrichments for genes and gene promoters in BS cells. 
Further investigation revealed that these SCEs occurred preferentially in actively 
transcribed genes that contain one or more G4 motifs, and that this effect occurs 
most frequently on the transcribed template strands of these genes. This is consis-
tent with the high frequency of G4 motifs in both genes and promoters (27,28) and 
the fact that G4 structures will readily form in ssDNA generated during processes 
such as transcription and replication. 
Based on these results, we propose that the BLM helicase is required to unwind 
G4 structures during DNA replication and that BLM deficiency leads to a higher 
frequency of replication fork stalling and SCE formation at the sites of G4s, as pre-
viously suggested (30,31). Indeed, G4s are known to pose barriers for DNA replica-
tion (32) and similar roles have previously been reported for the G4 helicases Pif1 
(24) and dog-1 (33) and its human homolog FANCJ (23). The fact that this effect 
is the strongest when G4 motifs occur on actively transcribed DNA strands, could 
indicate an increased frequency of collisio ns between replication and transcrip-
tion causes replication fork stalling and collapse. These collisions are known to be 
highly deleterious and can contribute to genome instability (26). It is also possible 
that BLM plays a role in preventing G4 structure formation during transcription, 
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Figure 6 – SCE enrichments for repeat elements and retrotransposon elements. SCE enrichment 
analyses for simple repeats (A), LINEs (B), SINES (C), and LTRs (D),. Violin plots represent the expected 
range for random overlap (1000 permutations each), red dots represent overlap between original SCE 
regions and feature of interest.
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when conditions favour G4 formation because the DNA duplex is unwound to form 
ssDNA strands. Alternatively, transcription might induce formation of G4 struc-
tures, which need to be resolved by BLM during DNA replication. Finally, it is also 
possible that BLM prevents RNA polymerase stalling at G4s by unwinding these 
structures during transcription. BLM is known to play a role in regulating gene ex-
pression, particularly in genes containing G4 motifs around the transcription start 
site and the first exon (34,35). Interestingly, it was shown that G4 motifs which 
appear to affect transcription occur predominantly on the coding strand (35), indi-
cating different mechanisms behind the roles of BLM in transcriptional regulation 
and preventing replication fork stalling.
The fact that so many SCEs occur in active genes in BS cells, suggests that the in-
creased somatic mutations seen in BS cells (5) also frequently occur within these 
genes. Because such mutations are most likely to have a deleterious effect on nor-
mal cellular function, we propose that elevated mutation rates in coding regions of 
the genome are likely to contribute to the strong cancer predisposition associated 
with Bloom syndrome (1).
Strong SCEs depletions were detected in repetitive DNA regions in both normal 
and BS cells, suggesting that either these regions are less likely to break, or that 
HR is supressed in these regions. It has previously been shown that HR is indeed 
repressed in repetitive DNA to prevent repair using the wrong template (36).
Although Strand-seq requires cells to incorporate the thymidine analogue BrdU 
during DNA replication, we have previously shown that the presence of BrdU cell 
culture medium does not affect SCE rates and that SCEs detected using Strand-seq 
occur spontaneously (21). As such, the enrichment analyses performed in this study 
are not affected by BrdU and the results reflect biologically relevant events occur-
ring during the cell cycle in both normal and BS cells.
For this study, we use SCE locations as indicators for the sites of stalled replica-
tion forks and DSBs. However, migration of double Holliday junctions during HR 
can cause SCEs to occur some distance away from the originating event (37). Al-
though the SCE mapping resolutions achieved here do allow for robust enrichment 
analysis, the fact that most SCEs are mapped to a region of several kilobases does 
increase the chances that SCE regions include the site of the originating event. 
Finally, events where this is not the case will likely lead us to underestimate en-
richments rather than overestimate them.
Lastly, we did not find any evidence for occurrence of SCE hotspots in BS cells. 
We did detect these hotspots at common fragile sites in 3 out of 4 lymphoblastoid 
cell lines tested here, but these occurred in both normal cell lines and one of the 
BS cell lines. As such, these hotspots likely reflect a phenotype specific for this 
type of cell, or it was caused by the previous transformation of these cells using 
EBV. Indeed, it has previously been shown that fragile sites are highly expressed 
in cells undergoing replication and/or oncogenic stress associated with viral trans-
formation (22). It is unclear why three of the lymphoblastoid cell lines display SCE 
hotspots at fragile sites, while no SCE hotspots were detected at all in the fourth 
cell line. It is possible that transformation with the Epstein-Barr virus did not af-
fect this cell line as strongly as the others. However, the RNA-seq data from these 
cell lines does not show lower expression of EBV-genes in this cell lines compared 
to the other three (data not shown). It is possible that virus locations of these in-
tegrations caused the different phenotypes, but this was not investigated further. 
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In conclusion, we show evidence that the BLM helicase is required for unwinding 
of G4 structures during transcription and replication in order to prevent stalling of 
replication forks at these known barriers for DNA replication. These results help 
explain the elevated SCE rates occurring in BS cells and also suggest that mutation 
rates are higher in (actively transcribed) genes in these cells, potentially con-
tributing to the high frequency of cancer seen in patients with Bloom syndrome. 
Finally, we show that Strand-seq is a powerful technique for mapping SCEs and 
elucidating the causes of DBSs and genome instability.

Methods
Cell culture. The following cell lines were obtained from the Corriell Cell Reposi-
tory: GM07492 and GM07545 (primary fibroblasts, normal), GM02085 and GM03402 
(primary fibroblasts, Bloom Syndrome), GM12891 and GM12892 (EBV-transformed 
lymphoblasts, normal), GM16375 and GM17361 (EBV-transformed lymphoblasts, 
Bloom Syndrome). Fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM (Life Technologies) supple-
mented with 15% v/v FBS (Sigma Aldrich) and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin (Life 
Technologies), lymphoblasts in RPMI1640 (Life Technologies) supplemented with 
15% v/v FBS and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin. All cells were cultured at 37°C 
in 5% CO2. BrdU (Invitrogen) was added to cultures at final concentrations ranging 
from 10 to 200 µM. BrdU pulses were 18 hours for fibroblast cell lines and 24 hours 
for lymphoblastoid cell lines.
Strand-seq. Cells were sorted and Strand-seq libraries were constructed and se-
quenced as previously described (21).
RNA-seq. RNA was isolated from exponentially growing cells using the Nucleospin 
RNA Isolation kit (Macherey Nagel) and RNA-sequencing libraries were constructed 
using the NEBNext Ultra RNA Library Prep kit for Illumina (NEB) combined with 
the NEBNext rRNA Depletion kit (NEB). For each cell line, 3 technical replicate 
libraries were constructed. For sequencing, 12 individual libraries from 4 cell lines 
were pooled and sequenced on a single flow cell using the HiSeq2500 sequencing 
platform (Illumina). Reads were mapped using STAR aligner (38).
SCE detection. Indexed bam files were aligned using bowtie2 (39) and SCEs were 
identified and mapped using the BAIT software package (40). Strand-seq also de-
tects stable chromosomal rearrangements, such as inversions and translocations, 
that resemble SCEs but occur in the same exact location across many to all Strand-
seq libraries. We removed any events that occurred at the same location in more 
than 5% of Strand-seq libraries made from a single cell line, as these events are 
very likely to reflect stable rearrangements and not actual SCEs.
Detection and analysis of SCE hotspots. We generated .bed files containing SCE 
locations for each cell line and uploaded these files to the UCSC genome browser. 
We then inspected each chromosome for clusters of SCEs occurring at the same lo-
cation. Because SCEs are dynamic events that can occur some distance away from 
the causal DSB, we required overlap between multiple, but not all SCEs across 
the entire hotspot region. The size of hotspots was set as the distance between 
the start of the first SCE region and the end of the last SCE region within the SCE 
cluster. We then used a custom capture-recapture statistics script to determine 
significance by dividing the genome into bins of the same size as the hotspot region 
and determining the chance of the detected number of SCEs occurring within any 
of these bins based on the total number of SCEs detected for the cell line.
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Enrichment analysis. A custom Perl script was used for the permutation model. 
For each of 1000 permutations we generated a random number n and shifted all 
SCEs downstream by n bases on the same chromosome. To prevent small-scale lo-
cal shifts we required n to be a random number between 1 Mbp and 50 Mbp.  If the 
resulted coordinate exceeded chromosome size we subtracted the size of chromo-
some, so that the SCE is mapped to beginning part of the chromosome, as if the 
chromosome was circular. We also excluded all annotated assembly gaps before 
our analysis, to prevent permuted SCE mapping to one of the gap regions. We then 
determined the number of SCEs overlapping with a feature of interest in each per-
mutation, as well as the original SCE regions. 
Significance was determined based on how many permutations showed the same or 
exceeding (enrichment) or the same or receding (depletion) overlap with a given 
genomic feature compared to overlap between the original SCEs and the same 
feature. Any experimental overlap that lies outside of the 95% confidence interval 
found in the permutations has a p-value below 0.05 and was deemed significant. 
Experimental overlaps lying outside of the permutated range were given a p-value 
below 0.001 as there was a less than 0.1% (1/1000) chance of such an overlap oc-
curring by chance.
Genome, gene, and repeat annotations were obtained from Ensembl release 75 
(GRCh37 assembly, http://www.ensembl.org).  Regions with potential to form 
G-quadruplex structures were predicted using custom Perl script by matching 
genome sequence against patterns of G4 motifs using indicated spacers (Nx): 
G3+NxG3+NxG3+NxG3+.
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Table S1 - Cell lines and SCEs. Overview of the cell lines used for Strand-seq experiments, including 
cell type and disease state. Also shown are the number of Strand-seq libraries made from each cell line, 
the total number of SCEs identified in these libraries, median mapping resolutions, and percentages of 
SCEs mapped below 100Kb and 1Mb.

Table S2 - SCE hotspots at fragile sites. Overview of SCE hotspots in the lymphoblastoid cell lines. For 
each of the cell lines, size, which fragile site the hotspot occurs in, and SCE frequency of each SCE 
hotspot is given. P-values were calculated using capture-recapture statistics.
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Figure S1 – SCE enrichment patterns at differently sized G4 motifs. SCE enrichment patterns for G4 
motif variations G3+N1-3 (A), G3+N3-7 (B), and G3+N7-12 (C), and observed quadruplex regions (D) for each 
cell line. Normal cell lines are indicated in light grey, BS cell lines in dark grey. Violin plots represent 
random overlaps, red dots represent overlap between SCEs regions and feature of interest.
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Figure S2 – Subsampling of different enrichment analyses. SCE enrichment analyses for G3+N1-7 motifs 
(A), observed quadruplex regions (B), and gene bodies (C) were repeated for smaller SCE sample sized. 
For each cell line, 1267 SCEs were randomly sampled for each permutation and overlap with feature of 
interest was determined. Normal cell lines are indicated in light grey, BS cell lines in dark grey. Violin 
plots represent the expected range for random overlap (1000 permutations each) with whiskers indi-
cating 95% confidence intervals, red dots represent overlap between original SCE regions and feature 
of interest.
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Figure S3 – SCE enrichment in genes and gene promoters containing or lacking G4 motifs. SCE 
enrichment patterns for genes containing G4 motif(s) (A), genes lacking G4 motifs (B), promoters con-
taining G4 motifs (C), and promoters lacking G4 motifs (D). Violin plots represent the expected range 
for random overlap, red dots represent overlap between original SCE regions and feature of interest.
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Figure S4 – SCE enrichment in active and silent genes containing or lacking G4 motifs. SCE enrich-
ment patterns for active genes containing G4 motif(s) (A), active genes lacking G4 motifs (B), silent 
genes containing G4 motifs (C), and silent genes lacking G4 motifs (D). Violin plots represent the ran-
dom overlaps, red dots represent overlap between original SCE regions and feature of interest.
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Table S3 – SCE enrichment patterns in BS cells. Overview of enrichment and depletion patterns for 
different features of interest. For each feature in each cell line, P-values are shown and color-coded 
based enrichment (blue) or depletion (red). Significant P-values are printed in bold.
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Summary
Haplotypes are fundamental to fully characterize the diploid genome of an 
individual, yet methods to directly chart the unique genetic makeup of each 
parental chromosome are lacking. Here we introduce single cell DNA template 
strand sequencing (Strand-seq) as a novel approach to phase diploid genomes 
along the entire length of all chromosomes. We demonstrate the power of 
haplotyping using Strand-Seq by phasing a HapMap individual (NA12878) at high 
accuracy (concordance 99.3%) without using generational information or statistical 
inference. With this approach, we mapped all meiotic recombination events in a 
family trio with high resolution (median range ~14kb). In addition our approach 
allows phasing of larger structural variants like deletions, insertions as well as 
balanced rearrangements like inversions. Lastly, the single cell resolution of our 
approach allowed us to observe loss of heterozygosity regions in small number of 
cells, a significant advantage for studies of heterogeneous cell populations, such 
as cancer cells. We conclude that Strand-seq is a unique and powerful approach to 
completely phase individual genomes and map inheritance patterns in families as 
well as detect haplotype differences between single cells.

Introduction
Diploid organisms, like humans, contain two homologous copies of each 
chromosome, one inherited from the father and one from the mother. Despite 
being highly similar, each homologous chromosome harbors a unique set of genetic 
variants, ranging from single nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertions, and deletions, 
to large polymorphic inversions. The collection of genetic variants along a single 
chromosome is called a haplotype, and the process of assigning variants to 
corresponding haplotypes is referred to as phasing.
Haplotype-resolved genomes are important in many areas of personalized 
medicine and genetics, ranging from variant-disease associations (1), mapping 
regions with loss of heterozygosity (LOH) (2), to studies of inheritance patterns in 
pedigrees and populations (3). To phase genetic variants (alleles) into haplotypes, 
both computational and experimental approaches have been developed (4). 
Currently, massively-parallel sequencing provides the most complete set of alleles 
of an individual. Unfortunately, phasing these variants across the length of a 
chromosome is currently very challenging unless the parents of the individual are 
also sequenced (5, 6).  To overcome this limitation, whole chromosome sorting 
(7-9) and chromatin capture techniques (10) have been developed. However, such 
techniques are labour- and time-consuming and have not been widely adopted in 
practice. To overcome these limitations linked-read sequencing (11) was recently 
proposed to deliver long-range haplotypes. However, with this method is not yet 
possible to phase genetic variants across whole chromosomes. In this study, we 
introduce Strand-seq (12) together with a custom bioinformatics pipeline as a 
novel, direct approach for haplotyping.
We demonstrate that this approach circumvents the need for generational 
information and rapidly builds accurate and dense whole chromosome haplotypes. 
We directly apply these tools to phase de novo germline variants of an individual, 
and to map parental meiotic recombination events in a family trio. Lastly, we 
illustrate how the single cell resolution of our approach allows us to detect changes 
in the haplotype structure in subpopulations of cells.
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Results
Phasing using single cell template strand sequencing
Strand-seq is a single cell sequencing technique in which only one strand of DNA of 
each chromosome is sequenced, allowing individual homologs to be distinguished 
as either Watson (W, reverse strand), or Crick (C, forward strand) based on read 
alignment to the reference genome (Figure 1A, i). The principle of Strand-seq 
is based on template strand identity of sister chromatids generated during DNA 
replication. During mitosis, each daughter cell inherits one sister chromatid from 
each parental homolog (Figure 1A, ii). By sequencing only the original template 
strand of the inherited chromatids, we can distinguish both homologs in a single 
cell as either two Crick template strands (CC), two Watson templates (WW) 
or a combination of Watson and Crick templates (WC) (12, 13) (Figure 1A iii). 
Consequently, when a cell inherits a chromosome as WC, the parental haplotypes 
for that chromosome can be readily distinguished (Figure 1A, iv). This allows the 
variant alleles found in short sequencing reads of Strand-seq libraries to be phased 
along entire chromosomes, generating haplotypes that span centromeres, sequence 
gaps, and regions of homozygosity. By pooling data of multiple Strand-seq libraries 
from cells that inherited a chromosome as WC, accurate and dense linkage maps 
of the two parental haplotypes for that chromosome can be achieved.
To evaluate haplotype phasing using Strand-seq, we generated sequencing libraries 
from an extensively studied HapMap family trio (14, 15) (see Methods, Section 1). 
We selected the child (NA12878) for our initial analysis because this individual 
was previously phased using parental genotype information and can therefore 
serve as a reference to assess the validity and precision of our approach. The 
Strand-seq library for a single NA12878 cell is illustrated in Figure 1B. Within this 
single cell, reads that aligned to the reference assembly (see Methods, Section 
2) covered ~5% of the genome and half of the genome was inherited as WC and 
thus suitable for phasing (Figure 1B). Using single nucleotide variants (SNVs) listed 
in the HapMap reference for NA12878, we phased 77,717 variant alleles in this 
single cell (1.34% of reference SNVs), with 99.3% of the phased SNVs matching the 
reference haplotypes. This result illustrates that Strand-seq can be used to rapidly 
generate highly accurate chromosome-spanning haplotypes from single cells.

Building whole genome haplotypes from multiple single cell Strand-seq libraries
In order to build more complete whole genome haplotypes, Strand-seq data from 
multiple cells was combined. Since single-cell libraries sample the genome in a 
more-or-less random fashion, subsets of phased SNVs from multiple Strand-seq 
libraries can be compiled into a dense consensus haplotype. For this purpose, 
we developed a Strand-seq phasing algorithm and analysis pipeline, called 
‘StrandPhase’ (see Methods, Section 3) (algorithm is available at https://github.
com/daewoooo/StrandPhase). Briefly, all WC regions are first identified within 
each individual library, and SNVs present on each template strand are phased 
to build single cell haplotypes. Then, StrandPhase iteratively adds the phased 
variants from each single library into two consensus haplotypes based on the best 
concordance. Accordingly, our algorithm concatenates haplotype information 
from multiple single libraries, reinforcing and validating the phased variants in 
consensus haplotypes for each homolog (Figure 1C).
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Figure 1 - Direct whole-chromosome haplotyping using Strand-seq. a) (i) Two homologous chromo-
somes are shown  in light red and light blue. Each homolog is composed of a positive template strand 
(Crick, green) and a negative template strand (Watson, orange) strand. (ii) Cells incorporate BrdU dur-
ing DNA replication generating hemi-substituted sister chromatids witha BrdU-labelled nascent strand 
(dashed lines). (iii) Segregation of sister chromatids in two daughter cells leads to depicted combina-
tions of maternal and paternal template strands. DNA strands containing BrdU are selectively removed 
during library preparation, such that only the original template DNA strands are sequenced. Read den-
sity along a chromosome is plotted as horizontal bars. (iv) When daughter cells inherit one Crick and 
one Watson template strand for a particular chromosome, we can use strand directionality to directly 
assign all reads to separate haplotypes. b) Example of a single cell Strand-seq library, generated from 
HapMap cell line NA12878. Each chromosome is represented as a vertical ideogram and the distribution 
of directional sequencing reads is represented as horizontal lines along each chromosome, with Watson 
in orange, and Crick in green. WC regions that were selected for haplotype phasing are highlighted by 
red bars. c) The custom phasing algorithm StrandPhase processes one chromosome at a time. Cells that 
inherit one Crick and one Watson template strand for a particular chromosome are selected as input 
and the SNVs identified on each template strand are used to derive each single cell haplotypes. In the 
first iteration, anchor haplotypes are established by the pair of single cell haplotypes exhibiting the 
highest number of overlapping heterozygous SNVs. This is used to initialize the consensus haplotypes 
‘H1’ and ‘H2’, which are further built upon in subsequent iterations. In the second iteration, the second 
most dense single cell haplotype is considered and compared to both consensus haplotypes and any new 
SNVs are added to the consensus haplotype showing the best concordance. With each iteration, the 
consensus haplotypes are extended, until no additional single cell haplotype can be reliably assigned to 
the one of the consensus haplotypes.
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To evaluate the performance of our analysis pipeline, we selected 183 Strand-seq 
libraries derived from NA12878 and pre-filtered them based on read depth and 
coverage distribution (see Methods). Using StrandPhase this data was used to build 
two consensus haplotypes, each representing a phased parental homolog inherited 
by the child (NA12878). Across all 183 libraries, the aligned reads covered a total 
of 2,156,208 SNV positions, representing 74.6% of the variants listed in the HapMap 
reference (Table S1). Of the all identified variants, 1,730,627 SNV alleles were 
assigned to consensus haplotype 1 (Child H1) and 1,729,512 SNV alleles to consensus 
haplotype 2 (Child H2) (Figure S1A), yielding a median distance between all phased 
alleles of 622 bp (1309 bp for heterozygous alleles). As we increased the number 
of cells analyzed, SNV coverage increased and distance between subsequent SNVs 
decreased (Figure 2, inset), eventually reaching saturation. Next, we compared 
our haplotypes to the HapMap reference and found 99.3% of our phased SNV alleles 
concordant with the reported haplotypes (Figure 2). In addition to continuous 
stretches of haplotypes we observed smaller haplotype switches as well (Figure 2, 
black asterisks). These switches are most likely caused by homozygous inversions 
(16).
Despite the accurate phasing of SNVs spanning every chromosome in the genome, 
we found 23,782 alleles (0.7%) that were discordant to the HapMap reference. 
Strikingly, 52.9% of these discordances were observed in more than one cell in our 
dataset, supporting the confidence of our allele phasing (Figure S1B). Because the 
likelihood of the random PCR or sequencing errors occurring at the same genomic 
position in the same homolog in multiple independent sequencing libraries is very 
low, we propose the discordant phasing at these SNVs represents either errors in 
the HapMap reference, inversions or batch-specific differences of the cell line.
To further confirm the specificity of haplotype reconstruction using Strand-seq, 
we tested haplotyping discordances between Strand-seq and HapMap phasing 
using publicly-available long-read PacBio RNA-Seq data from the same NA12878 
individual (17) (see Methods, Section 4). We cross-referenced the alleles segregating 
together on each cDNA molecule with both the Strand-Seq and HapMap-derived 
haplotypes. We found nearly perfect concordance (99.2%) of the PacBio dataset to 
our haplotypes while its concordance to HapMap reference was only 94.7%. (Table 
S2). This result illustrates that we can generate accurate haplotypes directly, in the 
absence of generational (parental or population) information, which represents a 
major advance in the field.
With the ability to build whole genome haplotypes, we explored phasing of unique 
individual variations. Expectedly, trio-based or population-based haplotyping 
is highly inefficient at phasing variants that occur de novo (18). For example, 
only one in five de novo variants were phased in recent trio-based whole-genome 
sequencing studies (19, 20). To investigate the efficiency of haplotype phasing of 
unique variants within an individual, we applied phasing to 49 previously described 
and validated germline de novo mutations for NA12878 (21). Of these, 42 were 
found in our dataset and were phased within our consensus haplotypes, while 
the remaining 7 mutations were not covered in our libraries. A previous study 
attempted to phase the same alleles but was unsuccessful due to the large distance 
between each de novo mutation (8). These results show that using Strand-seq one 
can phase both inherited and individual-specific variants, a major advantage for 
clinical research.
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Genome-wide mapping of meiotic recombination breakpoints in a family trio
Having shown that we can build accurate whole genome haplotypes without the 
need to sequence family members, we set out to study haplotype inheritance in 
a family trio. To explore this, we generated Strand-seq libraries for the father 
(NA12891) and mother (NA12892) of the HapMap child (NA12878). In total, we 
selected 233 libraries for the father and 267 for the mother, which were analyzed 
using our StrandPhase pipeline (Table S1). From these data, we captured 82.5% 
and 72.7% SNVs present in the HapMap reference for the father and mother, 
respectively, and this information was used to build complete whole genome 
haplotypes for each parent. We confirmed that phased parental haplotypes agreed 
with our findings for the child by comparing the heterozygous variants in the child 
that were homozygous in at least one parent. This allowed us to unambiguously 
assign the parental origin of 99.7% of the child’s heterozygous SNVs, and thus 

Figure 2 - Accurate and dense whole genome haplotypes are built from multiple single cell Strand-
seq libraries. Assembled haplotypes of the child derived from 183 Strand-seq libraries. Chromosome 
ideograms illustrate 151,700 high confidence (covered in more than 1 cell) heterozygous SNV positions 
phased from Strand-seq data and compared to the HapMap reference. The consensus haplotypes de-
termined by Strand-seq, are depicted for each chromosome, with each SNV represented by a vertical 
line and color-coded based on whether it matched the child’s reference homolog 1 (brown) or homo-
log 2 (yellow) listed in the HapMap reference. Discordant alleles that did not match either reference 
haplotype are shown in red. Asterisks – points to short localized switches in haplotypes confirmed as 
homozygous inversions. Inset (Black line): percentage of HapMap reference SNVs covered, and (Red 
line) the median distance between these SNVs is plotted for various numbers of libraries (25, 50, 100, 
150), randomly sampled from the entire data set of 183 cells.
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predict which homolog was inherited from the maternal versus paternal lineages 
(Figure S2). In addition, we were able to assign a parental homolog to the 42 
germline de novo mutations identified in the child, with 37 of paternal and 5 of 
maternal origin. This observation is consistent with previous studies reporting a 
larger contribution of paternally-derived de novo mutations to progeny (19, 20). 
With whole genome haplotypes independently phased for each individual in this 
family, we explored whether Strand-seq can be used to map individual meiotic 
recombination events. We compared our assembled haplotypes to those reported 
in the HapMap reference and, unlike the almost complete concordance seen in the 
child, we observed multiple switches in the parental haplotypes (Figure 3A). This 
is because the methods used to build the HapMap reference relied on the child 
haplotypes to infer the phase of the parental homologs (22). However, the child’s 
genome is composed of recombined germline products, and therefore the parental 
haplotypes in the HapMap reference contain mixed parental alleles. We infer that 
the haplotype switches between our data and the HapMap reference data represent 
the locations of parental meiotic recombination events. Indeed, an independent 
comparison of our derived consensus haplotypes from the child to those of both 
parents showed discrete positions where the parental haplotypes inherited by the 
child had recombined (Figure 3B). For instance, the child’s paternally-derived 
homolog of chromosome 1 exhibited two distinct haplotype switches, where the 
first part of p-arm was most similar to Father H2, the middle matched Father 
H1 and the last part of q-arm matched Father H2. These haplotype switches 
represent locations of meiotic recombination in the paternal gamete, resulting 
in a shuffling of the parental SNV alleles inherited by the child. We observed 38 
switches (including two on chromosome X) on the maternal and 26 on the paternal 
homologs of the child, consistent with meiotic recombination rates estimated in 
previous studies (23-26).
To more precisely map these recombination events, we systematically tracked 
parental haplotype inheritance in the child using a pairwise similarity test (see 
Methods, Section 5). This allowed us to precisely map recombination breakpoints, 
at locations where similarity of a child haplotype switched, for example, from 
Father H1 to Father H2 (Figure 3C). In total, we mapped all 64 recombination 
events (Figure S3A), with a median breakpoint resolution of 14,385 bp (Figure 
4B). Of interest, we found that 1 in 3 of our meiotic recombination breakpoints 
overlapped with previously localized recombination hotspots (27) (Figure 3D).
In addition to meiotic recombination events, which involve reciprocal exchanges 
of large blocks of homologous chromosomes, we also observed a number of smaller 
phase switches. For instance, on homolog Child H1 of chromosome 13, we did 
not observe any meiotic recombination of the father’s homologs. Instead, we 
localized a short region where the haplotypes exhibited a segmental decrease 
in similarity to the corresponding paternal haplotype (Figure S6A).  Here, we 
identified four consecutive SNVs that matched homolog Father H1 in a child 
homolog that otherwise matched homolog Father H2 (Figure S3B). Such a short 
switch in haplotypes could result from homozygous inversions, two independent 
meiotic crossovers in close vicinity, or originate from a gene conversion event. 
We examined the template strand directionality of this region and did not find 
evidence supporting an inversion (16), suggesting this represents either a meiotic 
or a conversion event. We located 18 additional regions in the child’s homologs that 
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exhibited a short haplotype switch involving at least 3 consecutive heterozygous 
SNV positions. Taken together, our results demonstrate the power of Strand-seq 
to comprehensively map meiotic recombination breakpoints and predict potential 
gene conversion events within a family trio.

Phasing of larger structural variants
In addition to SNVs, StrandPhase allows phasing of larger structural variants 
(SV) like deletions and insertions. To phase such variants we used Strand-seq to 
split reads into homolog specific subsets for SV genotyping. Figure S4A shows an 
example of a heterozygous deletion in Father H2 which was inherited to Child H1. 
Moreover, we propose this technique is able to characterize individual homologs 
based on the copy number of segmental duplications (Figure S4B, arrowheads). 
Importantly, balanced rearrangements like inversions which are difficult to detect 
with current technologies can be reliably mapped (16) and phased using Strand-
seq. To our knowledge, this is the only sequencing technique able to map and 
phase heterozygous inversions. (Figure S4C-E). To prove the phasing efficacy of 
larger SVs using our technique we set to phase deletions of various sizes from 1000 
Genome project (28). All experimentally validated deletions for NA12878, NA12891 
and NA12892 were confirmed using StrandPhase along with family inheritance 
patterns. To provide more comprehensive set of SV phased by our method we 

Figure 3 - Genome-wide mapping of meiotic recombination breakpoints in a family trio. a) Circular 
plots of Strand-seq haplotypes (H1 and H2) assembled for a family trio (mother, child, and father) with 
each pair of homologs compared to the corresponding HapMap reference haplotypes. Only heterozy-
gous SNV positions are plotted along each chromosome. Strand-seq haplotypes for the child (middle 
circles, yellow and brown) match the HapMap reference along the whole length of the chromosome 
(see also Figure 2). Haplotypes from the mother (inner circle, light red and dark red), and father (outer 
circle, light blue and dark blue) show multiple switches (blue and red dots) between the Strand-seq 
haplotypes and those listed in the HapMap reference. b) Comparison of the Strand-seq child’s haplo-
types to the Strand-seq parental haplotypes, with only the heterozygous SNV positions plotted for each 
homolog. We compared each of the child’s haplotypes independently to both the parental haplotypes. 
Haplotype switches (blue and red dots) represent sites of meiotic recombination and occur at almost 
every chromosome, both from the maternal and paternal germline. Red arrowhead marks the switch 
event illustrated in (c). c) i) Similarity plot for chromosome 4 depicting pairwise comparison of each 
child homolog (C1 and C2) with both parental homologs (F1 and F2, or M1 and M2, as indicated) (see 
Methods, Section 5). Lines depict continuous stretches of high (+10) and low (-10) similarity. A high 
similarity score (e.g. 10) indicated all SNVs were matched between the pairs, whereas a low similarity 
score (e.g. -10) indicated the homologs were dissimilar. This illustrates that, for this chromosome, C1 
was inherited from the father, and C2 was inherited from the mother. Black arrowheads point to loca-
tions where the degree of similarity switched between the inherited parental homologs (e.g. from F1 
to F2, as shown in ii) red arrowhead) and mark locations of meiotic recombination. ii) Enlarged region 
of chromosome 4 showing the homolog-specific bam files generated for child’s homolog (C2) inherited 
from the father, and the corresponding paternal homologs (F1 and F2). Read coverage (grey) was plot-
ted for each bam file, with heterozygous SNVs highlighted (see legend). Using these SNVs the meiotic 
recombination breakpoint was narrowed to a 2,605 bp region. (lower panel). d) A comparison of the 
overlap of the meiotic recombination breakpoints predicted in this study to the hotspots reported in 
the deCODE project. The middle panel illustrates the genomic regions where a meiotic recombination 
breakpoint was found in our analysis, with each row depicting a distinct recombination event and the 
color denoting overlap with the predicted deCODE recombination rates corresponding to these loca-
tions (white indicates high levels of recombination, and black marks low levels of recombination). The 
left and right panels show 50kb upstream and 50kb downstream of the defined meiotic recombination 
breakpoint, respectively, again with the color representing the overlap with deCODE recombination 
rates. We saw high concordance between our predicted breakpoints and those listed in the deCODE da-
tabase, where 1/3 overlapped with deCODE regions predicted to have high (>50 standardized units28) 
meiotic recombination rates.
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decided to take mapped and phased heterozygous deletions from phase3 of 1000 
Genome project (28). First we selected deletions larger than 1kb and phase them 
for NA12878 (see Supplemental Methods) Out of 348 selected deletions, 305 
matched the phase stated in the 1000 Genome reference while 8 deletion did not. 
The rest 35 deletions could not be reliably assessed because of low coverage in 
homolog specific BAM files. In addition to deletions larger than 1 kb we explored 
smaller indels as well (see Supplemental Methods). Out of all 302555 short indels 
we have successfully phased 68233 (22,6%). The concordance of phased indels 
using Strand-seq in comparison to the 1000 Genome reference was 97.7%. Low 
number of phased indels using Strand-seq could be caused by genotyping step of 
homolog specific BAM files. Genotyping was done by GATK which was not tailored 
for low coverage data from single cell sequencing. Together these results prove 
that our phasing approach can reliably phase SV of various sizes.

Mapping of regional changes in haplotypes at the single cell level
Finally, we investigated the potential of Strand-seq to map mosaic recombination 
events at the single cell level. For this, we performed a pairwise similarity analysis 
to compare the consensus haplotypes built for each family member (i.e. H1 and 
H2) to the single cell haplotypes of each individual Strand-seq library (see Methods, 
Section 6). In total, we identified 44 locations (8 in the mother, 19 in the father 
and 17 in the child) where the consensus haplotypes switched in a homolog of a 
single cell (Figure 5A). For instance, in one maternal cell, Mother H1 switched to 
Mother H2 at the centromere of chromosome 1 (Figure 5B, i). This resulted in one 
haplotype being converted to the other, thus marking a LOH region within the cell. 
Notably, this loss was not due to a deletion, since comparable read depths were 
found for both homologs (data not shown). The observed LOH patterns in these cells 
suggest that mitotic recombination events might be commonly occurring between 
homologous chromosomes (29) at a frequency of ~0.06 events per cell (Figure 5C). 
The possibility to explore LOH events and other genetic rearrangements at the 
single cell level is expected to have many applications in studies of DNA repair and 
cancer.

Discussion
The results presented here show that Strand-seq, together with StrandPhase, is a 
novel single cell haplotyping method that retains linkage information along whole 
chromosomes. Because Strand-seq does not involve genome pre-amplification 
steps during library preparation, the sequence bias and allelic drop-out introduced 
during PCR amplification are reduced and highly accurate phase information of a 
single cell is enabled. By compiling SNVs across multiple Strand-seq cells, we were 
able to reconstruct whole genome haplotypes without generational information. 
Each SNV is independently sampled in multiple single cell libraries, allowing us 

Figure 4 - Genome-wide map of recombination breakpoints. a) The genomic locations of maternal 
(red) and paternal (blue) meiotic recombination events, plotted for each homolog of the child. The 
width of each vertical bar represents the length of the region where recombination event was mapped. 
b) The size distribution of all mapped recombination breakpoints. Vertical line shows that the majority 
of breakpoints were mapped to a region less than 50 kb in size. The outliers arise within centromeres, 
where precise breakpoint mapping is challenged by reference assembly gaps and/or only a small num-
ber of reads mapping uniquely.
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to directly cross-validate variant calls made in a sample and rapidly build highly 
accurate consensus haplotypes. Highlighting this, our results recapitulate the 
HapMap project reference haplotypes without statistical inference, population or 
pedigree data, demonstrating the strength of our approach for clinical studies. 
With the current Strand-seq protocol, around one hundred single cell libraries 
(with an average genome coverage of ~2,5% per single cell library) are sufficient to 
encompass 60-70% of the genomic SNVs (Figure S11). In addition to SNVs we have 
accurately phased larger structural variants like deletion, as well as smaller indels.
An important limitation of our current method is the requirement for BrdU 
incorporation in dividing cells as the input for Strand-seq, and the low genome 
coverage of single cell libraries. However, we believe that these limitations 
are mitigated by the possibility to rapidly phase entire chromosomes and track 
haplotype differences at the single cell level. Additionally, relatively low coverage 
obtained from single cell libraries, resulting in incomplete set of phased alleles 
can be augmented by other data, such as whole genome sequencing (WGS) or 
long-read technologies. This is illustrated using publicly available WGS data for 
NA12878 (Figure S6). We expect that the future studies on haplotypes will benefit 
from the combination of Strand-Seq and long-read technologies what would be the 
preferred way to get complete and chromosome-long haplotypes.
Altogether, we propose Strand-seq is a unique tool able to completely phase 
individual genomes, map inheritance patterns in family trios and explore 
haplotype structure in single cells. Over the other related phasing techniques 
Strand-seq offers unmatched accuracy thanks to the avoidance of any genome 
pre-amplification. Moreover, Strand-seq phasing can be coupled with mapping of 
balanced rearrangements, like inversion, what is a big asset for clinical research. 
We anticipate that Strand-seq haplotyping will facilitate de novo assembly of 
haplotype-aware personal genomes, which will have important implications for 
studying the heritability of disease-causing genomic variants to better understand 
human health and disease.

Figure 5 -  Mapping regional changes in haplotypes at the single cell level. a) Size distribution of 
all loss of heterozygosity (LOH) regions located within single cell Strand-seq libraries, plotted for each 
individual by chromosome and colored based on the family member. Black circles mark LOH regions 
encompassing a whole chromosomal arm, some of which occurred near the same genomic location in 
multiple single cells, and within different individuals (as exampled for chromosome 16 in b). b) Detailed 
analysis of  LOH. For the chromosome arms outlined in a), a comparison was made between haplotypes. 
Each single-cell identifier is assigned as H1 or H2 based on the consensus haplotype it belongs to. The 
y-axis represents similarity values (+3, -3) of this homolog, in comparison to the consensus haplotypes 
(see Methods, Section 6), with the x-axis representing the position along the single cell homolog (H1 
and H2). Red arrows points to positions where single cell haplotype starts to match opposing consensus 
haplotype. For chromosome 16 of the mother and the child we predict that recombination occurred 
in the centromeric region (dashed line). Note that the observed LOH only occurs on one of the two 
homologs. c) Model for observed LOH, where double strand break repair in mitotic cells results in re-
combination between homologs.
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Methods
1. Raw data production
Cells and cell culture
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed B-lymphocyte cell lines GM12878, GM12891, 
and GM12892 were obtained from the Coriell Institute for Medical Research 
(Camden, NJ, USA). The pedigree of all cell lines is UTAH/MORMON from USA, 
which were part of the International HapMap Project (Frazer et al. 2007; Altshuler 
et al. 2010). Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 
15% FBS (Sigma Aldrich) at 5% CO2. For Strand-seq, BrdU (40 or 100 µM, final) was 
added to exponentially growing cells for 24 hours.
Strand-seq
Cells were sorted and Strand-seq libraries were constructed and sequenced as 
previously described (30). For sequencing, clusters were generated on the cBot and 
paired-end 100 bp or single-end 50bp long reads were generated using the HiSeq2500 
sequencing platform (Illumina) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 96 single 
cell libraries were pooled together and sequenced in one lane of the rapid run flow 
cell. Each plate included two 10-cell controls and two zero-cell controls.

2. Raw data processing       
The single cell raw sequencing data were demultiplexed based on the library-
specific barcodes and converted to fastq files using Illumina standard software 
(bcl2fastq, version 1.8.4). The resulting reads were mapped to the human reference 
genome NCBI36/hg18 using Bowtie2 aligner (31) (version 2.2.4). After alignment, 
reads were sorted using Samtools (32) (version 0.1.19) and duplicate reads were 
marked using BamUtil (version 1.0.3). All Strand-seq libraries were pre-filtered to 
avoid haplotype errors arising from low quality data. For this, we excluded libraries 
with less than 50 reads/Mb, more than 5% level of background reads and exhibiting 
excessive genomic rearrangements, aneuploidy events or uneven coverage. Bam 
files passing our quality criteria served as an input for our haplotyping pipeline.

3. Haplotype data analysis pipeline
Haplotype analyses were performed using our in-house PERL based scripts 
(Supplemental Fig. 1). We used aligned BAM (binary alignment map) files as input 
files, which were filtered for duplicate reads and low mapping quality reads (mapq 
< 10) using Samtools (32) (version 0.1.19). To build single cell haplotypes we 
first selected chromosomal regions that inherited W and C template strands (WC 
regions). For this we scanned the genome of each single cell and counted the 
number of Crick (forward, ‘+’) and Watson (reverse, ‘-’) reads in equally sized 
regions (default 1Mb). Fisher exact tests were used to calculate the probability that 
a region contained approximately equal numbers of Crick and Watson reads and 
agreed with the expected 50:50 ratio of a WC region (16). Subsequently only WC 
regions larger than 5Mb were selected for further analysis. Supplemental dataset 
contains a list of the selected WC regions analyzed for each individual and single 
cell library. Next, we identified SNVs in WC regions by querying variant positions 
listed in the HapMap reference database (a non-redundant list of SNVs from phase 
2 release 22 and phase 3 release 2 using the Samtools ‘mpileup‘ function (32). 
We recorded the specific nucleotide at each variable position separately for the 
Crick and the Watson template strands, creating low-density haplotypes for every 
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single cell. These partial single-cell haplotypes were then used as the input for the 
Strand-seq specific phasing algorithm.
To build whole genome haplotypes, the phasing algorithm StrandPhase analysed 
the single cell haplotypes for a single chromosome at a time. All single cell 
haplotypes for every informative chromosome are considered as a separate entity. 
The first iteration pulled out the pair of single cell haplotypes that contained the 
highest density of overlapping heterozygous positions, and set these as the anchor 
haplotypes. This essentially initialized the two consensus haplotypes, arbitrarily 
designated ‘H1’ and ‘H2’. In the next iteration, the single cell haplotypes containing 
the highest number of SNV positions overlapping with the anchor haplotypes were 
selected and compared separately to both H1 and H2. The percentage of mismatches 
was calculated for each comparison as a missH1 and missH2. Subsequently, the 
difference between the level of mismatches was calculated as ((missH1-missH2)/
(missH1+missH2)/2)*100 and the haplotype showing the highest concordance was 
added to the corresponding consensus haplotype. Single cell haplotypes with 
the degree of difference less than 25 were excluded from the analysis (~1-3% 
of single cell haplotypes were excluded). By iteratively adding additional single 
cell haplotypes to H1 and H2, the density of SNVs in each consensus haplotype 
increased with every additional cell analysed. Single cell data that could not be 
reliably assigned to one of the consensus haplotypes were excluded and reported 
in a separate file.

4. PacBio and Strand-seq cross-validation
We incorporated PacBio data using a three-stage approach. First we mapped PacBio 
reads to the human transcriptome (NCBI36/hg18, Ensembl release 54) using bwasw 
module implemented in BWA aligner (33) (version 0.7.12.). Second, for every 
PacBio read we recorded the specific variant at each position listed in the HapMap 
reference. Lastly, we added strand information to each allele based on the mapping 
directionality. To directly compare our haplotypes with the PacBio dataset we 
selected all PacBio reads that overlapped with at least two heterozygous positions 
in our Strand-seq haplotypes. We filtered out reads containing SNVs with a base 
quality less than 20. Next we calculated the percent of phased PacBio reads that 
matched the phase we found for our haplotypes, to test the level of concordance 
between these datasets. To assess non-random concordance, we randomly shuffled 
the SNVs between the H1 and H2 Strand-seq haplotypes and counted the number 
of concordant and discordant reads again. Reshuffling eliminated the concordance 
between Strand-seq and PacBio data. PacBio data used for this analysis were 
downloaded from the SRA database. Accession numbers: SRR1163655 (NA12878), 
SRR1163657 (NA12891), SRR1163658 (NA12892) (34).
5. Mapping meiotic recombination breakpoints
To map meiotic recombination events with higher resolution we created homolog 
specific BAM files (using our custom PERL script) for each family member by 
merging the phased reads across all single cells into two high density read files per 
individual (one representing H1, and the other representing H2). During this step, 
duplicate reads were filtered and sequencing reads from all single cell haplotypes 
were merged together for each consensus haplotype. In order to compare the 
child with both parents, we temporarily merged the child’s homologs with the 
father’s and mother’s homologs, respectively using Samtools (32) ‘merge’ function 
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and performed SNV calling using GATK UnifiedGenotyper (version 3.2-2) with 
default settings. This identified the heterozygous positions that distinguished the 
child from each parent, which were used to assign the identity of each the child’s 
homologs. In order to map meiotic recombination breakpoints at high-resolution 
we performed a pairwise comparison of each child’s homolog to both maternal 
and paternal homologs. For this comparison only parental heterozygous positions 
covered in the child were considered.  Every comparison was encoded as a  
vector of zeros and ones based on the parental homolog to which child’s homolog 
correspond. (zero – parental homolog 1, one – parental homolog 2). Then we have 
applied circular binary segmentation algorithm (R package fastseg, minSeg set to 
150) (35) on such binary vectors using our custom R script. Segments smaller than 
5Mb were filtered out. Meiotic breakpoint was localized as the end position of one 
segment and start position of the following segment. 
To visualize the meiotic breakpoints we calculated the level of similarity between 
paired homologs by scanning the chromosome using a 10 kmer (10 consecutive 
heterozygous SNVs) long sliding window (moving by one heterozygous position 
at a time). This allowed us to compare 10 heterozygous SNV positions between 
the homologs and calculate the degree of similarity in the window. Similarity 
was calculated as the reverse of Hamming distances with a match score +1 and 
mismatch penalty -2. Meiotic recombination breakpoints were located as positions 
where similarity of a single child’s homolog abruptly drops and instead matched 
the other parental homolog. Final mapping and validation of meiotic recombination 
breakpoints was done by visually confirming the haplotype switch.
To look for shorter switches in haplotypes we used homolog specific BAM files for 
each family member, as discussed above. We performed a pairwise comparison of 
each child’s homolog to both maternal and paternal homologs considering only 
parental heterozygous positions covered in the child. Initially we split each homolog 
into a smaller regions at positions of mapped meiotic recombination events. Then 
using a 3 kmer (3 consecutive heterozygous SNVs) sliding window (moving by one 
heterozygous position at a time) we calculated the level of similarity in every 
window, as mentioned above. Switch event breakpoints were located as positions 
where similarity of a single child’s homolog drops and instead matched the other 
parental homolog. Lastly we filtered out regions that overlapped with regional 
switches in read directionality and with low SNVs of quality (< 100). Putative 
gene conversion event was defined as a short region where single child’s homolog 
corresponding to one parental homolog, matched the other homolog instead. To 
compare the location of our recombination breakpoint predictions to those listed 
in the deCODE project, the deCODE recombination hotspot file was downloaded 
from the UCSC genome table browser database using table browser, HapMap CEU 
hapmap release 24. We selected deCODE recombination rates overlapping with 
regions of our meiotic recombination breakpoints.  For each meiotic recombination 
region defined in our data we look for overlaps with defined regions of meiotic 
recombination rates. We repeated this process for regions 50 kb downstream and 
upstream from Strand-seq defined meiotic recombination breakpoints.

6. Evaluation of single cell haplotypes
To test for haplotype switches at the single cell level, we performed a pairwise 
comparison of each single cell haplotype to both consensus haplotypes for every 
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chromosome. As above, only heterozygous positions between consensus haplotypes 
and the single cell were considered. For each heterozygous position, the consensus 
base was called as highest abundant nucleotide at that position across all cells. 
We scanned each chromosome by 3 kmer (3 consecutive heterozygous SNVs) sliding 
window (moving by one heterozygous position at a time) to systematically compare 
3 heterozygous positions and assess the level of similarity between the single 
cell haplotype and the consensus haplotype. For each comparison, the level of 
similarity was calculated as a reverse of a Hamming distances with match score +1 
and mismatch penalty -2. We selected putative LOH regions where at least three 
consecutive heterozygous positions switched in one haplotype of a single cell but 
not in the other haplotype. We filtered regions smaller than 1000 bp, to ensure 
that not all heterozygous positions are part of a single erroneous read, but were 
covered by independent reads. Data visualization was performed using R packages 
ggbio (36) and ggplot2 (37). 
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Figure S1 - Summary of matches and mismatches with HapMap reference and single cell coverage 
distribution for SNV positions. a) Venn diagram summarizing the total number of SNVs found in Strand-
seq data in comparison to the  HapMap reference. Brown and yellow circles; haplotypes assembled from 
the Strand-seq data, green circle; HapMap reference SNVs used for validation. Overlaps with green 
circle shows number of concordant reads in comparison to the HapMap reference. For example, there 
are 1290199 concordant SNV positions covered on both haplotypes, Child H1 and H2. b) All SNV positions 
found in our Strand-seq haplotypes are plotted by their single cell coverage, which represents the total 
number of independent cells that supported the variant position. SNVs covered by more than one cell 
are considered high confidence (black arrow). The SNVs we identified that agree with the variant listed 
in the HapMap reference are shown in green, and the discordant SNVs (i.e. mismatches) are shown in 
red. The mismatching SNV positions that are high confidence may represent errors in the HapMap refer-
ence or possible de novo mutations in our cell sample.
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Figure S2 - Comparison of Strand-seq child’s haplotypes with Strand-seq parental haplotypes. To 
unambiguously assign the parental origin of each allele in the child, we assessed only high confidence 
SNV positions (i.e. present in > 2 cells) that were heterozygous in the child. In addition, such positions 
had to be homozygous in at least one parent and the other parent had at least one variant phased. Each 
horizontal ideogram represents the two haplotypes of a chromosome, and each SNV is represented as 
a vertical line in the ideogram, with the colour denoting the parental homolog they match. The child’s 
haplotypes were either of paternal (blue) or maternal (red) origin.
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Figure S3 - Location of putative gene conversion event. a) Similarity plot for chromosome 13 depict-
ing pairwise comparison of each child homolog with both parental homologs. Green arrowhead points 
to a short region where similarity of Child H1 and Father H1 decreases. This presents a putative meiotic 
event resolved as a gene conversion. b) Enlarged region on chromosome 13 of the child’s homolog in-
herited from the father. Along each homolog (child H1, father H1 and H2) we plot read coverage (gray) 
with differing nucleotides highlighted (see legend). Green arrowhead points to a short region where 4 
consecutive heterozygous SNVs are switched.
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Figure S4 - Phasing of structural variants on chromosome 2 and chromosome 19. a,b) UCSC Genome 
Browser view of reads from all single cells aligned to a single individual’s homolog (Supplemental Figure 
5) in a zoomed region of chromosome 19 (Chr19). a) The disruption in read density illustrates a hetero-
zygous deletion found on Father H2 and inherited in the child (Child H1).  b) A second deletion down-
stream on Chr19, which is flanked by segmental duplications. Here reads weren’t filtered by mapping 
quality because reads mapping to segmental duplication has assigned low mapping quality. The absence 
of the Father H2 deletion in the child lineage suggests the variant arose de novo in the father cell line. 
In addition, we can see two copy number variants overlapping with known segmental duplications in 
this region. Read coverage of these regions suggests that copy number holds for corresponding  paternal 
(blue arrowheads) and maternal (red arrowheads) homologs inherited in the child. c) Horizontal panels 
represent entropy values for every SNV in a single individual’s homolog (H1 or H2) of a zoomed region 
on chromosome 2 (Chr2). High values of entropy reflect the presence of more than one allele at the 
variable site as a result of mixed haplotype structures at the locus. We can see mixed haplotypes (more 
than one allele) in the father H1 and child H2. Breakpoints of this region are drawn in dashed line. d) 
UCSC Genome Browser view showing Strand-seq reads in the corresponding region for each individual, 
with the colour denoting the directionality of reads aligned to the reference. The underlying Invert.R 
histogram shows the mixed representation of directional reads aligned to the plus and minus strand of 
the reference genome in the father and the child, indicative of a heterozygous inversion at the locus. e) 
Schematic representation of each homolog per individual illustrating the phase of the inversion (arrow), 
which is placed to Father H2 and Child H1.
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Figure S5 - Evaluation of SNV coverage and SNV density in various subsets of Strand-seq libraries. 
To determine the number of Strand-seq libraries required to build accurate whole genome haplotypes, 
we down-sampled our datasets and assessed the SNV coverage and density of the resultant haplotypes. 
Subsets of single cell libraries (between 25-200 cells) were randomly selected and haplotypes built for 
each (see Methods, Section 3). a) The percentage of covered SNVs is plotted for each subset and for 
each individual as a separate line. As expected, we see a positive correlation between number of cells 
and percentage of SNVs covered. We observed that the increase of covered SNVs is less prominent at 
higher number of cells. b) The median distance between neighboring SNVs is plotted for each subset 
and for each individual as a separate line. Here increasing number of cells is negatively correlated 
with decreasing distance between neighboring SNVs. From this data, we concluded that ~100-150 cells 
(shaded gray region) are optimal to reach informative haplotypes at a reasonable costs.
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Figure S6 - Distribution of distances between phased and unphased variants. In dark gray bars fre-
quency of distances between any phased heterozygous variants and the closest unphased heterozygous 
variant from the HapMap reference is plotted. To estimate how many additional HapMap reference vari-
ants can be phased we used publicly available WGS data for NA12878 (SRR1910366 – NCBI SRA archive). 
This dataset contains 250 bp long paired-end reads sequenced on Illumina 2500 platform. We aligned 
these data to the reference genome NCBI36 using the Bowtie230 aligner. Subsequently we searched for 
the read pairs for which at least one mate of the pair overlapped with phased heterozygous SNV in our 
data (findOverlaps function from R package Granges). Since read pairs originate from the same frag-
ment of DNA (haplotype), every mate of the pair overlapping with phased SNV can be used as an anchor 
to phase other mate of the read pair. In the light gray bar we show estimated number of additional 
heterozygous variants listed in the HapMap reference phased using this approach. Since average frag-
ment size of used WGS data was 450bp, we assume most of these additionally phased variants were in 
a distance less than 500bp from the closest phased variant. As you can see almost all (92.5%) unphased 
variants, in the distance lower than 500 bp, were phased using WGS data. We anticipate that using 
paired-end reads with longer fragment sizes or long-read sequencing data, one can phase almost all 
variants listed in the HapMap reference.
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Table S1 - Summary of sequencing data for each individual in the HapMap family trio. Total number 
of sequenced libraries for the child (NA12878), father (NA12891) and mother (NA12892) of the family 
trio analyzed in this study. The number of libraries sequenced as single-end (SE) or paired-end (PE) 
reads are listed. Genome coverage was calculated per mappable genome (mappability file obtained 
from the UCSC genome browser database - /gbdb/hg18/bbi/wgEncodeCrgMapabilityAlign50mer.bw) 
and represents the percentage of genomic positions covered by sequencing reads. Depth of coverage 
represents the average amount of bases sequenced per genomic position. Finally, the percentage of 
HapMap reference SNVs covered per individual is shown.

Table S2 - Comparison of Pacbio data to Strand-seq haplotypes. We performed a direct comparison 
of our Strand-seq haplotypes with long-range Pacbio RNA-Seq reads as an additional test that our hap-
lotypes are correct. Our validation is based on the fact that any PacBio read overlapping at least two 
heterozygous positions represents a phased “mini” haplotype. Therefore, only PacBio reads that over-
lapped with at least two heterozygous alleles (phased using Strand-seq) were included in the analysis. 
The percentage of consistent and inconsistent PacBio reads was calculated as a fraction of all PacBio 
reads overlapping with Strand-seq haplotype backbone and passing filtering criteria.
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Summary
Nuclear reprogramming is the process of altering gene expression profiles of (dif-
ferentiated) cells into those of desired stem cells via overexpression of master 
regulators of cell identify over a period of time. The most commonly used example 
of nuclear reprogramming is the generation of induced pluripotent stem cells from 
fibroblasts. Other types of reprogramming from one cell type into another have 
been described, including the reprogramming of fibroblasts  into induced tropho-
blast stem cells. Here we show that nuclear reprogramming can lead to changes 
in the number of chromosomes in a cell (aneuploidy), depending on the factors 
used for reprogramming. Aneuploidy is likely to have a detrimental effect on the 
function of reprogrammed cells and poses a major risk for clinical implementation 
of reprogrammed cells. Our study highlights the importance of characterizing the 
genome of reprogrammed cells and the necessity of choosing reprogramming fac-
tors that avoid or minimize genome alternations.

Introduction
Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are pluripotent stem cells that can differentiate into 
each of the three embryonic lineages (endoderm, ectoderm, and mesoderm) and 
all somatic cell types (1). As such, ESC-based therapies have the potential to treat 
a wide range of diseases by replacing damaged or lost cells (2). However, ESCs 
only occur in the blastocyst inner cell mass during early embryogenesis for a brief 
period of time before differentiating into lineage-committed stem cells as devel-
opment progresses (1). Somatic cells (such as fibroblasts) can be reprogrammed 
into an ESC-like state by overexpression of a mix of transcription factors consisting 
of Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc (OSKM). Like ESCs, these induced pluripotent stem 
cells (iPSCs) can self-renew indefinitely and differentiate into each of the three 
embryonic lineages (3). The use of iPSCs in the clinic has two major advantages 
over using ESCs: they can be generated without the need for embryo’s, and iPSCs 
can be obtained using the patient’s own cells and would thus be genetically identi-
cal to the patient.
The OSKM mix consists of two master regulators of pluripotency (Oct4 and Sox2) 
and two other transcription factors with roles in the cell cycle and proliferation 
(Klf4 and c-Myc) (3). Although it has been shown that c-Myc is dispensable for 
reprogramming, the use of OSK alone results in a reduced efficiency of reprogram-
ming and fewer iPSC colonies (4). Klf4 and c-Myc are believed to promote repro-
gramming by promoting the high levels of proliferation and inducing hypomethyl-
ation and euchromatization associated with pluripotency (5). However, both Klf4 
and c-Myc are known oncogenes (6-8), and chimeric mice generated using iPSCs 
show elevated occurence of cancers (9). This high cancer occurrence represents a 
major barrier to implantation of iPSCs in the clinical setting.
A new mix of reprogramming factors consisting of Sall4, Nanog, Esrrb, and Lin28 
(SNEL) that can be used to produce high quality iPSCs was recently described (10). 
The SNEL factors are downstream targets of Sox2 in a network of pluripotency 
genes (11) and are thought to activate core pluripotency circuitry without (strong-
ly) activating other pathways (10). SNEL iPSCs injected into blastocysts contribute 
to high-grade chimeras and generate five times as many living and nursed all-iPSC 
pups as OSKM iPSCs. Chimeric mice generated using SNEL iPSCs did not show any 
obvious evidence signs of tumorigenicity. Interestingly, OSKM appears to induce 
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DNA damage and H2AX phosphorylation, while the SNEL iPSCs did not, suggesting 
that the OSKM mix induces genome instability in targeted cells (10).
Recently it was also shown that mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) can also be 
reprogrammed into cells resembling trophoblast stem cells (TSCs) (12,13), cells of 
the outer blastocyst layer that constitute precursors of extra-embryonic tissues 
such as the placenta (14). These induced trophoblast stem cells (iTSCs) were ob-
tained by overexpression of Gata3, Eomes, and Tfap2c (GET or 3F). Addition of c-
Myc to this mix (GETM or 4F) induced a ~2-fold increase in reprogramming efficien-
cy. The iTSCs display similar patterns of gene expression, epigenetic modifications, 
and H2A.X deposition as blastocyst derived TSCs (bdTSCs). Finally, iTSCs function 
similarly to bsTSCs as seen by their ability to differentiate into trophoblast lin-
eages and contribution to placenta formation after injection into blastocysts (12). 
Since one-third of all human pregnancies are affected by placental-related disor-
ders (15), iTSCs might have high clinical relevance in the future.
As nuclear reprogramming appears capable of inducing genome instability, we 
decided to investigate if nuclear reprogramming has a lasting effect on genome 
instability and chromosome content of cells by performing Strand-seq and single-
cell whole genome sequencing (scWGS) on different types of reprogrammed cells. 
Although we find no evidence for ongoing genome instability in any of the repro-
grammed cell types, we show that iPSCs reprogrammed using OSKM frequently 
display trisomy 8, while no such aberrations were detected in SNEL iPSCs. These 
differences correlate with overall iPSC quality and their ability to contribute to 
embryogenesis when injected into blastocysts. We also detected high levels of 
aneuploidy in iTSCs, but at similar frequencies as for bdTSCs, suggesting this is an 
inherent feature of TSCs instead of an effect of nuclear reprogramming. We pro-
pose that single-cell genome analysis should be implemented as a quality control 
of reprogrammed stem cells in the future.

Results
Nuclear reprogramming into iPSCs does not induce elevated SCE rates
In order to investigate any potential differences between the SNEL and OSKM iPSCs, 
we assessed whether the OSKM iPSCs displayed more genome instability than SNEL 
iPSCs. It is known that out of the 8-12 iPSCs injected into a 2n or 4n embryo, three 
cells at the most contribute to embryogenesis (16). For this reason, even a low 
percentage of genomically unstable cells could contribute to poor developmental 
potential. It is therefore important to assess genome instability at the single cell 
level, and we decided to perform Strand-seq (17) on these cells. We assessed SCE 
rates in 6 cell lines: embryo-derived ES cells, the MEFs used to generate iPSCs, two 
SNEL iPSC lines, and two OSKM iPSC lines.
The results show that although SCE rates vary between the different iPSC lines 
(Figure 1), this variation is not caused by differences between the OSKM and SNEL 
lines (both SNEL lines have average SCE rates which lie between those of the two 
OSKM lines). Nuclear reprogramming also does not appear to induce lasting ge-
nome instability; none of the iPSC lines have significantly higher SCE rates than 
the parental MEFs. Further analysis of the data did reveal that the OSKM#8 cells 
displayed high levels of trisomy for chromosome 8, while none was detected in the 
other cells. Therefore we decided to investigate the occurrence of trisomy 8 in the 
different cell lines.
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Trisomy 8 is a frequently occurring aberration in OSKM and OSK iPSC lines
Trisomy 8 is among the most common chromosomal abnormalities seen in both ES 
cells and iPS cells (18-20) and it has been shown that trisomy 8 confers a prolifera-
tive advantage to ES cells but that these cells rarely contribute to the germ line 
of chimeric mice (21).
In order to assess the occurrence of trisomy 8 in different types of iPSCs, we 
performed scWGS on 22 different cell lines (one ESC line, seven SNEL lines, eight 
OSKM lines, and six OSK lines). The OSK lines, generated using Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, 
but not c-Myc, were added to assess the effect of c-Myc on chromosome aberra-
tions. For identification of aneuploidies we used the AneuFinder software package 
(22), which assigns copy numbers to chromosomal regions based on sequencing 
read depth. We detected trisomy 8 in 3/8 OSKM lines and 4/6 OSK lines, but did 
not detect any in either the control ESC line or any of the 7 SNEL lines (Figure 2A, 
Figure S1). In total, the OSKM and OSK lines displayed 21.7% and 18.9% trisomy 8, 
compared to 0% in the SNEL lines (p=2,6x10-19 and p=1,2x10-16, respectively). The 
difference between OSKM and OSK was not significantly different (p=0.07). We also 
investigated the occurrence of other aneuploidies than trisomy 8 in each cell line 
(Figure 2B). The results show varying levels of aneuploidy in each of the cell lines. 
On average the SNEL, OSKM, and OSK lines displayed 15,6%, 16,1%, and 23,2% an-
euploid libraries, which is not significantly different between the three (p=0,47). 
Besides trisomy 8, we did not detect any frequently occurring aneuploidies across 
different cell lines (Figure S1).
We then compared the frequency of trisomy 8 and aneuploidy we detected in 
the SNEL and OSKM iPSC lines to the percentage of pups born alive when these 
iPSCs were injected into embryos as previously published (10) (Table S1). Although 
there are no clear correlations between the number of pups born alive and either 
trisomy 8 or aneuploidy, it is interesting to note that none of the cell lines where 
trisomy 8 was detected yielded living pups when injected into embryos.

Figure 1 - SCE rates in iPSCs. SCE rates for ESCs, parental MEFs, SNEL iPSCs, and OSKM iPSCs. P-value 
was determined using ANOVA test.
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No increased SCE rates in induced trophoblast stem cells
We decided to assess if the nuclear transformation of MEFs into iTSCs induced 
lasting genome instability by performing Strand-seq on both the MEFs, two bdTSC 
cell lines, three 3F iTSC lines, and two 4F iTSC lines, as well as an ES cell line for 
comparison. Exponentially growing cells were pulsed with BrdU for one cell divi-
sion, BrdU-labelled single cells were sorted, and Strand-seq libraries were made. 
Analysis of average SCE rates between the different cell lines did not reveal any 
significant differences between the different the MEFs, bdTSCs, and iTSCs (Figure 
3).

bdTSCs and iTSCs are highly aneuploid, often gain copies of chromosome 11
Given the high occurrence of trisomy 8 in the OSKM iPSCs, we decided to investi-
gate chromosome content of the different TSC lines by means of single-cell whole 
genome sequencing. Analysis of these results showed that each of the bdTSC and 
iTSC lines displayed libraries containing a gain of either one or two copies of chro-
mosome 11, while none was detected in the ESC or MEF libraries (Figure 4A, Figure 
S2). The frequency of chromosome 11 gains were high on both bdTSC lines (81,5% 

Figure 2 - Aneuploidy in iPSCs. (A) Frequency of trisomy 8 in the scWGS libraries shown in panel A, 
different types of iPSCs are colour-coded. (B) Frequency of aneuploid libraries for each cell line tested 
here, different types of iPSCs are colour-coded. Trisomy 8 was excluded from analysis.

Figure 3 - SCE rates in iTSCs. SCE rates for ESCs, parental MEFs, bdTSCs, and iTSCs. P-values were 
determined using ANOVA test.
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and 93.3%), it varied between 7,1% and 90,3% in the iTSC lines. Further analysis 
of the data did not reveal any other chromosomes consistently lost or gained be-
tween the different bdTSC and/or iTSC lines. Analysis of overall levels of aneu-
ploidy showed striking differences between the different cell lines (Figure 4B). 
While 60% of the ESC and 96% of the MEF libraries were completely disomic for all 
chromosomes, all the bdTSC and iTSC libraries showed high levels of aneuploidy 
(0-37.5% fully disomic libraries). Strikingly, both Bl6 bdTSC and 4F iTSC#1 lines 
displayed massive aneuploid libraries, with several libraries containing tetraploid 
chromosomes, while the other cell lines displayed more moderate levels of aneu-
ploidy (Figure S2).

Discussion
Reprogrammed stem cells, such as iPSCs and iTSCs, hold great promise for treating 
a wide range of diseases in the future (2). However, several barriers prevent these 
cells from being used in the clinical setting. One such barrier is the potential ge-
nome instability induced by nuclear reprogramming, as evidenced by the elevated 
incidence of cancer in chimeric mice generated using OSKM iPSCs (9).
Here we show that nuclear reprogramming does not appear to induce lasting ge-
nome instability, although there is evidence for DNA damage during the reprogram-
ming process (10). However, reprogramming cells using OSKM can lead to altered 
karyotypes in iPSCs. We specifically find that OSKM iPSCs are prone to develop tri-
somy of chromosome 8 in up to 100% of cells. Since trisomy 8 confers a proliferative 
advantage to ESCs (21) and presumably iPSCs as well, a single cell with trisomy 8 
could overgrow an entire iPSC colony. Furthermore, trisomy 8 impairs contribution 
of ESCs to the germ line (21), indicating a (partial) deficiency in their capability 
to generate healthy mice. None of the OSKM iPSC lines displaying trisomy 8 could 
yield living mouse pups after implantation into embryos. By contrast, we could not 
detect any trisomy in the different SNEL iPSC lines we tested, and these cells could 
generate living pups at higher frequency than the OSKM iPSCs (10). It should be 
noted that out of the five OSKM iPSC lines that could not contribute to living pups, 
three showed trisomy 8, while none was detected in the other two lines (Table 

Figure 4 - Aneuploidy in iTSCs. (A) Frequency of gain of chromosome 11 in the scWGS libraries shown 
in panel A. (B) Frequency of aneuploid chromosomes for each cell line tested here.
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S1). This suggests that trisomy 8 is not the sole cause of these iPSCs inability to 
generate living pups, although it is also possible that OSKM iPSCs are more likely to 
acquire trisomy 8 after injection into embryos, leading to failure to produce pups.
The exact mechanism behind acquisition of trisomy 8 in OSKM iPSCs is not clear. 
Since the SNEL iPSCs do not display any trisomy 8 and the SNEL factors are down-
stream targets of Sox2 (11), trisomy 8 is most likely caused by one of the OSKM 
factors or a (downstream) target that is not activated by SNEL. Overexpression of 
c-Myc can be excluded as the causative factor, as the use of OSK alone also results 
in high frequency of trisomy 8.
Like for the iPSCs, we could not detect any ongoing genome instability in iTSCs. 
However, all iTSC lines displayed higher levels of aneuploidy than both ESCs and 
MEFs, with a high frequency of gaining chromosome 11. Although the exact causes 
and consequences of high levels of aneuploidy in iTSCs are not known, it does not 
appear to affect any of the TSC characteristics and functions (12). Furthermore, 
high levels of aneuploidy were also detected in bsTSCs, suggesting aneuploidy is 
a characteristic of TSCs and not an effect of nuclear reprogramming into iTSCs. 
TSCs are known to endoreduplicate during differentiation, yielding cells containing 
a multitude of the normal DNA complement (23). Therefore, it seems likely that 
TSCs and cells derived from TSCs can tolerate high levels of aneuploidy and pos-
sibly even depend on them. It should be noted that for the studies described here, 
we sorted cells containing a 2n DNA complement based on PI staining of the DNA.
In conclusion, we present evidence that nuclear reprogramming can lead to acqui-
sition of aneuploidy in reprogrammed cells, which could potentially affect their 
ability to function in a similar manner as endogenous stem cells. For example, 
aneuploidy has been linked to miscarriage and birth defects in both humans (24) 
and mice (25). This study highlights the importance of fully characterizing re-
programmed cells for any potential induction of genome instability and/or aneu-
ploidy. We therefore propose that single-cell genome analysis should be used as a 
quality control of reprogrammed stem cells in the future and before these cells are 
implemented in the clinic.

Methods
Cell culture and single cell sorting. All cells were derived and cultured as previ-
ously described (10,12). For Strand-seq, cells were pulsed with 40 µM BrdU (Sigma 
Aldrich) for one cell division (12 hours for iPSCs and ESCs, 18 hours for bdTSCs 
and iTSCs, 24 hours for MEFs). Cells were harvested after BrdU pulse, nuclei were 
isolated by suspending cells in nuclei isolation buffer (100mM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 150 
mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% NP-40, 0.2% BSA). In each sample, cor-
responding cells cultured without BrdU were added as an internal control. Nuclei 
were stained with Hoechst-33258 and PI by adding both to the isolation buffer at 
final concentration of 10 µg/mL and incubating suspensions on ice for 30 minutes. 
Nuclei were sorted based on low Hoechst (quenching by presence of BrdU in DNA) 
and PI (G1 phase) fluorescence. For whole-genome sequencing, untreated cells 
were suspended in nuclei isolation buffer and stained with PI (10 µg/mL). G1 phase 
nuclei were sorted based on low PI fluorescence. All nuclei were sorted using a 
MoFLo Atrios or MoFlo XDP sorter (Beckman Coulter) into 96-well skirted PCR plates 
(4Titude) containing 5uL freeze medium (Pro-Freeze CDM Freeze Medium (Lonza) 
containing 15% DMSO).
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DNA fragmentation and library construction. Library preparation was performed 
using the protocols previously described (17) with the following modifications. En-
zymatic reactions were performed in smaller volumes but with the same enzyme 
and buffer concentrations.  All clean-ups were performed using AMPure XP mag-
netic beads (Agencourt AMPure, Beckman Coulter). After adapter ligation and PCR, 
clean-ups with magnetic beads were performed twice using a 1.2 volume of beads. 
For WGS library preparation, PCR was performed directly after adapter ligation 
without treating the DNA with Hoechst and UV. All pipetting was performed using 
the Bravo Automated Liquid Handling Platform (Agilent).
Illumina sequencing. Libraries were pooled for sequencing and 200- to 400-bp 
size range fragments were purified using a 2% E-Gel Agarose Gel (Invitrogen). DNA 
quality was assessed and quantified on a High Sensitivity dsDNA kit (Agilent) on the 
Agilent 2100 Bio-Analyzer and on the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies). 
For sequencing, clusters were generated on the CBot (HiSeq2500) and single-end 
50 bp reads were generated were generated using the HiSeq2500 sequencing plat-
form (Illumina).
Bioinformatic analysis. For Strand-seq, indexed qseq files were processed as pre-
viously described (17) using the BAIT software package (26). SCEs were identified 
by BAIT and confirmed by visual inspection. The scWGS libraries were analysed 
using the AneuFinder software as previously described (22,27).
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Supplementary figures and table
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Figure S1 - Aneuploidy heatmaps for scWGS libraries made from different cell lines. Each horizontal 
line represent a single-cell library, cell line number of libraries is indicated above each heatmap. Chro-
mosome copy numbers are colour-coded, libraries were sorted based on similarity. Y-chromosome is not 
shown due to low mapping quality of reads to this chromosome.

Figure S2 - Aneuploidy heatmaps for scWGS libraries made from different cell lines. Each horizontal 
line represent a single-cell library, cell line number of libraries is indicated above each heatmap. Chro-
mosome copy numbers are colour-coded, libraries were sorted based on similarity. Y-chromosome is not 
shown due to low mapping quality of reads to this chromosome.
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Table 1 - Overview of percentage of mouse pups born alive after injection of iPSCs into embryo’s (data 
taken from (10)) and percentage of cells with trisomy 8 and overall aneuploidy (excluding trisomy 8).





Chapter 7

Discussion & future perspectives
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Summarizing discussion
As discussed in chapter 1 of this thesis, a stable genome is of critical importance 
for the normal functions of cells, tissues, organs, and whole organisms. However, 
cells are continuously challenged by both endogenous and exogenous DNA dam-
age that needs to be repaired properly in order to maintain genome stability (1). 
To that end, cells are equipped with a wide range of DNA repair pathways for 
specific types of DNA damage. However, no biological system is perfect and cells 
do accumulate mutations over time and successive generations. In part this is a 
desired process as mutations increase genetic diversity between individuals and 
species and drive evolution (2). However, the accumulation of too many mutations 
can lead to loss of genome instability, (premature) ageing, and cancer (1). The 
importance of a fully functional complement of DNA repair pathways is exempli-
fied is the range of genetic disorders associated with mutations in even a single 
gene involved in DNA repair. Such disorders (see Chapter 1, page 17 for examples) 
are almost invariably associated with cancer predisposition and a range of other 
serious symptoms. The work described in this thesis was mainly focussed on stud-
ies of genome instability in one such disease: Bloom syndrome. Bloom syndrome 
is caused by germline mutations in both copies of the BLM gene and is associated 
with a wide range of symptoms, including massive genome instability, a reduced 
lifespan and a very strong predisposition towards a wide range of cancers (3). The 
many roles and functions of the BLM helicase in maintenance of genome stability 
are discussed in chapter 2.

Genome instability in Bloom syndrome
Bloom syndrome (BS) may be considered an archetypal genome instability syn-
drome, as mutations in a single gene (BLM) lead to a highly complex phenotype 
consisting of different symptoms (reduced fertility, immunodefiency, UV sensi-
tivity, diabetes), cellular abnormalities (sister chromatid exchange, abnormal 
nuclear architecture, micronuclei formation), and a disposition towards a wide 
range of tumours also found in the general population (3). Although it is clear that 
the BLM helicase plays a role in cellular processes ranging from transcription and 
replication to chromosome segregation and homologous recombination, its exact 
function(s) are still not completely understood. In this thesis, I present different 
studies we performed to characterize genome instability in BS cells using a single-
cell DNA template strand sequencing technique (Strand-seq) that was developed 
in our lab (4). Strand-seq can be used to detect and map chromosomal rearrange-
ments, such as sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs), inversions, and translocations. 
Elevated SCE rates are a hallmark feature of BS cells (5) and we used Strand-seq 
to study this phenotype, hopefully leading to new insights into how and why SCEs 
occur so frequently in these cells.
However, Strand-seq relies on labelling newly formed DNA strands with the thy-
midine analogue bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) by growing cells in BrdU for one cell 
division. It was previously reported that BrdU actually induces SCEs, using the 
classic cytogenetic SCE detection method that requires two rounds of DNA replica-
tion with BrdU (6-10). BrdU is thought to induce SCEs either during its incorpora-
tion into the DNA, or when DNA replication occurs using a BrdU-labelled template 
strand during the second cell cycle only. Conflicting studies have been published 
in support of both hypotheses (11-14). In chapter 3, we show that the incorpora-
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tion of BrdU into the DNA in fact does not lead to an increase in SCEs. This holds 
true for both normal and Bloom syndrome cells, even though it has been suggested 
that BrdU alone is responsible for the elevated SCE rates typically associated with 
Bloom syndrome (11,12). Our results show that BrdU does not induce elevated SCE 
rates during either the first cell division with BrdU, when BrdU is only incorporated 
into newly formed DNA, or during the second cell division, when BrdU-labelled DNA 
strands are used as a template for replication. However, it has previously been 
shown that BrdU sensitizes the DNA to a range of DNA damaging agents (6,15-18), 
leading to increased occurrence of DBSs and SCEs. Our results highlight the neces-
sity for minimizing exposure of cultured cells to external sources of DNA damage. 
This appears to be especially critical for cells cultured with BrdU, which is often 
used in studies of DNA damage, repair, and replication.

After confirming that the elevated SCE rates associated with Bloom syndrome do 
occur spontaneously, we next set out to study the locations of these SCEs in order 
to investigate their potential cause(s), as described in chapter 4. We show that 
Strand-seq can be used to identify and map SCEs at high resolutions and that this 
allows for robust analysis of SCE locations. Although neither normal nor BS cells 
display SCE hotspots based on location in the genome, Bloom syndrome cells do 
display SCE enrichments at sites of G-quadruplex (G4) motifs. This suggests that 
BLM is required to unwind G4 structures and that at least a fraction of the SCEs in 
BS cells are caused by replication fork stalling and collapse at persistent G4s, in 
a similar manner as previously reported for other helicases capable of unwinding 
G4s (19,20). Interestingly, SCE enrichments are strongest when G4 motifs occur 
on the template strands of actively transcribed genes. This result is in itself not 
surprising, as BLM has been shown to unwind G4 structures in vitro (21-23), and 
the formation of single-stranded DNA that must occur during transcription gener-
ates circumstances during which G4s can form (24). However, G4s are generally 
believed to preferentially form on the non-transcribed strand of genes (25), and 
it was previously reported that changes in gene expression in absence of BLM cor-
relate with the presence of G4 motifs on the non-transcribed strand (26). The fact 
that SCEs do appear to occur when G4s form on transcribed strands indicated that 
BLM is specifically required to process this class of G4 structures. Although, sev-
eral questions remain about the exact role BLM plays in G4 unwinding (some are 
discussed below), it seems clear that G4 structures pose a serious barrier for DNA 
replication in the absence of functional BLM.
It should be noted that although SCEs are actively supressed by BLM, SCE forma-
tion does not result in any lasting changes or mutations to the DNA: the exchange 
occurs between identical sister chromatids and while SCEs are a marker of genome 
instability, they do not contribute to genome instability. However, SCE locations 
can be used as surrogate markers for location of other mutagenic events. For 
example, although HR-mediated repair of collapsed replication forks and double-
strand breaks typically use the sister chromatid as a template for repair, it is 
believed that in rare occasions homologous regions of the chromosome homolog 
or even a completely different chromosome are used (27). This type of event can 
result in loss of heterozygosity (LOH) or unequal SCEs, both of which lead to poten-
tially deleterious mutations (28,29). Secondly, sites of replication fork stalling and 
collapse are more likely to accumulate somatic mutations as well (30). Given that 
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fact that SCEs frequently occur in actively transcribed genes in BS cells, it seems 
reasonable to hypothesize that LOH events, unequal SCEs, and other mutations are 
also more likely to occur at these sites.
Loss of heterozygosity is frequently seen in cancers (31-35) and elevated frequency 
of LOH is believed to play a major role in the genome instability and cancer pre-
disposition associated with Bloom syndrome. So far increased LOH in BLM deficient 
cells has only been shown for reported assays and/or single locations in the ge-
nome (36,37). Studies of LOH could benefit hugely from full haplotype informa-
tion on the cells of interest: this would allow us to assign heterozygous SNPs to 
chromosomes inherited from an individual’s father and mother and more reliably 
call LOH events and locations. The work described in chapter 5 is a new Strand-
seq based method for assigning variable positions to either paternal or maternal 
homologs without the need for sequencing information from the parents. This in-
formation can then be used to detect and map LOH events at the single-cell level, 
for example in BLM deficient cells. Haplotype information can also offer a major 
contribution to studying heritability of disease-causing genomic variants, as well 
as personalized medicine (38). Finally, if parental haplotypes are also generated, 
this approach can be used to map sites of meiotic recombination by assigning each 
of the haplotypes in a child to one of the haplotypes for each parent.

Genome instability in induced pluripotent stem cells
I have discussed how increased genome instability can lead to a wide range of dis-
eases and cancer, but it can also be a barrier towards curing disease. Research on 
stem cells has yielded the promise of treating a wide range of diseases using stem 
cell-based treatments in the future (39). The generation of induced pluripotent 
stem cells (iPSCs) containing a patient’s own genetic material has sparked much 
research into how these cells might be used to replace damaged or lost cells and 
organs in the future without the risk of rejection of the cells or organs. When 
combined with genome editing techniques, iPSCs might also be used to replace 
correct (inherited) mutations in patient cells and used these cells to replace the 
mutant cells in the body. However, a major risk of these stem cell treatments is 
that the cells have rearranged their genome or display elevated levels of genome 
instability which both might lead to tumour formation. As such, it is critical to 
fully characterize any type of cell that might be injected or implanted into pa-
tients in the future. For chapter 6, we applied Strand-seq and single-cell whole 
genome sequencing (ssWGS) to cells obtained by nuclear reprogramming. We spe-
cifically investigated induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) generating using mixes 
of transcription factors consisting either of Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc (OSKM) or 
Sall4, Nanog, Esrrb, and Lin28 (SNEL) (40). We show that although SCE rates are 
similar between the different types of iPSCs, OSKM iPSCs display high frequencies 
of trisomy 8 where SNEL iPSCs do not. This correlates with the reduced quality 
and potential to contribute to embryogenesis of OSKM compared to SNEL iPSCs, as 
assessed by the tetraploid complementation assay (40). This assay is considered 
to be the most stringent test for mouse iPSC quality, since healthy living pups are 
only born if the iPSCs can fully differentiate into all somatic cells types required 
for normal in utero development (41). Obviously these assays cannot be used to 
assess quality of human iPSCs and all quality controls will need to be performed in 
vitro. This could potentially include in vitro differentiation of the iPSCs into dif-
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ferent cell types and lineages, although new protocols will need to be developed 
in order to cover the widest range of somatic cell types possible. Theunissen et al. 
recently proposed several molecular criteria for naïve human reprogrammed cells, 
including global DNA demethylation, X-chromosome status resembling that of pre-
implantation embryos, and poor incorporation into mouse morula or blastocysts 
(42). We propose that assessment of chromosome content (at the single-cell level) 
can also be used as a criterion to define fully functional reprogrammed cells before 
they can be used in any sort of clinical setting.

Strand-seq
Many of the studies described in this thesis were performed using Strand-seq. Al-
though this technique was originally developed to track inheritance of DNA strands 
during mitosis as a method to detect asymmetric cell division (43,44), it has turned 
out to be a powerful technique for the detection of genome structure, structural 
rearrangements, and copy number variations. Different applications for Strand-seq 
have been developed, including high-resolution detection and mapping of SCEs 
(chapters 3 and 4), meiotic recombination and LOH (chapter 5), as well as inver-
sions and translocations. Strand-seq can also be used for assembly of chromo-
some-wide haplotypes (chapter 5) and reference genomes (unpublished work). A 
variation on Strand-seq where the whole genome of a single cell is sequenced 
without pre-amplification can be used to detect aneuploidy and local copy number 
variations at the single-cell level (45,46), allowing for further study of potentially 
heterogeneous cell populations such as in tumours (45), the brain (46), and repro-
grammed cells (chapter 6).
The major strength of Strand-seq lies in the possibility to combine these different 
analyses on the same set of single-cell libraries, for example those obtained from 
a tumour sample. In this case it would be possible to fully characterize several dis-
tinct forms of genomic rearrangements (inversions, translocations, amplifications, 
deletions, and aneuploidy) in these cells, even if they occur only in a subpopula-
tion. If combined with libraries made from ‘healthy’ cells from the same indi-
vidual, it is also possible to characterize LOH regions at the single-cell level. This 
combinational approach should aid in the design of patient- and tumour-specific 
treatments, potentially leading to far more efficient treatment of cancer with 
reduced side effects.

Future perspectives
Homologous recombination and sister chromatid exchange
For much of the work described in this thesis, we used SCE rates and locations as 
surrogate markers for the number and locations of stalled or collapsed replica-
tion forks and DSBs occurring within a cell. However, the majority of DSBs do not 
result in SCEs and because SCE locations do not precisely reflect the location of 
the original DSBs. Staining for γH2AX is often used for DSB detection, where the 
number of foci is thought to reflect the number of DSBs in a cell (47,48). It is also 
possible to perform ChIP-seq for DSB markers such as γH2AX to determine DSB lo-
cations. However, γH2AX spreads over a region of several megabases around a DSB 
and therefore these techniques offer limited resolution (48). Sequencing-based 
techniques for the direct detection of DSBs could potentially offer similar or better 
resolutions than Strand-seq, without the need for use of SCEs as surrogate markers 
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for DSBs. Such techniques have been described, although most suffer from severe 
limitations. For example, GUIDE-seq in based on integration of a double-stranded 
oligonucleotide at the DSB site, which can then be amplified and sequenced (49). 
However, this technique relies on efficient ligation of the oligonucleotide at the 
break site by NHEJ. High-throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (HT-
GTS) relies on ligation between a nuclease-induced DSB and an unknown DSB that 
will result in a translocation, which can subsequently be sequenced (50). This 
translocation requires both DSBs be in close proximity and that they are repaired 
by NHEJ. Direct detection of DSBs can be achieved using BLESS, which ligation of 
a barcoded linker directly to a DSB (51). However, this technique offers low ef-
ficiency and is associated with high background.
Two other techniques have recently been described and appear to offer high ef-
ficiency combined with high-resolution mapping of break sites: END-seq (52) and 
DSBCapture (53). It should be noted that both techniques generally rely on captur-
ing breaks before they are repaired, creating only a brief window of opportunity 
for detecting these events. By contrast, an SCE that occurs at any stage during the 
cell cycle will be detected using Strand-seq. A combinational approach of Strand-
seq and a method for detecting and mapping DSBs could be used to study causes 
and consequences of DNA damage at previously impossible resolutions.
The fact that dHJs can migrate, potentially resulting in SCEs at different locations 
than the originating DSBs (54), poses several interesting questions regarding the 
mechanics of repair via HR. Do SCEs in fact occur at different sites than originating 
DSBs? If so, is this true for all SCEs or only a fraction of them? What is the aver-
age distance a dHJ will migrate before it is resolved into an SCE? Is this distance 
affected by genomic features of the surrounding DNA, such as genes, repeats, or 
secondary structures? Using Strand-seq, we should be able to provide, for the first 
time, some answers to these questions. This would require induction of DSBs at 
precise and known locations in the genome to identify how many of these breaks 
result in SCEs and where exactly these SCEs occur in relation to the breaks. Several 
options already exist for inducing DSBs in cells, such as the expression of restric-
tion enzymes, zinc-finger nucleases, or the small guide RNAs used for CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated genome editing. By inducing dozens or even hundreds of DSBs in 
every cell, we can then assess how many of these breaks result in an SCE, how far 
this SCE is located away from the DSB, and how this distance is affected by ge-
nomic context. Of course, such experiments would also be highly interesting in the 
absence of BLM, which should result in a much higher fraction of DSBs resulting in 
an SCE. BLM promotes branch migration (55) and could theoretically unwind sec-
ondary structures that block branch migration, suggesting a BLM deficiency could 
result in a reduced distance between DSBs and SCEs. Alternatively, BLM might also 
promote branch migration towards the centre of the dHJ instead of promoting the 
dHJ to migrate as a whole, which would result in a larger distance between DSBs 
and SCEs in BLM deficient cells. The proposed experiments should yield answers to 
all of these questions and others.

Bloom syndrome and the BLM helicase
As discussed above, Strand-seq can be used to detect distances between SCEs and 
the originating DSBs in both normal and BS cells, yielding new insights into the 
mechanics behind the function of BLM in dHJ dissolution and HR in general. We 
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have also shown that Strand-seq can be used to phase haplotypes and detect LOH 
at the single cell level. It has previously been shown that BLM deficiency leads to 
increased LOH using different reporter assays and it has been hypothesized that 
LOH is one of the main contributors to the cancer predisposition associated with 
Bloom syndrome (36). We plan to use Strand-seq to confirm that LOH does indeed 
occur at elevated levels throughout the genome in BLM deficient cells. Strand-seq 
allows these LOH events to be identified and mapped at high resolution, allowing 
us to perform similar enrichment analysis as for SCE locations. We hypothesize that 
LOH events and SCEs occur via the same pathways, in which case the LOH events 
should show similar enrichment and depletion patterns to those of the SCE regions 
described in chapter 4. However, it is also possible that LOH and SCEs occur at 
distinct sites in the genome, possibly due to a preference for using either the ho-
mologous chromosome or the sister chromatid as a template for repair during HR. 
This type of study will be facilitated be recent advances made in genome editing 
with the development of the CRISPR/Cas9 system (56). This system will allow us to 
generate BLM knockout cell lines and use the original cells, which contain the same 
exact genetic background, as negative controls. As such we will not only eliminate 
(genetic) differences between cells from healthy donors and BS patients, but we 
will also be able to track LOH levels over time and determine if they are stable or 
increase over time in either normal cells, BLM deficient cells, or both. Generation 
of these mutant cell lines will also allow us new opportunities to study the effect 
of BLM deficiency over time. We expect these studies will significantly add to our 
knowledge of the BLM helicase and to our understanding of the Bloom syndrome 
phenotype.

BLM and G-quadruplexes
The research presented in this thesis also highlights the role of G4 structures as 
a cause of genome instability, particularly in the absence of BLM. Although the 
existence G-tetrads was shown over 50 years ago (57), G4 structures have only 
currently been recognized as biologically relevant structures. This is highlighted 
by the number of publications about G4s found on Pubmed, which has increased 
steadily from 1 publication in 1991 to 475 publications in 2015 (Figure 1). However, 
it is still unclear what the exact physiological functions of G4 structures are. Many 
studies, including the work described here, focussed on negative aspects of (per-
sistent) G4s, for example as barriers for DNA replication (19,20). The fact that G4s 
occur throughout the genome of all organisms tested and that G4 motifs are often 
highly conserved between species must mean that they play positive and necessary 
roles in normal cellular processes. Indeed, evolution would have selected against 
the presence of G4 motifs in the genome if they would only lead to genome insta-
bility. Two physiological roles for G4s are protection of telomeres and regulation 
of transcription. Telomeres consist of several kilobases of TTAGGG repeats in all 
mammals and many other species, and the G-rich nature of telomeres is conserved 
throughout all eukaryotes (58). As such, telomeres form long stretches of perfect 
G4 motifs. It is believed that formation of G4s could stabilize the T-loop found at 
the end of telomeres or somehow promotes binding of shelterin proteins to the 
telomeres, or both (59-61). G4 structures also appear to function as transcriptional 
regulators, as evidence by the high frequencies of G4 motifs in both genes and 
gene promoter regions (62,63). Indeed, presence of G4s appears to have a strong 
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effect on gene expression, being able to either promote or inhibit transcription, 
and it has been proposed that G4s are a new class of epigenetic marks (64).
Whatever the physiological roles of G4 structures are, it is clear that they need to 
be unwound during DNA replication in S-phase. Many helicases are known to un-
wind G4 structures in vitro and genome instability has been shown to occur at G4 
motifs in absence of the Pif1 (20) and FANCJ helicases (19). The work presented in 
this thesis shows that a BLM deficiency also leads to genome instability at G4 mo-
tifs in the form of increased SCEs, and potentially rapid accumulation of somatic 
mutations. Bloom syndrome SCEs appear to occur most frequently at G4 motifs 
containing relatively long spacers: no clear SCE enrichments are found if spacers 
motifs consist of 3 nucleotides, while enrichments become stronger for motifs with 
7 or 12 nucleotide spacers. Interestingly, smaller spacers result in more stable G4 
structures (65) and the fact that we found no enrichments for these G4 motifs in 
our data indicates that these smaller G4 motifs could be processed by another 
G4 helicase. It seems plausible that the different G4 helicases each have their 
strongest specificity for a certain class of G4 structure (large vs small spacers, 
long G-stretches vs small G4-stretches, intermolecular vs intramolecular, etc). This 
hypothesis is worth investigating, either by testing the kinetics of G4 unwinding in 
vitro or by looking for locations of SCEs and other types of mutations in cells lack-
ing one or more G4 helicases.
In case of the BLM helicase, analysis of SCE locations to look for specific classes of 
G4 motifs is hampered by the elevated SCE rates caused by the HR-defect caused 
by absence of BLM. It would therefore be very interesting to separate BLMs func-
tions in G4 unwinding and dHJ dissolution and study both functions separately. 
This could for example be done by identifying the BLM residues that confer binding 
specificity for G4 structures or dHJs and inducing point-mutations at these resi-
dues. It would be interesting to see if a dHJ dissolution mutant would still display 
SCE enrichments at G4 motifs, and if a G4 mutant would still display elevated SCE 
rates.

Figure 1 - Number of publication on G-quadruplexes listed on Pubmed over the last 25 years.
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Summary
Iron-sulfur (Fe-S) clusters are essential cofactors of proteins with a wide range 
of biological functions. A dedicated cytosolic Fe-S cluster assembly (CIA) system 
is required to assemble Fe-S clusters into cytosolic and nuclear proteins. Here, 
we show that the mammalian MMS19 nucleotide excision repair protein homolog 
(MMS19) can simultaneously bind Probable cytosolic iron-sulfur protein assembly 
protein CIAO1 (CIAO1) and Fe-S proteins, confirming it is a central protein of the 
CIA machinery that brings Fe-S cluster donor proteins and receiving apoproteins 
into proximity.  In addition, we show that Mitotic spindle-associated MMXD complex 
subunit MIP18 (MIP18) also interacts with both CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins. Specifi-
cally, it binds the Fe-S cluster coordinating regions in Fe-S proteins. Furthermore, 
we show that ADP/ATP translocase 2 (ANT2) interacts with Fe-S apoproteins and 
MMS19 in the CIA complex, but not with the individual proteins. Together, these 
results elucidate the composition and interactions within the late CIA complex.

Introduction
Fe-S clusters are inorganic cofactors of proteins functioning in many cellular pro-
cesses, including DNA metabolism, transcription, translation, electron transport, 
oxidative phosphorylation and cellular metabolism. Fe-S clusters themselves are 
relatively simple structures, consisting of several iron cations (Fe2+ or Fe3+) and 
sulfur anions (S2-) (1). However, their assembly into proteins within a cell is a 
complex process, for which many different proteins are required. In eukaryotes, 
Fe-S clusters are assembled at two different sites by two different systems. Mi-
tochondrial Fe-S proteins receive their Fe-S clusters from the mitochondrial Fe-S 
cluster assembly (ISC) system, which is comprised of components that are very 
similar to those found in the bacterial ISC system. The first steps for assembly of 
Fe-S clusters into cytosolic and nuclear Fe-S proteins requires the ISC system, after 
which an iron compound is exported from the mitochondria. The Fe-S cluster is 
subsequently further processed by the cytosolic iron-sulfur cluster assembly (CIA) 
machinery, after which the clusters are incorporated into their target proteins 
(2). Both the ISC and CIA systems are highly conserved in eukaryotes, from yeast 
to human, pointing to  the crucial importance of proper Fe-S cluster assembly (3).
In the yeast CIA system, Fe-S clusters are transiently assembled on the scaffold 
proteins Cytosolic Fe-S cluster assembly factor NBP35 (Nbp35) - Cytosolic Fe-S 
cluster assembly factor CFD1 (Cfd1) (4,5) in a step which requires Fe-S cluster as-
sembly protein DRE2 (Dre2) (6). Subsequently, the labile Fe-S cluster is transferred 
to a complex of two proteins:  Cytosolic Fe-S cluster assembly factor NAR1 (Nar1) 
(7) and the WD40-repeat protein Cytosolic iron-sulfur protein assembly protein 1 
(Cia1). Finally, Fe-S clusters are transferred to and incorporated in target proteins 
(8).
Mammalian homologues of Cia1 (CIAO1), Dre2 (Anamorsin, CIAPIN1), Nar1 (Cyto-
solic Fe-S cluster assembly factor, NARFL, NARFL), Nbp35 (Cytosolic Fe-S cluster 
assembly factor NUBP1, NUBP1) and Cfd1 (Cytosolic Fe-S cluster assembly factor  
NUBP2, NUBP2) have been identified as components of the CIA system in mam-
mals (3). Until recently, little was known about how Fe-S clusters are transferred 
from the CIAO1-NARFL complex to target Fe-S proteins, as no direct interaction 
between Fe-S cluster donor and acceptor proteins have been shown. However, 
two recent studies reported that MMS19 is in complex with several Fe-S proteins, 
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CIAO1, MIP18 (9,10) and NARFL (9). Furthermore, in the absence of MMS19, stabil-
ity and incorporation of iron into Fe-S proteins was reduced, suggesting MMS19 is 
an important factor in the assembly of cytosolic Fe-S cluster proteins (9,10).
Here we show that MMS19 simultaneously interacts with the CIA protein CIAO1 
and Fe-S cluster target proteins. In addition, we identify the MMS19 region that 
mediates the interaction with Fe-S proteins. We show that MIP18 is also capable 
of directly binding to both CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins and that it binds to the Fe-S 
cluster coordinating regions of Fe-S target proteins. We also found that ANT2 can 
interact with MMS19 and Fe-S proteins, but only in complex and not with the indi-
vidual proteins. Based on these findings, we propose that MMS19 and MIP18 bridge 
the gap between Fe-S cluster donor and acceptor proteins. Specifically, we suggest 
that MMS19 brings Fe-S cluster donor and acceptor proteins into close proximity 
and that the Fe-S cluster is transferred into the target protein with the help of 
MIP18. Furthermore, we propose that ANT2 is required to stabilize the interaction 
between MMS19 and Fe-S proteins.

Results
MMS19 and MIP18 are part of a late CIA complex
Despite the proposed nuclear functions of MMS19 this protein is expressed at high-
er levels in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus (11). Using cell fractionation and 
IP we confirmed that endogenous MMS19 expression is mainly cytoplasmic (Fig-
ure 1A). In addition, epitope- and fluorescently-tagged MMS19 (MMS19-Venus-Myc) 
also localized predominantly to the cytoplasm as shown by immunoblot detec-
tion (Figure 1A) and live-cell imaging (Figure 1B). Since tagged-MMS19 showed 
the same subcellular localization as endogenous MMS19, we used cells expressing 
tagged-MMS19 for further studies. To determine a possible cytoplasmic function of 
MMS19 we identified cytoplasmic MMS19 interacting proteins. MMS19 and MMS19-
Venus-Myc were immunoprecipitated and complexes were subsequently analysed 
using mass-spectrometry. The CIA complex member CIAO1 was repeatedly found as 
a potential MMS19 interacting protein as well as MMXD (MMS19-MIP18-XPD) com-
plex members MIP18 and ANT2 (11). Immunoprecipitation of CIAO1 and subsequent 
mass spectrometry analysis confirmed that MMS19, CIAO1, MIP18 and ANT2 are in 
the same complex.  Mass spectrometry analysis of MMS19-interacting proteins also 
identified several previously reported Fe-S cluster containing proteins including 
NADH dehydrogenase ubiquinone Fe-S protein 1 (NDUFS1), CDK5 regulatory sub-
unit associated protein 1-like 1 (CDKAL1), t-RNA wybutosine-synthesizing protein 
1 homolog (TYW1), phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate amidotransferase (PPAT), and 
Elongator complex protein 3 (ELP3) (Table S2). These results suggest that MMS19 
interacts broadly with Fe-S proteins. This notion is in agreement with mass spec-
trometry analysis of protein complexes of the Fe-S protein Regulator of telomere 
length 1 (RTEL1) which also identified MMS19, CIAO1, and MIP18 as potential inter-
acting proteins.
To confirm that MMS19, CIAO1 and MIP18 are part of the same cytosolic com-
plex and that this complex also includes Fe-S proteins, the Myc-tagged proteins 
were immunoprecipitated from HEK293 cell lysates. Subsequent immunoblotting 
for MMS19, CIAO1, MIP18 and the Fe-S proteins TFIIH basal transcription factor 
complex helicase XPD subunit (XPD), Fanconi Anemia group J protein (FANCJ), 
DNA2-like helicase (DNA2) and DNA-3-methyladenine glycosylase (MPG) showed 
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that these proteins were indeed enriched by IP (Figure 1 C-E). These results are 
in agreement with two recent papers which reported a role for MMS19 in the CIA 
system (9,10).

Although a previous study showed that MMS19 is not expressed in mitochondria 
(11), we did detect the mitochondrial Fe-S proteins Succinate dehydrogenase [ubi-
quinone] iron-sulfur subunit (SDHB) and Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit Rieske 
(UQCRFS1) after MMS19, CIAO1, and MIP18 immunoprecipitation (Fig. 1C-E). Purifi-
cation of mitochondria did show that MMS19, CIAO1, and MIP18 are not expressed 
in mitochondria (Figure 2A) whereas mitochondrial proteins ATP synthase subunit 
alpha, mitochondrial (ATP5A), Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 2, mitochondrial 
(UQCRC2), Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 2 (MT-CO2), and NADH dehydrogenase 
[ubiquinone] 1 beta subcomplex subunit 8, mitochondrial (NDUFB8) were readily 
detected.  These mitochondrial proteins were not detected in cytosolic fractions 
upon MMS19, CIAO1, or MIP18 IP (Figure 2B-C). The presence of SDHB and UQCRFS1 
in IP’s with cytosolic cell fractions indicates that these mitochondrial proteins are 

Figure 1 - MMS19 and MIP18 are part of a late acting CIA complex. (A) Anti-MMS19 immunoblot of 
HEK293 cells expressing MMS19-Venus-Myc. Nuclear and cytoplasmic cell fractions were used for anti-
Myc immunoprecipitation. (B) Live-cell fluorescent imaging of MMS19-Venus-Myc expressed in HEK293 
cells using confocal microscopy. (C-E) MMS19-Venus-Myc (C), CIAO1-Venus-Myc (D) or MIP18-Venus-Myc 
(E) were immunoprecipitated from HEK293 cell lysates. Membranes were immunoblotted with the indi-
cated antibodies. Purity of the nuclear and cytosolic fractions was demonstrated by immunoblot detec-
tion of Histone H3 and Alpha-Tubulin, respectively. N= nuclear fraction, C=cytosolic fraction, IN=input, 
Mock=immunoprecipitated fraction, IP=immunoprecipitated fraction.
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present in the cytosol. Since MMS19, CIAO1, and MIP18 are not localized to mito-
chondria these proteins are most likely not part of the ISC machinery. However, the 
observed interactions do suggest that CIA complex protein members are capable of 
recognizing mitochondrial Fe-S proteins, perhaps via shared protein motifs.

MMS19 and MIP18 interact directly with CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins
To determine the exact composition of the late CIA complex, we used an in vi-
tro transcription and translation system to synthesize Myc-tagged MMS19, CIAO1, 
MIP18, and NARFL and FLAG-tagged CIA and Fe-S proteins. Immunoprecipitation 
and western blot analysis showed that MMS19 and MIP18 interacted directly with 
the CIA proteins CIAO1 and NARFL, but not with ANT2, CIAPIN1, NUBP2 or with each 
other (Figure 3). Furthermore, the results show that both MMS19 and MIP18 were 
capable of directly interacting with the Fe-S proteins XPD, FANCJ, RTEL1, Prob-
able ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX11 (DDX11), DNA2, MPG, A/G-specific ad-
enine DNA glycosylase (MUTYH), SDHB, and UQCRFS1. In contrast, CIAO1 was only 
capable of interacting directly with MMS19, MIP18 and NARFL, but not with ANT2, 
CIAPIN, NUBP2, or any of the Fe-S proteins. NARFL interacted with MMS19, CIAO1, 
and MIP18, but the results also showed it was not capable of interacting with Fe-S 
proteins or CIA proteins ANT2, NUBP2, and CIAPIN1. The negative control protein 
Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1 (PARP1) did not interact with the tested proteins.

Figure 2 - MMS19, MIP18 and CIAO1 do not localize to mitochondria. (A) Anti-Myc immunoblot of 
cytosolic and mitochondrial HEK293 fractions. (B,C) Venus-Myc-tagged MMS19, CIAO1 or MIP18 were 
immunoprecipitated from cytosolic and mitochondrial HEK293 cell lysates. Membranes were immu-
noblotted with the indicated antibodies. Mock IPs were performed by incubating wildtype with anti-
Myc beads. IN=input, Mock=mock-immunoprecipitated fraction, IP=immunoprecipitated fraction. Bands 
which were clearly weaker than input were deemed non-specific.
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MIP18 interacts with Fe-S proteins through their Fe-S cluster regions
In order to identify the domains necessary for the interactions between MMS19, 
MIP18, and Fe-S proteins, different regions of the RTEL1 protein (Figure 4A) were 
synthesized in vitro. The protein was divided into its ATPase/Helicase domain (res-
idues 1-746), which is a region that is highly conserved within the FANCJ-like fam-
ily of helicases (12) (Figure 4A-B) and the C-terminal end of the protein (residues 
747-1203). IP of MMS19 and MIP18 in the presence of these RTEL1 regions and sub-
sequent western blot analysis showed that both MMS19 and MIP18 interact with the 
N-terminal RTEL1 region containing the helicase domains, but not the C-terminal 
end of the protein (Figure 4D). In order to more specifically assign MMS19- and 
MIP18- binding regions to RTEL1, three progressively shorter regions of the helicase 
domain were synthesized, consisting of residues 262-746, 458-746, and 661-746, 
respectively. These three polypeptides were incubated in the presence of MMS19 
or MIP18. Myc-IP and western blot analysis indicates that MMS19 was capable of 
interacting with RTEL1 regions 246-746 and 458-746, but not with region 661-746 
(Figure 4D). This indicated that the MMS19 binding site in RTEL1 lies in the re-
gion 458-661, which is the region homologous to the MMS19 binding region in XPD 
(11) (Figure 4A-B). The results also showed that while MIP18 did interact with the 

Figure 3 - MMS19 and MIP18 interact directly with CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins. Myc-tagged MMS19, 
CIAO1, MIP18 or NARFL and FLAG-tagged CIA machinery proteins were synthesized in vitro. FLAG- and 
Myc-tagged proteins were incubated and anti-Myc immunoprecipitated. Mock IPs were performed by 
incubating FLAG-tagged proteins in the absence of Myc-tagged protein. IN=input, Mock=mock-immuno-
precipitated fraction, IP=immunoprecipitated fraction.
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RTEL1 helicase domain (residues 1-746), it did not interact with RTEL1 amino acids 
262-746 (Figure 4D). This indicated that the MIP18 binding site in RTEL1 lies at its 
very N-terminal region, consisting of residues 1-261. This region contains the four 
cysteine residues which coordinate the Fe-S cluster and thus we hypothesize that 
MIP18 binds to Fe-S apoproteins in their apo-Fe-S regions.
In order to test this hypothesis, we synthesized polypeptides containing the Fe-S 
cluster coordinating cysteines from two other proteins for which the position of 
these cysteines are known, namely XPD and MUTYH. Polypeptides containing the 
four cysteines flanked by five amino acids at either side, residues 110-196 for XPD 
(Figure 4B) and residues 257-281 for MUTYH (Figure 4C), were synthesized in vitro 
and IPs were performed in the presence of MIP18 and MMS19. Western blot analysis 
showed that MIP18 was capable of interacting directly with these peptides, while 
MMS19 was not (Figure 4E).

MMS19 interacts with CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins via different domains
A previous study identified three MMS19 domains (A, B, and C) with distinct func-
tions in nucleotide excision repair (NER) and transcription (Figure 5A). Domains A 
and B are required for MMS19’s role in transcription and NER, respectively, while 
domain C is necessary for MMS19’s function in both processes (13). Each of these 
domains contains one or more HEAT repeats (Figure 5A), which are required for the 
formation of multi-protein complexes (14).
To determine if these MMS19 regions are involved in the interactions with CIAO1 
and/or Fe-S proteins, MMS19 lacking domains A and B (MMS19∆AB) or domain C 
(MMS19∆C) were incubated in the presence of CIAO1, NARFL, XPD and MUTYH. 
Myc-IP and subsequent immunoblotting showed that that MMS19∆AB retains the in-
teraction with all four proteins, while MMS19∆C no longer interacted with NARFL, 

Figure 4 - Identification of MMS19 and MIP18 binding regions in the Fe-S protein RTEL1. (A-C) Sche-
matic representation of the murine RTEL1 (A), XPD (B) and MUTYH (C) domains. RTEL1 and XPD both 
contain 7 Helicase domains (HD1-7, yellow), a DEAH box (DEAH, blue) and four cysteines necessary for 
the coordination of Fe-S clusters (C, red). RTEL1 also contains a Proliferation Cell Nuclear Antigen-
interacting PIP box (PIP, orange). XPD contains an Arch domain (ARCH, light green), the MMS19 binding 
region in XPD is shown in brown. MUTYH contains binding sites for RPA (RPA, dark blue), DNA minor 
groove (DNA, pink), MSH6 (MSH6, dark grey), APE1 (APE1, black) and PCNA (PCNA, light blue). It also 
contains an HhH motif (HhH, light grey) and four Fe-S cluster coordinating cysteines (C, red). (D,E) Myc-
tagged MMS19 and MIP18 and FLAG-tagged RTEL1, XPD and MUTYH peptides were synthesized in vitro. 
Individual FLAG-tagged proteins and Myc-tagged MMS19 or MIP18 were incubated and anti-Myc immu-
noprecipitated. Mock IPs were performed by incubating FLAG-tagged proteins in the absence of Myc-
tagged protein. IN=input, Mock=mock-immunoprecipitated fraction, IP=immunoprecipitated fraction.
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XPD and MUTYH, but did still interact with CIAO1 (Figure 5B). These results showed 
that MMS19 has different binding sites for CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins and that it binds 
Fe-S proteins through the HEAT repeats contained in its C-terminal region. The re-
sults also suggested that MMS19 binds to NARFL as an Fe-S protein and not as part 
of the CIA machinery.

MMS19 binds Fe-S cluster donor and acceptor proteins simultaneously
The previous experiments showed that MMS19 and MIP18 interact directly with 
CIAO1, NARFL and Fe-S cluster proteins, but not with ANT2, which was repeatedly 
detected in the mass spectrometry analysis. In order to further determine the 
interactions within the complex, we designed an IP experiment with in vitro syn-
thesized proteins. Myc-MMS19 was incubated with different combinations of FLAG-
tagged MIP18, ANT2, CIAO1, NARFL and XPD. Pre-incubation of MMS19 with XPD 
did not block binding of CIAO1, suggesting it is capable of binding CIA proteins and 
Fe-S proteins simultaneously (Figure 6A). MIP18 could be detected after MMS19 
was pre-incubated with XPD or with XPD and CIAO1, proving these four proteins 
can form one complex.
Interestingly, ANT2 was also detected after pre-incubation with XPD, suggesting 
that it bound Fe-S proteins in the presence of MMS19. To examine this possibil-
ity, Myc-tagged ANT2 was incubated in the presence of FLAG-tagged Fe-S proteins 
DNA2, XPD and MUTYH. Myc-IP and immunoblotting showed that ANT2 did not in-
teract directly with Fe-S proteins in vitro (Figure 6B). However, when FLAG-tagged 
ANT2 and Fe-S proteins DNA2, XPD and MUTYH were incubated in the presence of 
Myc-tagged MMS19, an ANT2-MMS19-Fe-S protein complex was formed (Figure 6C).

Discussion
MMS19’s function has previously been linked to nuclear processes like nucleotide 
excision repair (NER), transcription (15,16), DNA replication, histone modification 
(17) and chromosome segregation (11). Interactions between the MMS19 homolog 
DNA repair/transcription protein MET18/MMS19 (Met18), Cia1 (18), Nar1 (19), and 
the MIP18 homolog MIP18 family protein YHR122W (Yhr122w) (20) were previously 
identified in screens for protein complexes in budding yeast. Human MMS19 was 
shown to be part of the MMXD complex, which also contains CIAO1, MIP18, XPD and 

Figure 5 - Identification of an MMS19 domain required for the binding of Fe-S proteins. (A) Sche-
matic representation of the murine MMS19 domains. MMS19 contains 9 HEAT repeats (HR1-9, red). 
(B) Myc-tagged MMS19, MMS19∆AB and MMS19∆C and FLAG-tagged CIAO1, NARFL, XPD and MUTYH 
were synthesized in vitro. Individual FLAG-tagged proteins and Myc-tagged MMS19 or MMS19∆C were 
incubated and anti-Myc immunoprecipitated. Mock IPs were performed by incubating FLAG-tagged 
proteins in the absence of Myc-tagged protein. IN=input, Mock=mock-immunoprecipitated fraction, 
IP=immunoprecipitated fraction.
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ANT2 (11). Recently, MMS19 was implicated in the CIA machinery as part of a com-
plex that includes CIAO1, MIP18 (9,10), and NARFL (9), three known components 
of the CIA system (2,21). Furthermore, MMS19 is required for cytosolic Fe-S cluster 
assembly of several Fe-S proteins involved in DNA metabolism (9,10).
Here, we further characterize the protein composition of this late-acting CIA com-
plex and the protein domains required for protein-protein interactions. We show 
that MMS19 interacts with the CIA component CIAO1 and Fe-S proteins simultane-
ously. We also show that MMS19 interacts with Fe-S target proteins through its C-
terminal HEAT repeats, which have previously been associated with the formation 
of multi-protein complexes(14). Based on these findings, we propose that MMS19’s 
role in the CIA machinery is to bridge the gap between Fe-S cluster donor and ac-
ceptor proteins.
Furthermore, we have identified the MMS19 binding region in RTEL1, which is ho-
mologous to the MMS19 binding site in XPD previously reported (11). However, no 
obvious homology between Fe-S proteins beyond the FANCJ-like family of helicases 
could be detected. This suggests that MMS19 might recognize a structural feature 

Figure 6 - Reconstitution of the MMS19 complex. (A) Anti-FLAG immunoblot for FLAG-tagged CIA and 
Fe-S proteins interacting with Myc-tagged MMS19. Myc-tagged MMS19 and FLAG-tagged CIA and Fe-S 
proteins were synthesized in vitro. Combinations of FLAG-tagged proteins and Myc-tagged MMS19 were 
incubated as indicated and anti-Myc immunoprecipitated. B=bait protein, 1= MMS19 was pre-incubated 
with this protein for the first IP, 2= Beads from first IP were incubated in the presence of this protein for 
the second IP. (B) Myc-tagged ANT2 and FLAG-tagged DNA2, XPD, MUTYH and Parp1 were synthesized 
in vitro. Individual FLAG-tagged proteins were incubated with Myc-tagged ANT2 and anti-Myc immuno-
precipitated. (C) Myc-tagged MMS19 and FLAG-tagged DNA2, XPD, MUTYH and ANT2 were synthesized 
in vitro. MMS19-Myc was incubated with ANT2 alone or combined with one Fe-S protein and Myc-immu-
noprecipitated. Mock IPs were performed by incubating FLAG-tagged proteins in the absence of Myc-
tagged protein. IN=input sample, Mock=mock-immunoprecipitated fraction, IP=immunoprecipitated 
fraction.
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in Fe-S apoproteins as opposed to recognizing a stretch of specific amino acids.
A direct interaction between human GST-MIP18, purified from bacteria, and human 
FLAG-MMS19 and XPD-FLAG, purified from insect cells was reported (11). However, 
we show that MIP18 connects indirectly to MMS19 through interactions with CIAO1 
and Fe-S proteins. MIP18 binds to the regions of Fe-S proteins which contain the 
four Fe-S cluster coordinating cysteines, suggesting a role for MIP18 in the actual 
insertion of Fe-S cluster into apoproteins.
We also show that ANT2 binds to the complex of MMS19 and Fe-S protein, but not 
to the individual proteins. A possible role for ANT2 in the CIA system is to stabilize 
the interaction between MMS19 and Fe-S proteins. This also explains why ANT2 was 
abundant in the mass spectrometry analysis of MMS19, CIAO1 and MIP18 IP frac-
tions, as it was likely purified along with several different Fe-S proteins.
Interestingly, we did not find NARFL in the MMS19 and RTEL1 IP-mass spectrometry 
analysis. In vitro, we did find that NARFL interacts directly with CIAO1, MMS19 and 
MIP18. However, our data suggest that MMS19 and MIP18 bind to NARFL because it 
is an Fe-S protein, not because of its role in the CIA machinery. The CIAO1-NARFL 
interaction is part of the CIA machinery (7) and we found no evidence that CIAO1 
can directly interact with Fe-S proteins. Together, these results suggest that NARFL 
might only be transiently involved in the CIAO1-MMS19-MIP18 complex.
Although MMS19 and MIP18 are capable of binding directly to the mitochondrial 
Fe-S proteins SDHB and UQCRFS1, these proteins receive their Fe-S clusters from 
the ISC system, in which MMS19, CIAO1 and MIP18 are not involved. The SDHB and 
UQCRFS1 observed in our experiments is most likely mitochondrial contamination 
in the cytoplasmic cell extract and our data suggest that they do not represent 
functional interactions. This is supported by the observation that depletion of hu-
man MMS19 does not reduce activity of SDHB or mitochondrial aconitase (mtACO) 
(10).
In yeast, MMS19 deficiency leads to deficiencies in Pol II transcription and NER, 
increased sensitivity to methanesulfonate (MMS) and UV (15), while a defect in 
chromosome segregation has been observed in human cells (11). This pleiotropic 
phenotype can be explained by the newly discovered role of MMS19 in the CIA 
machinery, as Fe-S proteins are involved in each of these processes (9,10). Based 
on our results, we propose a more detailed model for the role of both MMS19 and 
MIP18 in CIA (Figure 7). In this model, MMS19 binds directly to both the Fe-S cluster 
donor CIAO1 and an Fe-S apoprotein into which the Fe-S cluster is to be inserted. 
These interactions bring the proteins into close proximity, which allows the Fe-S 
cluster to be transferred and inserted into the Fe-S apoprotein with the help of 
MIP18. ANT2 is most likely required to stabilize this complex, as it can only bind 
if both MMS19 and an Fe-S protein are present. After transfer of the Fe-S cluster, 
the functional Fe-S protein dissociates from this late CIA complex and is capable of 
performing its function in the cell.
In summary, we have elucidated the composition of the late acting CIA complex 
which contains CIAO1, MMS19, MIP18, and ANT2 and is required for the insertion 
of Fe-S clusters into target proteins. We identify several direct interactions within 
this complex and identify protein regions required for these interactions and pro-
pose a new model of action for this late-acting CIA complex. CIA is an essential 
biological process and its impairment has direct impact on the functionality of 
cytoplasmic and nuclear Fe-S proteins required for a wide range of cellular func-
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tions. Our findings clarify the roles and interactions within the CIA complex and its 
role in the crucial biological process of Fe-S protein assembly.

Methods
Cell lines. HEK293 cells were transfected with a Venus-Myc cDNA fusion construct 
containing MMS19, CIAO1 or MIP18 mouse cDNA using Fugene HD (Promega) and 
selected 36 hours after transfection with 3 µg/ml puromycin (Gibco). Rtel1-FLAG 
knock-in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells were grown as previously described (22).
Confocal microscopy. MMS19-Venus-Myc expressing HEK293 cells were plated in 
#1.5 Labtek II chambered cover glasses (Nalgene NUNC). Confocal microscopy was 
performed using a LSM 780 and an iLCI Plan-Neofluar 63x/1.3 oil objective (Zeiss).
Vector construction. Protein expression vectors were created using the pF25A 
ICE T7 Flexi vector (Promega) as a backbone. AscI and FseI restriction sites and 
sequences encoding a 2xMyc-tag or 3xFLAG-tag were ligated into the vector. Her-
culase II Fusion DNA Polymerase (Agilent Technologies) was used to PCR amplify 
murine cDNA flanked by AscI/FseI sites. PCR products were digested and ligated 
into the AscI/FseI sites of pF25A ICE T7 2xMyc or 3xFLAG vectors. 
In vitro transcription & translation and immunoprecipitation (IP). FLAG- and 
Myc-tagged proteins were synthesized in vitro using the TNT T7 Insect Cell Ex-
tract Protein Expression System (Promega). Proteins were incubated in IP buffer 
(25 mM HEPES, 1mM EDTA, 0.1% v/v NP-40, 150mM NaCl and Complete EDTA free 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)) and IP was performed using anti-FLAG M2 aga-
rose (Sigma-Aldrich, A2220) or anti-c-Myc agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, A7470). Mock IPs 
were performed by incubating FLAG-tagged protein with anti-c-Myc agarose in the 

Figure 7 - Model for the last steps in the CIA process. Labile Fe-S clusters are transferred to the 
CIAO1/NARFL complex in an earlier step. (1) CIAO1 binds directly to MMS19, which can simultaneously 
bind an Fe-S apoprotein. ANT2 also binds this complex, possibly in order to stabilize the interactions. 
(2) MIP18 interacts with both CIAO1 and Fe-S cluster coordinating region of target Fe-S proteins (in-
dicated by the four C’s, for cysteine) to facilitate the insertion of Fe-S clusters into target proteins. 
(3) After insertion of the Fe-S cluster, the functional Fe-S proteins dissociates from this late-acting CIA 
complex. This model identifies MMS19 and MIP18 as components of the CIA machinery with a critical 
role in Fe-S protein maturation.
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absence of Myc-tagged proteins. SDS-PAGE was performed to separate proteins for 
immunoblot analysis.
Antibodies and immunoblot analysis. Antibodies used for immunoblotting are 
mouse anti-FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich, F1804), rabbit anti-Myc (Abcam, ab9106), 
mouse anti-MMS19 (Euromedex, MMS-3H10), rabbit anti-Ciao1 (Santa Cruz, sc-
8322), rabbit anti-MIP18 (Abcam, ab103227), mouse anti-XPD (Abcam, ab54676), 
rabbit anti-FANCJ (Abcam, ab7288), rabbit anit-DNA2 (Abcam, ab96488), mouse 
anti-MPG (Abcam, ab55461), mouse anti-SDHB (Abcam, ab14714), mouse anti-
UQCRFS1 (Abcam, ab14746), mouse anti-alpha-tubulin (Cell Signaling Technology, 
DM12A), mouse anti-Histone H3 (Cell Signaling Technology, 96C19), mouse OXPHOS 
antibody cocktail (Abcam, ab110411), goat anti-mouse IgG-Perodixase (Sigma-Al-
drich, A5278) and goat anti-rabbit IgG-Perodixase (Sigma-Aldrich, A6154). After 
immunoblotting, blots were treated with SuperSignal West Pico or Femto Chemilu-
minescent Substrate (Pierce) before exposing and developing films.
IP and mass spectrometry. Nuclear and cytosolic fractions were prepared from 
MMS19-, CIAO1- or MIP18-Venus-Myc expressing HEK293 cells and Rtel1-FLAG 
knock-in murine ES cells using a nuclei isolation kit (Sigma, NUC101), mitochondria 
were purified using a mitochondria isolation kit (Abcam, ab110170). Cytoplasmic 
fractions were diluted using cytoplasmic-IP buffer (50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 
mM NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol, 0.2% v/v Triton X-100, 25 mM Hepes, 2mM EDTA and 
protease inhibitors). Nuclei and mitochondria were lysed in nuclear lysis buffer 
(50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 500 mM NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol, 0.5% v/v Triton X-100, 
25 mM Hepes, 2mM EDTA, 5 mM MgCl2, DNaseI (Roche) and protease inhibitors). 
Upon lysis an equal volume of nuclear lysis buffer without NaCl and Triton X-100 
was added. The MMS19-, CIAO1- and MIP18-Venus-Myc protein complexes were 
immunoprecipitated over-night at 4 °C with anti-c-Myc agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, 
A7470). MMS19 protein complexes were immunoprecipitated using MMS19 antibody 
(EuroMedex, MMS-3H10) immobilized on protein G agarose (Pierce, 20398). Mock 
IPs were performed by incubating lysates from untransfected HEK 293 with mouse 
IgG or anti-c-Myc agarose. For western blot analysis the precipitated proteins were 
eluted in Laemmli buffer for SDS-PAGE. For mass spectrometry (MS) analysis the 
proteins were eluted with 0.5 M formic acid pH 2 for 2 x 10 minutes. The eluates 
were separated by SDS-PAGE using a 4-12% v/v gradient NuPAGE gel (Invitrogen). 
Each lane was excised and divided into 16 pieces and peptides were prepared 
for MS analysis as described (23). Peptides were analyzed by HPLC-electrospray-
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) on a 4000 QTrap mass spectrometer (Applied 
Biosystems/Sciex) as described (23). The MS/MS spectra were queried against the 
SwissProt/UniProt human database (version 57.1) using the Mascot search algo-
rithm (version 2.3.01, Matrix Science). Search parameters were 0.3 Da and 0.4 Da 
for precursor and product ion mass tolerance, respectively. Candidate interacting 
proteins were those present in at least two experimental samples with two or more 
peptides, a Mascot score >50, and not present in the appropriate control samples.
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Nederlandse samenvatting (voor niet-ingewijden)

Het menselijk lichaam bestaat uit miljarden cellen, elk met hun eigen functie. De 
vorming van het lichaam begint bij de bevruchting van een eicel door een sper-
macel, die samensmelten tot een zogenaamde embryonale stamcel, die in staat 
is om uit te groeien tot alle verschillende soorten cellen in ons lichaam. Denk 
bijvoorbeeld aan longcellen die zuurstof kunnen opnemen uit de lucht, rode bloe-
dcellen die deze zuurstof door ons hele lichaam vervoeren, en hartspiercellen die 
samen ons bloed rondpompen. Elk van deze cellen bevat precies hetzelfde DNA, 
dat dus per definitie de instructies moet bevatten voor het maken van alle ver-
schillende soorten cellen. Het DNA ligt opgeslagen in de kern van elke cel en kan 
worden gezien als een enorm boek met allerlei instructies. In tegenstelling tot een 
boek dat bestaat uit woorden die gevormd worden door 26 verschillende letters, 
bestaat het DNA uit slechts 4 “letters”: A (adenine), T (thymine), C (cytosine), 
en G (guanine). Deze letters noemen wij basen en de precieze volgorde van deze 
basen is wat ons individuele DNA, en dus onszelf, uniek maakt. Het menselijke 
DNA bestaat uit ruwweg 3 miljard basen, wat overeen zou komen met een boek 
van ongeveer 600.000 pagina’s. Het DNA zelf bestaat uit twee strengen die als 
een helix op een heel specifieke manier om elkaar heen gewikkeld zijn. In deze 
strengen ligt tegenover elke A een T en tegenover elke C een G. In plaats van één 
continue helix, ligt ons DNA verspreid over 46 chromosomen, in 23 paren. Van elk 
paar chromosomen hebben wij één kopie geërfd van onze vader en één kopie van 
onze moeder. Verspreid over deze chromosomen liggen onze genen, stukjes DNA 
die de informatie bevatten om de eiwitten te maken die een cel nodig heeft om 
te functioneren. In totaal hebben wij naar schatting 20.000-30.000 verschillende 
genen. De precieze combinatie van chromosomen en genen die we erven van onze 
ouders maakt elk van ons uniek.

Zoals gezegd bevat elke cel in ons lichaam hetzelfde DNA, maar toch bestaat ons 
lichaam uit duizenden verschillende soorten cellen. Dit is mogelijk doordat cellen 
niet gebruik maken van alle genen die op het DNA liggen. Elke verschillende cel 
heeft een specifieke combinatie aan genen die aan en uit staan. Een gen dat aan 
staat wordt afgelezen tot een RNA molecuul, dat op zijn beurt vertaald wordt tot 
een eiwit. Elk eiwit heeft één of meerdere specifieke functies en een cel bepaald 
zijn identiteit door bepaalde eiwitten wel of niet te produceren. Aangezien deze 
genen en de eiwitten waar ze voor coderen bepalen hoe een cel zich gedraagt is 
het van cruciaal belang dat het DNA intact blijft. Toch raakt het DNA dagelijks 
beschadigd door invloeden van buitenaf en door lichaamseigen processen. Om te 
voorkomen dat deze schade leidt tot blijvende veranderingen (mutaties), hebben 
cellen verschillende mechanismes ontwikkeld om DNA schade mee te repareren. 
Wanneer DNA schade toch niet goed gerepareerd wordt, kunnen de resulterende 
mutaties bijvoorbeeld leiden tot erfelijke ziektes of kanker. In hoofdstuk 1 worden 
verschillende oorzaken van DNA schade en de mechanismes om deze schade te re-
pareren besproken. Daarnaast wordt aandacht besteed aan een nieuwe techniek, 
genaamd Strand-seq, die recentelijk ontwikkeld is in onze onderzoeksgroep. Met 
deze techniek kunnen we specifieke veranderingen in het DNA herkennen, die vaak 
het gevolg zijn van DNA schade die niet helemaal op de juiste manier is gerepa-
reerd.
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Een voorbeeld van een erfelijke ziekte die het gevolg is van mutaties in het DNA 
is Bloom syndroom. Bloom syndroom is een zeer zeldzame genetische ziekte die 
wordt veroorzaakt door mutaties in één enkel gen genaamd BLM.  Dit gen ligt op 
chromosoom 15 en als dit gen beschadigd is op beide kopieën van dit chromosoom, 
kunnen cellen het bijbehorende eiwit niet produceren, wat leidt tot de ziekte. Het 
verlies van dit enkele eiwit leidt tot een zeer ernstig ziektebeeld. Bloom syndroom 
patiënten vertonen dwerggroei, hebben problemen met hun immuunsysteem, zijn 
heel erg gevoelig voor zonlicht, zijn vaak onvruchtbaar, en hebben een verhoogde 
kans op diabetes. Daarnaast hebben patiënten ook een sterk verhoogde kans op 
kanker, die vaak al op zeer jonge leeftijd ontstaat. Gemiddeld genomen worden 
patiënten ongeveer 27 jaar oud en overlijden vaak aan de gevolgen van kanker. 
Bloom syndroom en de functies van het BLM eiwit worden uitgebreid besproken in 
hoofdstuk 2.

Als men kijkt naar de cellen van Bloom syndroom patiënten, dan ziet men dat 
het DNA vaak een specifieke soort verandering vertoont die we “sister chroma-
tid exchanges”, of “SCEs” noemen. Een SCE is een uitwisseling van DNA tussen 
gekopieerde chromosomen, die kan optreden na reparatie van een breuk in het 
DNA, of in delen van chromosomen die niet goed gekopieerd kunnen worden. Cel-
len van Bloom syndroom patiënten vertonen gemiddeld genomen ongeveer 10 keer 
zo veel SCEs als gezonde cellen. Over het algemeen leiden SCEs niet tot blijv-
ende mutaties, maar in zeldzame gevallen doen ze dit wel. Het feit dat cellen 
van patiënten zoveel meer SCEs vertonen wijst erop dat deze tien keer zo snel 
mutaties opeenstapelen als gezonde cellen, wat zou kunnen bijdragen aan het 
verhoogde risico op kanker dat gepaard gaat met de ziekte.
Om SCEs te kunnen herkennen moeten cellen behandeld worden met bromodeoxy-
uridine (BrdU), een stof die sterk lijkt op de DNA base thymine en ingebouwd wordt 
in het DNA als cellen ermee behandeld worden. Men heeft lang gedacht dat cellen 
van Bloom syndroom patiënten extra gevoelig zijn voor deze behandeling en dat 
dit de oorzaak was voor het toegenomen aantal SCEs in deze cellen. Voor hoofd-
stuk 3 hebben we voor het eerst de nieuwe techniek Strand-seq gebruikt om SCEs 
in Bloom syndroom cellen te bestuderen en laten we zien dat de aanwezigheid 
van BrdU geen effect heeft op het aantal SCEs, wat erop wijst dat verhoogde SCE 
vorming spontaan plaatsvindt en dus ook gebeurt in de cellen in het lichaam van 
patiënten.

Nadat we bepaald hadden dat het toegenomen aantal SCEs in cellen van patiënten 
spontaan plaatsvindt, hebben we ons verdiept in de locaties van deze SCEs in het 
DNA. Met behulp van Strand-seq kunnen we heel precies bepalen waar SCEs plaats 
hebben gevonden, iets dat niet mogelijk is met andere technieken. We hebben dit 
toegepast op cellen die gedoneerd zijn door verschillende gezonde individuen en 
Bloom syndroom patiënten. We zien dat SCEs in patiëntencellen vaak plaatsvin-
den vlakbij een structuur in het DNA genaamd een G-quadruplex, of G4. Een G4 
structuur is een soort knoop die vaak voorkomt in stukken DNA waar veel guanines 
(Gs) dichtbij elkaar zitten. G4 structuren zijn heel stabiel en kunnen een barrière 
vormen voor de machinerie die het DNA kopieert als een cel wilt delen. Deze resul-
taten wijzen erop dat het BLM eiwit nodig is om G4 structuren in het DNA te ont-
vouwen zodat het DNA gekopieerd kan worden zonder dat dit tot SCEs leidt. Hierbij 
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is het interessant dat SCEs vaak voorkomen in actieve genen, waar G4s makkelijker 
kunnen vormen. Dit wijst erop dat mutaties zich sneller zullen opstapelen in deze 
genen en dit kan leiden tot veranderingen in de activiteit en functies van de bi-
jbehorende eiwitten. Dit kan op zijn beurt weer bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van 
kanker. Dit werk staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. Deze nieuwe inzichten dragen bij 
aan ons begrip van hoe cellen hun DNA beschermen tegen mutaties en hoe verlies 
van een enkel eiwit kan leiden tot kanker. Dit kan in de toekomst weer leiden tot 
nieuwe manieren om kanker te bestrijden met gerichte therapieën die afgestemd 
zijn op de individuele patiënt en de specifieke soorten kanker.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft het werk dat we hebben gedaan om een nieuwe toepassing 
voor de Strand-seq techniek te ontwikkelen. Zoals gezegd erven wij de helft van 
onze chromosomen van onze vader en de andere helft van onze moeder. Elk paar 
chromosomen lijkt heel sterk op elkaar, ze bevatten immers dezelfde genen, maar 
er zijn ook kleine verschillen. Deze verschillen bestaan over het algemeen uit en-
kele bases (letters) die niet overeen komen tussen beide chromosomen. Nu in het 
mogelijk om deze verschillen te herkennen door het DNA van iemand af te lezen 
(“sequencen”). Dit geeft informatie over de verschillen tussen individuele chromo-
somen, maar het is heel moeilijk om te bepalen welke combinatie van verschillen 
op het ene kopie ligt er welke op de andere. Wij hebben een manier ontwikkeld 
om de Strand-seq techniek te gebruiken om precies dit te doen. Deze informatie 
kan bijvoorbeeld gebruikt worden om de kans op afstoting na orgaandonatie te 
verkleinen en om behandelingen van verschillende ziektes beter af te stemmen op 
de individuele patiënt.

Naast veranderingen in het DNA zelf, kan Strand-seq ook gebruikt worden om het 
aantal chromosomen in een cel te tellen. Veranderingen in het aantal chromo-
somen kan gepaard gaan met bepaalde ziektes zoals Down syndroom, dat het 
gevolg is van een extra kopie van chromosoom 21 in alle lichaamscellen. Ook 
kankercellen hebben vaak een afwijkend aantal chromosomen, dat waarschijnlijk 
veroorzaakt wordt doordat chromosomen niet goed verdeeld worden als een cel 
zich deelt. Voor hoofdstuk 6 hebben wij gekeken naar het aantal chromosomen 
in zogenaamde geïnduceerde pluripotente stamcellen (“induced pluripotent stem 
cells”, of “iPSCs”). Pluripotente stamcellen zijn cellen die gevormd worden ti-
jdens de vroege zwangerschap, als een bevruchte eicel nog maar enkele keren 
gedeeld heeft, en zich kunnen ontwikkelen tot elke soort lichaamscel. Hierna be-
ginnen de cellen zich door te ontwikkelen tot volwassen, somatische cellen. Het 
is echter mogelijk om dit proces om te keren door een somatische cel bloot te 
stellen aan bepaalde transcriptiefactoren, eiwitten die verantwoordelijk zijn voor 
het aflezen van bepaalde genen. Bepaalde transcriptiefactoren zijn specifiek voor 
pluripotente stamcellen en activeren genen die deze stamcellen hun identiteit 
geven. Als deze zelfde transcriptiefactoren ingebracht worden in een andere cel 
(vaak een huidcel), worden deze stamcelgenen actief en verandert de volwassen 
cel in een stamcel. Als er gebruik wordt gemaakt van muizencellen, kunnen de 
gevormde iPSCs geïmplanteerd worden in een embryo, waardoor deze cellen zich 
gedragen als normale embryonale stamcellen en uitgroeien tot een compleet nieu-
we muis. Hoe succesvol deze procedure is, hangt er sterk af van hoe deze iPSCs 
gemaakt zijn en specifiek welke transcriptiefactoren gebruikt zijn. In hoofdstuk 6 
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laten wij zien dat de meest gebruikte combinatie van transcriptiefactoren vaak 
leidt tot extra kopieën van chromosoom 8 in de iPSCs, en deze cellen kunnen ook 
zelden uitgroeien tot gezonde muizen. Daarentegen leidt een andere combinatie 
nooit tot deze afwijking en iPSCs die met deze combinatie aan factoren gemaakt 
worden zijn veel beter in staat uit te groeien tot gezonde muizen.
De hoop is dat menselijke iPSCs in de toekomst gebruikt kunnen worden om in het 
lab complete organen of weefsels te laten groeien die gebruikt kunnen worden 
voor de behandeling van allerlei ziektes die gepaard gaan met verlies van cellen of 
cellen die niet meer goed functioneren. Hierbij kan gedacht worden aan hersen-
ziektes als Parkinson en Alzheimer, spierziektes als multiple sclerose of ALS, en nog 
vele andere ziektes.
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the Lansdorp lab for their support over the last 5 years. Diana, David, Hilda, Jorn, 
and Karina: thank you so much for your help with my experiments, your input on 
my projects, and your presence during our lab-lunches, dinners, and trips. In many 
respects, lots of people in the lab become as close or closer to me than family. It 
has been my great pleasure to work with you during my time as a PhD student and 
hopefully I will frequently you again in the (near) future.
 
I was also fortunate enough to spend two months in the Vancouver branch of the 
Lansdorp lab, learning from some amazing scientists. Mark, I want to thank you for 
all your help teaching me to analyse my Strand-seq data and to properly map SCEs 
and hotspots. Ester, you had a larger impact on me during a few conversations 
than many others have had over the course of several years. Thank you for your 
(critical) input and pushing my project in the right direction. I also want to thank 
Ashley and Geraldine for all of their input, help, and suggestions on my different 
projects. Finally, I want to thank all of you for the lunches, dinners, drinks during 
my time at the TFL and of course for the Grouse Grind!

Victor, thank you very much for all your help with the analysis of my data. You 
have helped me make sense of several large and complicated datasets, and with-
out your help I would never have reached some of the insights presented in this 
thesis.
 
Elk Strand-seq experiment beschreven in dit proefschrift is begonnen met het sort-
eren van individuele cellen. Hiervoor heb ik zwaar geleund op de UMCG Flow Cy-
tometry Unit en specifiek op Geert en Henk. Heren, bedankt voor alle hulp met de 
vele, vele sorts. Zonder jullie hulp was mijn PhD project nooit mogelijk geweest.
 
Years before the ERIBA building was completed, I was working at the 5th floor of 
building 3215. I want to thank Gerald de Haan and everyone in his lab for the time 
I could spend with them before we could move into the new building. Gerald, Le-
nya, Ronald, Brad, Karin, Marta, Evgenia, Visjna, Edyta, Sara, Mathilde, Ellen, 
Bertien, Martha, and Erik: thank you for being my lab before the Lansdorp lab 
was formed.
 
Of course I also want to thank all my colleagues in ERIBA for the good times I had 
there and the great atmosphere in the whole institute. I had a great time working 
on the first floor, in large part due to the members of the Foijer group, de Haan 
group, and the members of the iPSC/Crispr facility. Thank you all for the good 
times! I also want to thakn our secretaries Annet, Sylvia, and Nina for all of their 
help with, well everything. It will be sad not to see all of your faces on a daily 
basis. Of course the same is true for all my friends at ERIBA and the UMCG. I will 
miss you! Finally, I should thank all my collaborators inside and outside of the 
UMCG. These collaborations, where different groups combine their expertise to 
tackle complex biological questions, are the future of academia and I am glad to 
have been part of these types of undertakings.
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Uiteraard is er nog één groep vrienden die het zeker verdiend om bij naam geno-
emd te worden: Aukje, Danny, Martijn, Renate, Susanne, Sven, en Sygrid. Be-
dankt voor alle lol, hilariteit en gezelligheid tijdens de laatste 10+ jaar, en voor 
het feit dat jullie me er af en toe aan herinnerden dat er ook nog een leven is 
buiten het lab!
 
Uut Twente komt mooi volk en weinig zo mooi als mijn kleine bro-
ertje! Ruud, bedankt voor jouw eeuwige nuchterheid en droge ge-
voel voor humor, die altijd hebben geholpen om mij met beide benen 
op Aarde te houden. Ik had me geen betere klein broer kunnen wensen! 

Pap & mam, ik eindig met de twee belangrijkste mensen in dit geheel. Zonder 
jullie onvoorwaardelijke liefde en steun was het me natuurlijk zeker nooit gelukt 
om te komen waar ik nu ben. Jullie hebben mij de kans gegeven op vanaf jonge 
leeftijd zelf te ontdekken waar ik heen wil met mijn leven en stonden altijd vier-
kant achter mijn keuzes, zelfs al bleek het achteraf soms een doodlopende weg 
te zijn. Dit soort steun en liefde is het belangrijkste wat ouders kunnen bieden en 
dat zal mij altijd bijblijven.
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